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A CASE STUDY OF THE FEDERAL RESPONSE
TO THE EDUCATION COMPONENT IN THE MODEL CITIES PROGRAM
By
Oscar Lugrie Mims
AN ABSTRACT
Introduction
The Model Cities Program was conceived as a way of dealing
with the grave problems existing in urban areas and the disappointing
results of the some 400 Federal grant-in-aid programs. It promised
the cities much greater freedom to use Federal funds in poor neighbor-
hoods in the ways that local people thought best. Unfortunately, the
execution of the Model Cities Program has fallen short of its promise.
Many reasons and excuses can be given for the failure of the
Model Cities Program to achieve its intended goals. The present study
was conducted for the purpose of discovering, in as objective a manner
as possible, the major variables affecting the education component of
Model Cities. The study was exploratory in nature, utilizing such
methods as interviews, observation of committee meetings, examination
of government documents, journals, reports', memoranda, and other
correspondence material in collecting the data.
The major objective of this study was to discover answers
to the questions concerning (1) an explanation of the processes
involved in reaching the conclusion as to the comprehensiveness of
the urban educational programs in the Model Cities programs; (2) the
identification of the major variables affecting the education com-
ponent of Model Cities from the Fall of 1966, through the Summer
of 1970; and (3) the identification of strategies that can be employed
at the federal level which would have the
fiscal and human resources at the Universi
to achieve comprehensive urban education p
of the Model neighborhoods.
potential of mobilizing
t y, state and federal levels
rograms based on local needs
The investigation utilized a case study approach that focused
on two major aspects of the problem. The origination of the problem
%
came from the investigators encounters with persons and publications
related to the Model Cities program. From these encounters, it was
found that by the Summer of 1970 the conclusion was reached, and
stated, that "the plans submitted by the Model Neighborhoods did not
reflect comprehensive urban education programs utilizing the most
effective mix of categorical grants and supplemental funds focusing
on local needs." This conclusion generated two questions, namely:
(1) what were the procedures in reaching such a conclusion, and (2)
what were the major variables effecting the education component of
Model Cities which could have caused a state of affairs represented
in this conclusion?
In general, the data analyzed indicated that the cities
appeared not to be submitting comprehensive urban education plans.
>
Recommendations
This study was conducted for the purpose of discovering, in
as objective a manner as possible, the major variables affecting the
education component of Model Cities, Because of the exploratory
nature of the study, the broad range of sources utilized in order to
obtain the necessary informat ion, and the newness and complexity of
the Model Cities Program, the recommendations must be considered as
tentative additional steps which may be helpful in successfully
guiding Model Citie.s* future course of action in achieving its
intended goal.
l 9 Major emphasis at the Federal level should be placed upon the
establishment and strengthening of those agency linkages that will lead
to more effective implementation of .the follov/ing activities: (1)
technical assistance to CDAs, (2) earmarking of additional funds for
use within model neighborhoods, (3) development of local coordination
plans for review of programs operating in model neighborhoods, and
(4) the development of simplified application handling procedures.
2. Further investigation should be conducted into the validity
and reliability of the operational definition of a "comprehensive
urban education plan" utilized in this investigation. To the extent
that this investigator's assumptions are verified by additional studies,
this operational definition could become extremely useful in restructuring
urban education planning activities throughout the nation.
3. Universities and colleges are potential Model Cities resources
that appear to be significantly under-utilized. Up until this time,
there has been only minimal university involvement in Model Cities
and this has been spread over a limited number of predominately
white universities and colleges. It is recommended that efforts
be made to significantly increase the utilization of university and
college resources within the Model Cities Program. Examples of
resources that might be available from universities are: (1) the
collection and dissemination of information, (2) the design, imple-
mentation and evaluation of training programs at the federal, state
and local levels, (3) assessment of local needs, (4) resource
identification, (5) credentialing of program participants, (6)
independent evaluation studies, (7) assistance in proposal development,
and (8) dissertation research into Model City related topics.
4. One of the major difficulties in conducting this investigation
was' the difficulty in obtaining information related to the effective-
ness of the education component within Model Cities* Utilizing this
investigation as a part of a comprehensive information base, it is
recommended that the HUD/Mod el Cities establish a systematic approach
to the collection and dissemination of useable information designed
to provide the necessary data to evaluate the effectiveness of its
educational component.
5. At this point, a coordinated state response to the educational
components of Model Cities ranges from minimal to none at all, yet,
the state provides an ideal legal, geographic and political setting
for providing useful assistance to Model Cities. The U.S. Office of
Education reported that approximately 907o of the U.S. Office of
Education funds go through the state education agencies for fiscal
and programmatic control purposes, and yet this investigation revealed
/
that only 8 of the 44 state departments of education have attempted
to play significant roles in assisting CDAs in the development of
comprehensive urban education programs. It is recommended that
efforts be made to effectively channel the extensive leverage that
is available within State Departments of Education into the support
of Model Cities Programs. Examples of the various types of support
that might be provided by State Departments of Education are: (1)
technical assistance in local planning and development of comprehensive
urban programs, (2) state level coordination of earmarking efforts,
and (3) the development and coordination of priority processing systems
for educational proposals from model neighborhoods.
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It was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness;
It was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity;
It was the season of darkness; it was the spring of hope,
It was the winter of despair.
- Charles Dickens
Background
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Today’s urban school crisis is not unique to any city, state,
or region. It resides in Boston, Chicago, New York, Seattle, and Den-
ver, as well as all of the rest of the nation’s major metropolitan areas.
Also, this urban crisis extends beyond the schools and is inextricably
related to other broad, complex and unresolved problems affecting the
quality of life available to the citizens of the city.^" These inter-
related problems such as, inadequate financing, increased enrollments,
jdiscrimination in housing and jobs, and poor health conditions, have
all existed for a considerable period of time. Long festering, these
infections are now unavoidably visible on the national scene.
In 1966 the Congress of the United States declared that
. . .improving the quality of urban life is the most
critical domestic problem facing the United States. The
persistence of wide-spread urban slums and blight, the
concentration of persons of low income in older urban
j
Task Force on Urban Education, Schools of the Urban Crisis
,
Washington, D. C. : National Education Association (NEA) , 1970, p. 1.
2areas, and the unmet needs for additional housing and
community facilities and services arising from rapid
expansion or our urban population have resulted in a
marked deterioration in the quality of the environment
and the lives of large numbers, of our people while the
Nation as a whole prospers.
The Congress also declared that the cities of all sizes did
not have adequate resources to deal effectively with the critical pro-
blems facing them, and that Federal assistance in addition to that which
had been authorized by the urban renewal program and other existing
Federal grant-in-aid programs was essential to "enable cities to plan,
develop, and conduct programs to improve their physical environment,
increase their supply of adequate housing for low and moderate-income
people, and provide educational and social services vital to health
3
and welfare."
These Congressional declarations constitute the summary of
findings which resulted in the Title I portion of the Demonstration
Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966. This is the portion
of the Act which encompasses the Comprehensive City Demonstration
Programs, commonly known as the Model Cities Program. In the opinion
of the author of this report, the Title I portion of this Act provided
the most promising Federal response to comprehensive urban planning ever
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Improving
the Quality of Urban Life : A Program Guide to Model Neighborhoods in
Demonstration Cities
,
December 1967, Appendix A.
^Ibid.
3conceived in modern United States history. The act provided for a
new program designed to demonstrate how the living environment and
the general welfare of people living In slum and blighted neighborhoods
can be improved substantially in cities of all sizes and in all parts
of the country. It called for a comprehensive attack on social, eco-
nomic, and physical problems in selected slum and blighted areas through
concentration and coordination of Federal, State, local and private
efforts.
The statute provided for financial and technical assistance to
enable cities to plan, develop, and carry out comprehensive local pro-
grams containing new and imaginative proposals to develop "model"
neighborhoods. Through establishing a City Demonstration Agency (CDA)
under the authority of the City Government, the Demonstration Cities
and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-754) marked
a turning-point in the development of Federal legislation relating to
intergovernmental coordination and comprehensive local planning.
A search through the statutory and administrative rules which
govern the use of the Model Cities funds, (Section 101, 103(a), 105(d)
and 106) reveals that the City Demonstration Agency (CDA) has a clear
incentive to devise new and innovative projects to reorient existing
resources to better uses, and to mobilize additional resources. Ideally,
CDA's should utilize the Supplemental funds to finance the "unthink-
able" educational projects. They also have an incentive to promote
maximal utilization of existing categorical grant programs in the model
4neighborhoods. This incentive is of vital importance, for up until
the enactment of Public Law 89-75.4, the structure of the Federal
Government had reflected an accumulation of separate bureaucracies
and a proliferation of categorical gr-ant programs, created by indepen-
dent legislative enactments over the years. These programs have seemed
to defy any well-planned functional alignments.
While speaking on this dire state of affairs, Moynihan remarked
that there is a certain nonlinerarity in the relationship between the
number of categorical aid programs issuing forth from Washington and
4
the degree of social satisfaction that has ensued.
The Education Component
of Model Cities
The education component of Model Cities has attracted national
attention because cities have generally attached an important role
to education in the development of Model neighborhoods. This was ap-
parent from the findings of a recent survey which revealed that an
estimated 24 percent of the total supplemental funds are presently
being used to support educational projects.^
Through the education component of Model Cities, the Model
neighborhoods were provided with the mechanism to solve their problems
through comprehensive urban educational programs. This potential
Daniel P. Moynihan, Address on the Occasion of the Annual
Honors Convocation, Syracuse University, May 8, 1969.
“*Oscar L. Mims, "Model Cities: Funding Trends and Fiscal Pro-
jections in Education" (unpublished report, HUD/Model Cities, 1969), p.5
5existed because the major educational thrust of Model Cities is one
of involving the planning and implementation of comprehensive urban
education programs utilizing the mo^t> effective mix of Categorical
Grants and Supplemental funds with a combined focus on real needs
and effective institutional change.
While the Federal Categorical Grant programs were basically
function-specific, local problems were most often situation-specific,
which required unique mixtures of categorical grant programs. Hence,
I V
the categorical grant system was not easily adaptable to the coordi-
nated comprehensive effort that was needed. CDA ! s were asked to look
upon this program as an opportunity to experiment, to design educational
laboratories for testing and refining new and better methods for
improving the quality of urban education. Cities were offered the
opportunity to search out and develop ways of reaching the slum dweller
and improving his condition of life; new approaches to making the ad-
ministration of the entire city more efficient, effective, and social
responsive; and new methods for using modern technology to meet local
problems
.
A Present Look at Model Cities
While Title I of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Develop-
ment Act of 1966 provided the cities with a mechanism for improving
living conditions for the people who live in urban centers through
the most effective and economical concentration and coordination of
6Federal, State, local, public and private efforts to improve the qua-
lity of urban life, a gap exists between idealistically stated goals
V *
of a program and the actual functioning or outcomes of the program.
i
This gap appears to be existing in the Model Cities program.
In April, 1969 Secretary Romney stated:
The Model Cities program is an ambitious effort. It seeks
to coordinate a vast array of Federal programs, to concentrate
their impact on specific depressed urban neighborhoods, and to
make local governments stronger and more flexible.
My Committee on Model Cities of the Council for Urban Af-
fairs has been intensively examining the program. Its study has
shown that the program* s goals are sound, but that there have
been critical deficiencies in its administration which call
for immediate correction.
In this statement Secretary Romney listed four critical defi-
ciencies which called for immediate correction:
1. Federal agencies have not been sufficiently responsive
to local proposals reflecting specific local conditions.
2. In developing their proposals, local authorities have
been hindered by uncertainty as to the amounts of funds
that would be available from the Federal departments.
3. Few effective attempts have been made to secure the
involvement of State government.
^Press Release, HUD News
,
April 28, 1969, pp. 1-4.
74. Federal guidelines have forced cities to set model neighbor-
i
hood boundaries that often have been arbitrary, and that have
created unnecessary divisions among Model Cities residents.
^
V *
The Banfield Report, released in August 1970, made the following
statement
:
In short, the model cities program was conceived as a way
of dealing with the grave problems that we have been discussing.
It promised the cities much greater freedom to use federal funds
in poor neighborhoods in the ways that local people thought best.
In our opinion, it was—in its conception—a long step in the
right direction.
gUnfortunately, its execution has fallen short of its promise.
The report goes on to explain that one of the main causes for the
program’s falling short of its promise was the requirement of the cities
to follow very elaborate and stringent federal regulations. The author
of the report did feel that the Model Cities were able to work through
these regulations and still reach some of the locally defined goals of
their programs. In referring to this point, the report states:
Despite over-regulation and under-support, the model cities
program has made a useful contribution. It has succeeded in
making some city halls more aware of the special problems of
poor neighborhoods; it has brought some mayors and citizens
groups into mutually advantageous relations; it has given
some encouragement to the improvement of management methods,
and, especially in the larger cities, it has given rise to
some projects that are both new and promising. . . on the
whole the model cities proposals, although they do not open
new vistas, compare very favorably with the general run of
proposals being supported by other federal programs and by
local governments.
7
Ibid .
8
Edward C. Banfield, Model Cities: A Step Towards the New
Federalism (Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printing Office, 1970),
p. 10.
^
Ibid
.
,
p. 11
.
8The report goes on to say that, in summary, the model cities
program is better than what has gone before.
In light of the fact that one ,of the major thrusts of the
Model Cities Act was to provide an incentive and mechanism for compre-
hensive urban programs, Banfield, et al . draw an interesting conclusion
from their findings. These authors state that "the Federal pressure to
be 'comprehensive 1 resulted in a spread of small projects rather than
in a concentration of effort.'""^
Joseph Barr and Charles Hill had submitted a supplementary
statement to the above-mentioned "Banfield Report." These two authors'
statements are much more positive toward the accomplishments of the
Model Cities program. They state that the Model Cities planning pro-
cess has (1) resulted in a reallocation of local resources to poverty
areas; (2) served as a buffer for Mayors in resisting "pet" projects;
(3) provided a forum for dialogue and negotiation with residents of
the affected neighborhoods; and (4) resulted in some improvement in the
local capacity to coordinate departments of local government and other
public bodies.^ Although Messrs. Barr and Hill did agree, in general,
with the recommendations made by the majority, they felt that any
failures to date attributable to Model Cities program have centered
largely on the lack of response of those agencies controlling more
than 400 categorical grant programs, rather than the Model Cities
^Ibid
.
,
p. 8.
^Ibid.
,
pp. 17-18.
9Administration of HUD. They further stated that, "because of its
flexibility, Model Cities has laid bare the inadequacy of the Federal
system to respond to the needs of the cities in channeling categorical
•v
#
13grants into the Model Cities effort."
In general most of the authors in reporting on the Model Cities
program agree that the goals of the Model Cities Act are sound, and they
recommend that the program be continued. There is also general agree-
ment that there is a substantial gap between the idealist goals of the
program and the actual achievements being made.
A Present Look at the Education
Component of Model Cities
From this point this document will focus on one aspect of the
Model Cities program, namely the educational component.
As mentioned previously, the Model Cities generally have at-
tached an important role to education in the development of Model
neighborhoods
,
as evidenced by the high percent of the total supplemental
funds being used to support educational projects. Ideally, the major
educational thrust of the Model Cities process is one of utilizing the
most effective mix of Categorical Grant and Supplemental Funds with a
combined focus on real needs and effective institutional change. Usually
a local mechanism, such as an education task force consisting of lay
persons as well as educators, was provided for the planning and imple-
mentation of comprehensive urban education programs.
12
Ibid.
,
p. 18.
13
Ibid.
10
Again, the education component of Model Cities appears to re-
flect the above-mentioned findings concerning the Model Cities program
in general. Yet, a significant gap, exists between the ideal goals
and the actual operation of the programs. Although Model Cities plan-
ning required cities to assess local needs and to .design comprehen-
sive urban educational programs to respond to those needs, this
objective had not been met by July, 1969.
Preliminary surveys showed that a significant amount of the
supplemental funds for education (approximately 24 percent of the total
supplemental funds) had gone for projects which could have legally
been funded under a broad selection of categorical grants from other
Federal Departments and/or State Agencies. ^ By April, 1970, the
following conclusion was made:
. . .a significant number of cities requested the use of
supplemental funds for supporting projects which fell in the
categories where Federal Grant-in-aid Programs exist. When
considering the utilization of the State Plan Formula programs
,
we can conclude that nearly 100% of the educational projects
presently being funded through supplemental funds could h^e
legally been funded through the Categorical Grant system .
Several other reports conclude that Model neighborhoods are
not developing comprehensive urban education plans.
^
^Model Cities End of Year Report, Fiscal Year 1969, U. S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development, p. 6.
Miras, o£. cit
.
,
p. 15.
^
^Memo to Donald G. Dodge, from Oscar L. Mims; Subject: Use of
Supplemental Funds — Education.
^^Ibid. Also see the report of the U. S. Office of Education
"Commissioners May 22 Meeting on Objective #2—Programs for the Dis-
advantaged
.
M
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This conclusion raises several questions. Given such a complex concept
as "comprehensive urban education planning," which almost defies any
attempt at defining it, how was such a conclusion reached? What cri-
teria were used? How would one know a comprehensive urban education
plan if he saw one? Is a comprehensive urban education plan within
the realm of the possible?
The fact that there is a significant gap between the ideal
goals of the Model Cities Act and the actual operation of local programs
also raises several questions. In the development of the education
component of the Model neighborhood plans, why has it been so diffi-
cult to achieve an effective mix of Categorical Grants and Supplemental
funds with a focus on real local needs? Who have been the major actors
at the local, state and federal levels who have prevented achievement
of an effective mix? In general, what steps should be taken now to
redirect movement toward the ideal goal of the Model Cities program?
In specific, how can the major actors be influenced to become more
responsive to local model cities needs? Once these actors respond,
what mechanisms should be established to initiate, coordinate, local,
state, and federal levels to achieve comprehensive urban education
programs based on local needs?
In the Present study, the author has attempted to discover the
answers to some of these questions, and to report his findings through
an historical perspectus, along with an explanation of the methods
used in attempting to find answers to these rather ellusive questions.
12
Statement of the Problem
From a brief study of the Model Cities program 'from its con-
ception in the Fall of 1966, through the Summer of 1970, several major
*
questions have arisen. The major objective of this study was to dis-
cover answers to the questions concerning (1) an explanation of the
processes involved in reaching the conclusion as to the comprehensive-
%
ness of the urban educational programs in the Model Cities programs;
(2) the identification of the major variables affecting the education
component of Model Cities from the Fall of 1966, through the Summer
of 1970; and (3) the identification of strategies that can be employed
at the federal level which have the potential of mobilizing fiscal
and human resources at the local, state and federal levels to achieve
comprehensive urban education programs based on local needs of the
Model neighborhoods.
Purposes
The purposes of this study were:
1. Through a review of the processes and information utilized
by the Chief Education Advisor to Model Cities in preparing
his statement of conclusion that the model neighborhoods
have not developed comprehensive urban education plans,
a. Identify one possible method for arriving at an
operational definition of the concept of "comprehensive
urban education planning;" and
13
b. Identify one possible method for determining the
degree of comprehensiveness proposed of a local
urban education plan* *
2. Through the use of interviews, observation of committee
meetings, and an examination of government documents,
reports, journals, memos and other correspondence materials,
identify the major events in the history of the education
component of Model Cities from its inception in the Fall
of 1966 through the Summer of 1970.
3. Through the use of interviews, observation of committee
meetings, and an examination of government documents,
reports, journals, memos and other correspondence materials,
identify the major variables affecting the education
component of Model Cities, especially those variables
affecting the development of comprehensive urban education
plans through the utilization of the most effective mix
of Federal Categorical Grants and Supplemental Funds.
4. Through an analysis and interpretation of the findings,
make recommendations as to the strategies to be employed
at the federal level which would have the potential of
mobilizing fiscal and human resources at the university,
state and federal levels to achieve the stated goal of the
development of comprehensive urban education programs based
on local needs of the Model neighborhood.
14
Definition of Terms
The following terms were defined operationally as used in
-v
»
the study:
1 . Federal Response
2 . Model Cities (MC
)
3. Local Model City (model city,
4. Model Neighborhood (MNA)
- Federal inter-agency
cooperation and coordina-
tion in response to locally
defined needs. It includes
tapping technical skills
and financial resources.
- Program authorized by the
Demonstration Cities and
Metropolitan Development
Act of l966--originally
called the Demonstration
.
Cities Program. There are
presently 1 30 local model
cities programs.
me) - Any municipality, county,
other public body having
general governmental powers
(or two or more public
bodies acting jointly), or
Indian reservation govern-
mental unit participating
in the program is referred
to as a model city.
- Area within a city de-
signated as the target
neighborhood for the
local model cities pro-
gram. The standard is
13,000 population or
10% of city population,
whichever is larger.
For small cities, the
entire city may be the
MNA.
5. City Demonstration Agency (CDA) - Local model cities agency
called the City Demonstra-
tion Agency-headed by a CDA
Director who is responsible
to the local government
executive. Sometimes used
to denote the grantee.
15
6 • Comprehensive City Demonstration
Program (CCDP)
•v
*
7 • Operating Agency Third Party
8. Citizen Participation (CP)
9 . Earmarking
10. First Round/Second Round
Locally developed
model cities plan.
The CDA, does not
normally operate
projects but con-
tracts with other
groups and organiza-
tions to operate them
and deliver services.
From HUD's point of
view, these are third
party contract agencies
operating local model
cities projects.
Local processes by
which MNA residents
are involved in policy
development, program
planning and imple-
mentation, and evalua-
tion. Most cities
utilize task force
approach to meeting
this statutory require-
ment for "widespread
citizen participation."
Obtaining commitments
from other agencies to
reserve sufficient funds
for program applications
generated by the Model
Cities planning process.
The local model cities
in the program were
announced in two separate
groupings. The first
group (First Round) of
75 entered the planning
phase of the program in
Summer and Fall 1967.
The 75 Second Round cities
began planning in Fall
1968.
16
11 . Planning; Phase
12
.
Action Year(s)
13 . Supplemental Funds
All cities selected
to participate in the
program are required to
•go through a planning
process in order to
develop a CCDP. This
process has varied
from 12-24 months,
with 12 being the goal.
Under Section 104 of
P.L. 89-754, HUD is
authorized to make
grants to and to con-
tract with CDAs to pay
80 per centum of the
costs of planning and
developing CCDPs
.
After approval of the
CCDP, a city signs a
contract with HUD and
begins implementing the
program. All years during
which a CCDP is. being
implemented are called
action years. During
each action year, the
city is required to go
through a planning pro-
cess to develop a CCDP
for subsequent action
years. This is the
continuing planning por-
tion of the MC program.
Model Cities program
funds granted after
approval of the CCDP
to projects or activi-
ties included in the
local model cities plan.
These funds are not ear-
marked for any one specific
project or activity. They
may be used to totally
fund an activity or can
serve as a local match
for other funds. Under
Section 105(d) of P.L.
89-754, these flexible
funds "may be used and
credited as part or all
17
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14. Categorical Grant
15 . Discretionary Fund s
16. Formula Grant
17. 701 Funds
18. Technical Assistance (TA)
of the required non-
Federal contributions
to projects and
activities assisted
under a Federal grant-
in-aid program."
A federal grant de-
signated by statute
for a specific pur-
pose with certain
eligibility require-
ments . Categorical
grants may be operated
by A state or local
agency or directly by
the federal agency.
Program funds which
are awarded directly
by a federal agency
based upon its own
administrative policies.
Federal funds which
must be apportioned
to a certain class
of recipients based
on a statutory formula.
HUD planning funds
authorized by the
Housing Act of 1954.
The funds go to state
and local governments
to assist in meeting
all planning problems.
Special 701 grants are
made to states to pro-
vide State Coordinators
for Model Cities.
Refers to all types,
governmental and pri-
vate as well as con-
sultant assistance
purchased in support
of the city.
Government Technical Representative - The Model Cities
(GTR)
Assistant Regional Administrator
Regional Administrator (RA)
Area Office
staff person respon-
sible for developing
and monitoring TA
contracts. He is
responsible for all
direct contact with
contractors
.
(ARA) There is one ARA for
Model Cities in each
of the 10 HUD regions.
He is responsible for
the monitoring, approval
and implementation of
the local model cities
plans for the cities
in his region. He has
a staff of specialists
--Human Resources -State
,
Manpower and Economic
Development, Citizen
Participation, Plan-
ning and Evaluation,
and Fiscal--backing
him up.
There is one in each
HUD Region. He is
responsible for all
HUD programs in his
region.
HUD is presently
decentralizing into
a series of area offices
under each regional
office. The Area Office
is headed by an Area
Office Director who
reports directly to
the RA. The Program
Manager and MC Re-
presentative are
under the Area Office
Director
.
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23. Model Cities Representative (formerly - Model Cities staff
leadman
)
"V
person working dir-
ectly with local model
cities. He works out
of one of HUD's Area
Offices and reports
directly to the Program
Manager. Whenever
necessary, the Repre-
sentative and the ARA
and his specialists
can communicate either
through the Program
Manager or directly.
Whenever an ARA or
specialist has dealings
with a city, the Repre-
sentative is to be
involved
.
24. Regional Interagency Coordinating
Committee (RICC)
Committee of federal
domestic agencies
(e.g., HUD, HEW, 0E0,
etc
.
)
who meet to
review local model
cities plans and pro-
gress .
23. Washington Interagency Coordinating
Committee (WICC)
Washington counter-
part of the RICC
.
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. City Demonstration Agency Information
System (CDAIS)
Local model cities
information systems
utilized to provide
uniform information
on local model cities
activities
.
27. Model Cities Manual
28. HEW
- All Model Cities
policy statements
and guidance materials
are classified and
contained in the Model
Cities manual.
- U.S. Department of
Health, Education
and Welfare, Washington,
D.C.
20
29. USOE U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, Washington, D. C.
30. HUD U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development, Washington,
D. C.
31. SEA State Educational
Agency (State Depart-
ment of Education)
32. LEA Local Educational
Agency (Local School
Board/System)
c •
Assumptions in the Study
1 . It was assumed in this study that Model Neighborhoods are
not developing comprehensive urban education plans focused
on local needs. This assumption is warrented by the con-
tents of government reports and memos describing the educa-
tion component of Model Cities. It was not the intent of
this study to prove the validity of this conclusion; rather,
it was one of the basic assumptions in the study. Therefore,
the findings and recommendations were based on the definition
and criteria employed by knowledgeable persons in reaching
the conclusions as to the comprehensiveness of the urban
education plans and the degree of focus on local needs.
The conclusion that significant amounts of the supplemental
funds for education have gone for Model neighborhood pro-
jects which could have legally been funded under a broad
selection of categorical grants from other Federal Depart-
ments and/or State Agencies is also treated as an assump-
tion. Again, it was not the intent of this study to prove
21
the validity of this conclusion. In making the recommendations,
18
the conclusion was assumed' to be valid.
3. The present study—its findings and recommendations—was
based on the assumptions that underlie the "formal institu-
tion-association power concept." The assumptions on which
this concept is based focus on the notion that the power
to make decisions on government programs at the local, state
\
and federal levels is possessed and used by the elected
officials, the professionals, and other administrative
officials in the agencies and institutions officially
19designated to carry out the legislated programs.
The design of the study called for an in depth description of
how the conclusions mentioned in Assumptions One and Two (above) were
reached. It was necessary to describe the process leading up to these
conclusions in order to make valid recommendations. It is important
to note that these conclusions were the beginning point of the study,
in that they generated the concern which resulted in the statement
of the problem. They were not the outcome of any of the efforts made
in the present study. This fact must be kept in mind in order to main-
tain a correct perspective in studying this report.
19
For a full description of the formal institution-association
power concept, see Ralph Kimbrough, Political Power and Educational
Decision-Making
,
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1964, pp. 11-25.
Kimbrough contrasts this with the informal power model in which the
underlying assumption is that the designated officials and adminis-
trators are not in the predominant power position, and the actual
power wielders are difficult to identify through studies based on the
formal institution-association power concept.
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4. It was assumed in the present study that the information
obtained from the interviews; observations of committee
meetings and Congressional 'hearings
;
and the examination
of government documents, -reports, journals, memos, and
other correspondence materials was reliable and accurate.
The findings and recommendations are based on the assump-
tion that through such methods of data collection the
researcher can determine the reasons for action of the
major actors in the study, at the local, state, and
Federal levels. This, in turn, is based on the assumption
that the stated reasons-for-action are the real reasons-
f or-action.
Limitations of the Study
1. The form in which the data was available controlled to an
extent the procedures used in the study. The fact remains
that transitory nature of knowledge collected on social
phenoma, such as the contemporary education component of
Model Cities, usually does not sustain great predictive
power; therefore, all generalizations and recommendations
are made cautiously. This caution must also be exercised
because of the possibility of limited accuracy of the data,
as well as by conclusions reached through the subjective
judgments of the researcher.
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2. The present study was based on the formal institution-
f
association power concept. In light of the fact that
-V *
recent power structure studies have suggested that this
traditional concept has several weaknesses, the findings
and recommendations concerning the major variables
affecting the education component of Model Cities must
be considered with caution.
3. Due to the possibility that the major actors 1 * stated
reasons-f or-action, and their real reasons-for-action
may be different, the findings and recommendations con-
cerning the major variables affecting the education
component of Model Cities must be considered with caution.
4. Since the ex post facto design was used in the study, the
existence of a relationship between the education component
of Model Cities and the identified variables affecting it
does not necessarily demonstrate causality.
Design of the Study
The investigation was a case study focusing on two major
aspects of a problem. The origin of the problem came from the in-
vestigators encounters with persons and publications related to the
Model Cities Program. From these encounters, the investigator by the
summer of 1970 reached the conclusion and stated that, "the plans
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submitted by the model neighborhoods did not reflect comprehensive
urban education programs utilizing the most effective mix of Categori-
cal Grants and Supplemental funds focusing on local needs." This con-
clusion generated two questions, namely, (1) What were the procedures
used in reaching such a conclusion, and (2) What were the major
variables affecting the education component of Model Cities which
could have caused the state of affairs represented in this conclusion?
The information concerning the procedures used in reaching the
conclusion was obtained from a detailed description of these procedures
as provided by the Chief Education Advisor to Model Cities. The de-
sign of the study focused on obtaining a detailed description of these
procedures as provided by the Chief Education Advisor; it was not
within the scope of the design to utilize and test the validity and/or
reliability of these procedures.
To identify the major variables affecting the educational
component of Model Cities, the investigator collected data through
the following procedures:
1. Reviews of inter-and intra-depar tmental memoranda,
letters, and reports.
2. Analysis of the education components in the plans sub-
mitted by the model neighborhoods.
3. Analysis of the data retrieved from the HUD/Model Cities
computer information Bank.
4. Interviews with CDA Directors, HUD/Model Cities staff,
residents in Model neighborhoods, HEW staff, State
25
Department personnel, University personnel. Congressmen,
White House staff, NEA personnel, LEA personnel, personnel
from city governmental units, and industrialists and
businessmen. 'v "
5. Analysis of the nature or intent of the Federal legisla-
tion and guidelines for each categorical program having
Model Cities relatedness.
6. Observation of committee meetings.
7. Review of government documents, and publications.
The major events identified from this analysis were listed in
%
chronological order. From this listing, interrelationships were
determined and summarized. From these summaries, diagrams were
developed to more clearly^yshow the interrelationships of the variables
which were identified. From these summaries and diagrams, recommenda-
tions were developed.
Significance of the Study
The model cities program was conceived as a way of dealing with
the grave problems existing in urban areas and the disappointing re-
sults of the some 400 federal grant-in-aid programs. It promised the
cities much greater freedom to use federal funds in poor neighborhoods
in the ways that local people thought best. Unfortunately, the exe-
cution of the model cities program has fallen short of its promise.
The urban education plans have not been comprehensive, nor has there
been an effective mix of Categorical Grants and Supplemental funds
focusing on real need of the model neighborhood. On the contrary,
there has been a lack of response of those agencies in directing
or channeling the more than 120 categorical grant programs in education
into model neighborhoods.
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It would be easy to blame these developments on arrogant bureau-
crats and the almost universal tendency of bureaus to aggrandize
-»
»
themselves. On the other hand, most of the rules and regulations made
by executive agencies are justified by them on' the grounds that they
are responsible for seeing to it that the money is spent as Congress
intends.
Many reasons and excuses can be given for the failure of the
Model Cities program to achieve its intended goals. The present
study was conducted for this purpose of discovering, in as objective
manner as possible, the major variables affecting the education
component of Model Cities. The study was exploratory in nature,
utilizing such methods as interviews, observation of committee meet-
ings, examination of government documents, journals, reports, memoran-
das
,
and other correspondence material in collecting the data. The
newness and the multidimensional nature and the multiplicity of uncon-
trollable variables relating to the Model Cities process demand such
an initial study in order to draw conclusions and make recommendations
which will have a chance of successfully guiding Model Cities 1 future
course of action in achieving its intended goal.
.
Since Model Cities is concerned with educational institutional
change, this study could also be perceived as a sensitive political
and social analysis of social action in education. Studies such as
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this, which are based on an examination of real programs, are an
essential element in the evaluation of large-scale social action
•v
+
programs. It should shed light on the dynamics of implementing
social action programs, and should illuminate the political and
administrative causes of the gaps which exist between the ideal
goals of programs and the actual operation of these social programs.
Finally, it is hoped that this study will reveal information
relative to understanding the complex nature of coordinating compre-
hensive educational programs. The examination of the data focused
attention upon real developments, conditions, and trends in govern-
ment spending that might otherwise remain unnoticed. From this
examination, it is hoped that the recommendations will provide local,
state, and federal levels of government ways in which the Federal
Categorical Grant system might become more responsive to local urban
educational needs. It is also hoped that the recommendations will
provide the basis for a series of theoretical studies.
Organization of the Dissertation
In Chapter I of this dissertation, a description of the problem,
its importance, the general design of the study, and the assumptions
and limitations have been set forth. Chapter II presents a description
of the procedures and data which were used to come to the conclusion that
"the plans submitted by the model neighborhoods did not reflect compre-
hensive urban education programs utilizing the most effective mix of
CHAPTER II
A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURES AND DATA
USED IN JUDGING THE COMPREHENSIVENESS OF
THE URBAN EDUCATIONAL PLANS
Introduction
V
In 1966 the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development
Act was passed and became Public Law 89-754. Included in the de-
clared purposes of Title I of this act was the provision of additional
financial and technical assistance to enable cities to plan, develop,
and carry out locally prepared and scheduled comprehensive city demon-
stration programs containing new and imaginative proposals to improve
educational facilities and programs. One aspect of the Model Cities
focused on the development of comprehensive urban education programs
reflecting local needs. This aspect of the act appeared to have great
promise in that by placing it into operational terms, the cities were
asked to plan and implement comprehensive urban education programs
utilizing the most effective mix of Categorical Grants and Supplemen-
tal funds with a combined focus on real needs and effective institu-
tional change. In July, 1970, it had been concluded that the educa-
tional components of the model neighborhood’s plans were not compre-
hensive, and that a significant number of the educational projects
being funded through supplemental funds could have been funded
legally through the categorical grant system.
It is the purpose of this chapter to describe the procedures
and data which were used in reaching these conclusions.
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Procedures Utilized
To the average reader it may appear that it would be a rela-
tively easy task to reach a conclusion as to whether an urban education
plan is comprehensive. On the contrary, in June, 1968, when the Chief
Education Advisor to HUD/Model Cities was designated and assigned this
task, he found that the concept of a "comprehensive urban education
program" lacked any operational definition. In fact, there was even
a lack of standardized terminology. He found that comprehensive urban
*
education planning as a concept could be defined in so many ways as to
preclude any single meaning in the educational setting. It became
increasingly evident that any operational definition of the concept
would be clear only when considered within the more general framework
of one’s educational philosophy. Before a determination could be made
as to the comprehensiveness of the urban education plans, then, an
operational definition had to be developed, within which the criteria
and the elements of a comprehensive urban education plan could be
identified.
In addition to the lack of criteria from which to determine
the comprehensiveness of the urban education plans, another problem
had to be solved before any conclusion could be reached as to whether
the plans reflected an effective mix of Categorical Grants and Supple-
mental funds focused on local needs. This problem centered on the
fact that in June, 1968, the Chief Education Advisor discovered
that no one seemed to know where the Federal funds were being spent,
nor was there any central record providing information describing the
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funding process, nature, and specific intent of the various Categorical
Grant programs. This dire situation was expressed in the following
statement: "One of the greatest^pfoblems in analyzing the impact
of Federal educational aid is the- immense information gap that exists
between what we should know about the patterns of allocation of funds
and what we actually c[o know."^ The Committee on Finance and Govern-
mental Relations of the Urban Education Task Force reported that the
Federal Government does not now have a systematic way of measuring
2its own overall resource allocation priorities in education.
It was apparent that before a determination could be made
as to whether money from Categorical Grants could be used for the
Model neighborhood projects, rather than Supplemental funds, a
detailed description of the pertinent Categorical Grants had to be
compiled. In June, 1968, the Chief Education Advisor for Model Cities
had two major tasks to complete before he could reach any conclusion
on whether the Model neighborhood plans were in reality "comprehen-
sive urban education programs" based on an effective mix of Catego-
rical Grants and Supplemental funds focused on local needs.
1
Urban Education Task Force, op. ci
t
.
,
p. 20
Ibid.
,
p. 2.
2
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The first task was to determine an operational definition
of a "comprehensive urban education," from which elements could be
'V *
identified, from which criteria
'
could be developed, and against
which model neighborhood plans could be judged. The second task was
to locate the existing Federal Categorical Grants which appeared to
apply to any of the elements found in a comprehensive urban education
program. In other words, the second task was to identify those Fed-
eral Categorical Grant programs which were considered, potentially
3
relevant to model neighborhood anticipated needs.
Once the above-mentioned tasks are completed, the projects
composing the proposed Model neighborhood plans could be examined
and matched against the criteria which had been established. In
the following section is presented a description of the procedures
used by the Chief Education Advisor to Model Cities in performing
the first task mentioned above.
Determining the Criteria to be Used
To Judge the Comprehensiveness
Of the Urban Education Plans
In tackling the problem of determining an operational defi-
nition of comprehensive urban education, the Chief Education Advisor
to Model Cities (referred to after this as the Chief Advisor) employed
3
A. Neal Shedd, "Model Cities: End of the Year Report"
(unpublished document, U. S. Office of Education, 1969), p. 2.
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a modified form of a method which is referred to as "the operationali-
4
zation of fuzzy concepts.' 1 This method consisted of developing a
i # •
list of seemingly unrelated random statements made by various indi-
viduals concerning urban education. Through closely examining these
statements, categorizing, and rearranging them, there is an attempt
to determine the perimeters of the concept."*
For his list of statements, the Chief Advisor utilized per-
*
sonal notes of statements made in committee meetings and statements
made in personal interviews, professional journals, reports, public
and personal letters, textbooks, research studies, government docu-
ments, and inter- and intra-departmental memoranda. The following
sections present a summary of the major sources used in this pro-
cedure and the subsequent elements constituting a comprehensive
urban education plan which were developed from this process.
4
This method has been employed in similar circumstances when
there is a need to establish a definition of a vague problem or a
concept for which there has never been a generally agreed upon defi-
nition. The expression "the operationalization of fuzzy concepts" was
coined by Dr. Thomas Hutchinson, School of Education, University of
Massachusetts
.
5
"The operationalization of fuzzy concepts" method is directly
related to the Delphi technique used by Olof Helmer in The Use of the
Delphi Technique in Problems of Educational Innovations
, (1966) , in
which this method was used to systematically solicit and collect the
opinions of experts. The technique is applicable whenever policies
and plans must be based on informal judgments. It is a carefully de-
signed program of sequential individual interrogation and feedback
which results in a consensus.
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Expert Opinions Used
in the Study
The experts chosen in thj.s, study were categorized as such
because of their knowledgeable and prolific writings on the subject
of urban education in reports, textbooks, and professional journals.
Each of the experts has held positions or is now in a position that
has had direct influence on urban education. Furthermore, these
authorities frequently referred to each other in their writings,
and other people in the field expressed favorable opinions about
their writings and contributions in urban education.
i
Publications Utilized
Some of the principal efforts in the area of Federal educa-
tional activities as they relate to comprehensive urban education
programs have been reported in documents of the U. S. Congress:
Federal Educational Policies, Programs, and Proposals (1968) ; The
Roth Report (1969); Martha Derthick, The Influence of Federal Grants
(1970); Harold Orlans, The Effects of Federal Programs on Higher
Education (1962); HEW, Federal Agencies and Black Colleges (1970);
Elizabeth Tapscott, A Study of the Impact of Title V, Public Law 89-10
on State Educational Agency Personnel and Programs (1967); U. S.
Office of Education, The State of State Departments of Education (1969)
;
U. S. Office of Education, The State of Federal-State Relationships
(1970); Edgar Fuller, Education in the States: Nationwide Devel-
opment Since 1900 (1969) ; and the Report of the HEW Urban Education
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Task Force (1970). Notable contributions dealing with urban education
issues and developing a comprehensive approach to urban education
V
programming have been made by the following authors and their publi-
cations: Mario Fantini, Alternatives for Urban School Reform (1968);
Kenneth B. Clark, Dark Ghetto (1967); Wilson Riles, Schools of the
Urban Crisis (1969) ; Passow, Summary of a Report on the Washington ,
D. C. Public Schools (1967); James B. Conant, Slums and Suburbs
(1961); James B. Kelly, Resources Allocation and Educational Needs
(1970); Nolan Estes, Prototypes for Educational Excellence (1968);
Medill Blair, A Planned Program for Education Progress (1969);
NEA, The Urban School Crisis
,
(1970); and U. S. Office of Education,
Urban Universities : Rhetoric, Reality, and Conflict (1970)
.
From an educational point of view, there are only three
current publications dealing with education in Model Cities. They
are: George Arnstein, "Colleges Can Reach Out to Troubled Cities
With Action, Assistance and Analysis," College and University Busi-
ness
,
(1969) and John H. Kendrick, The Model Cities Program : Oppor-
tunities for University Involvement (1969), and H. Ralph Taylor,
Educational Dimensions of Model Cities (1968). At the same time,
there exists a storehouse of unpublished and unanalyzed data at
HUD/Model Cities and HEW/OE in Washington, D. C. These data are
found in inter- and intra-departmental memos and reports.
Experts Interviewed
During the Procedure
During the time this procedure was being carried out the
Chief Advisor had the unique opportunity to have several face to
face discussions with a number of renowned experts in the field
of Urban Education^
This opportunity arose from the fact that during that time,
the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW/OE)
brought a group of urban experts together to collaborate on publish-
ing a report entitled Urban School Crisis : The Problem and Solution
.
The report was subsequently submitted in January, 1970. The Chief
Advisor was a member of the group asked to participate in this en-
deavor.
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The list of the experts used,
presented in Figure 1.
and their present positions
V *•
Name Position
i. Green, William
i
Special Assistant to the
Commissioner of Education
for Urban Education, U. S.
Office of Education
2. Hogan Ermon Director of Education,
National Urban League
3. Hughes, Jack Researcher, Brooking
Institute
4. Kelly, James A. Executive Associate,
National Urban Coalition
5. Marburger, Carl Commissioner of Education,
N.J. State Department of
Education
6. Paige, Joseph Dean, Community Education,
Federal City College
7. Passow, Harry A. Professor, Columbia
University
8. Randolph, Harland President, Federal City
College
9. Riles, Wilson Commissioner of Education
California State Depart-
ment of Education
10. Scott, Hugh Superintendent, D. C.
Public Schools
11. Shedd, Neal A. Coordinating Director,
Urban Education, U. S.
Office of Education
12. Smith, Charles Associate Director,
Rockefeller Foundation
Figure 1 - A list of the urban experts who were interviewed during
the procedures.
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Other Resources Utilized
During the Procedures
In compiling his list of statements the Chief Advisor exa-
mined many inter- and intra-department memoranda, personal and public
letters, and other government documents. He also utilized statements
gleaned from his day-to-day discussions with persons at the Federal,
state, and local levels, with whom he dealt in the course of his
assigned duties.
i
A Summary of the List of
Statements Produced During
the Procedure
As one would expect, this procedure resulted in an extensive
list of seemingly unrelated random statements, partial statements,
and terms. From this list of statements, combinations and generali-
zations had to be made and general categories had to be developed,
|
under which ideas gleaned from the statements had to be classified.
In the following sections are presented a summary of the major
generalizations developed from the list of statements.
Statements Relating to the
Present Condition of Urban
Education
When the question of "what is wrong with our urban schools"
was discussed, an almost endless list evolved from persons in all
walks of life, including the residents in the model neighborhoods,
university personnel, as well as "the experts."
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The composite list included:
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5 .
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
13.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
23.
26.
27.
28.
Constant Political 'and Legal Barriers
Massive Retardation; ..Low Achievement of Pupils
Poor Teacher Attitude
High Drop-out Rate
Lack of or To.o Much of Community Involvement
High Rate of Adult Illiteracy
Lack of Early Childhood Education
Inadequate Instructional Facilities and Maintenance
Ineffective School Board; Decentralization
Improper Organization for Instruction
Inadequate School Finance
Ineffective Use of or Lack of Paraprofessionals
Fragmented Innovations and Irrelevant Curriculum
Insufficient Cultural Enrichment and Cultural Exchange
Poor School—Community Relationship
Inadequate System of Teacher Recruitment and Staff Devel-
opment
Inequities, Inconsistencies and Inadequacies of the Funds
Administered by State Agencies
Low Teacher Salary
Too Many Non-Cer tif ied Teachers
High Pupil Mobility Rate
No Teacher or Administrative Accountability
Unreliable Tests
Irrelevant Teacher Training
Poor Home Environment
Racial and Ethnic Isolation
Inadequate Guidance Programs
Poor Libraries
Not enough Pupil Personnel Services
By combining such a list with statements of the experts as
examplified by the statements selected at random and presented in
Figure 2 below, the Chief Advisor was able to identify two dimensions
to the apparent elements which constitute a comprehensive urban
education program.
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1. Fva n cJucatlon.il rcK*rchi-r«, wtth tl«rlr current c><ncep tual I ra t lon» and r..- 1 l>o Jo 1 og 1 e a , do not generally provide clear Inaight* Into the lnterre-
latcJnrii* of all I lie problems of povertv. T I Jot and d<tw*ns t r.it Ion cducntton.il progress love typically lacked t lw t-j/nlluJ* and conpri lienilvrr.aai
(o provide aJcquocc an.vwri. I ho solution to monetary prubli <» olon* 1 * not the total anavet. hffert* suit be made to go beyend f-e modified
attempts of compensatory education programs to cluingtng Uu> total sducollcn.il system. (Joseph Talge, private Interview held In Washington, 0. C.,
Kerch. 19b9.
)
2. The only viable approach to resolving the complex problro* of education In urban oreaa la through the development «nd lepleaencat loo of a re levant
pl an for urban cJuc j 1. leu tailored t o t !>« s u.vr f ic n.-idi of ,i p.ir: l.ul.ir m '-m .ncu. Sucli a p 1 on ou*t concomitantly deal.vith cuiri anJ ay-ip ton a,
Bual be conceived within o rrax.*vork ot over-. ill urban p rut- l.-m-au Ivlng ml lie.r than education per »e . oi\d »u»c encompass all educational level*,
i.e., from early chlldliood through higher and adult education. Mjreover, this plan must reflect a considerable expansion ard enctclraenc of what
constitute* "education." Within the educational plan, there must be atress placed on developing and Implementing appropriate curricular design*,
consumer participation, staff development programs for jll concerned, supportive services, nnJ evaluation. Finally, It oust be lr.terrc lated with
other facet* of tl»c larger urban problecs, such a* housing, employment, recreation, and health. We recognize that the development and Implements-
tlon of a master plan for urban education will not (axe place over night; H till take time, work, and the changing of altitudes. (I'rban Educa-
tion Task Force, op. ell., p. 20.)
y
3. fassow recocnended In his report on the Washington. D. C. se!.ools that one approach to achieve total system reform was by decentralizing the syt-
tea Into eight subsystem* of approximately equal slzo (A. K. Pasaow, Suc-nry of a Report on the Washington, D. C. Tubllc Schools (Sew York;
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1967). (Mimeographed).)
4. In his visits to school* across the nation,^ Canant found that there exist a lack of coordination, cr articulation, between vhst Is taught In the
elementary. Junior high, and senior nigh schools. (James B. Co na r. t
,
Slcn* a-.'J Suburbs
,
Signet Book (Nev York: The Sew American Library, 1961),
p. 62.)
5. Janes Cuthrie (1969), found that poor kids with additional school resources scored better on standardized achievement tests than poor kids with
lower levels of school services. (James A. kelly, "Resource* Allocation and Educational Need." Education and Urban Societ y, II (May, 1970),
p. 263.)
6. Kelly reported that there Is an eztreaely close relationship between a student's socioeconomic circumstances and his educational stialnaeot as
measured by standardized achlcvemeoc tests. (Ibid., p. 267.)
7. Cordon concluded that billions of Federal and local dollars designated for the education of d lsadvactaged children have been wasted on the expan-
sion of existing programs and services. (Sol Cordon, "The Bankruptcy of Compensatory Education," Education and Urban So; 1. ef . II (August, 1970),
p. 360.) •
6. Comprehensive urban education planning may be defined as a point of view. It may also be considered In terms of services or activities necessary
to Implement the point of view. A* a concept, it Is based on the existence of individual differences and the war chwhlleness of ear.-, person.
This point of view emphasizes the unique r.eeJs of each individual, needs which oay not be compatible with those needs which Federal. State end
local education agencies so often predetermine. (D. 1. Williams, personal letter from resident of local education task force, Denver, Colorado,
August, 1970.)
9.
Cooprehcnslve urban education planning as an educational construct Involves those experiences which help each person to understand himself, accept
uLdb«lf, ami live effectively io nis society. Wnen oojectlvu evidence has beer, sousnt for a definite role of Federal goTerr.rent within this era-
text, educators arc left In a state of ccotusioo about the primary responsibilities of the Federal government. (Ermca Hogan, private interview
held during Urban League meeting. May, 1970.)
10. Comprehensive urban education planning can be achieved by placing it on a longitudinal basis, that Is making optloua use of the potent lsl ill's
of all educational agencies — federal, Stace and local — at their operational levels. (Letter frea Cordon Johnson, CDA, Dade County, Florida,
July, 1969.)
11. John Honro, dean of Harvard College, proposed a total reorganization of the Harlca schools, with revision of curriculum, teaching methods, test-
ing, guidance, remedial work, In a deliberately "avanc garde, experimental, Inventive" program. He further stated that universities like KirvarJ.
Tale, Columbia, the City University or Nev York. Princeton, and Howard would be willing even eager to be potential sponsors of s>:ch a program,
more cognizant than they used to be of their social responsibilities, less proud of the detachment of the Ivory tower. (Education and Crban
Society, (August, 1970), p. 349.)
12. In bis discussion concerning total system re’form Fsotini stated chat since "the compensatory approach has apparently failed, since desegregation
Is not a realistic short-range prospect, since model subsystems do not give much evidence yet of realizing their promise, azl since pareilel sys-
tems are basically an avoidance of Che challenge to reform the schools where most children will continue to be educated, the latest and, In my
view, dose promising — approach to Intervention Is relorm of total senool systems, structurally and otherwise. There are several ways of look-
ing at total system intervention.
"
(Mario 0. Fancloi, “Alternatives foe Urban Reform”, Hjrvnrd F.ducat Iona 1 Review
,
XXXI (Winter, 1963), p. 3.)
13. As noted In the fourth annual report of the Sadonal Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children. "Doubt about the contlculcg
availability of funds Inevitably results In a lower grade staff for Title l projects (Some administrators nave declared the/ would not assign
their best teachers to a program that cay go bust any ttnel), a preponderance of single purpose program* r.ot Integrated vim the regular school
curriculum, and a salniaua of basic changes or improvements m the total curriculum fer disadvantages children. (Title l-ESH: A "eview and a
Forward Look - 1969, Fourth Annual Report
.
(The National Advisory Council on the Education of 01 sad van t aged
,
Washington, 0. C. l>i*, p. 12.)
14.
Clark tells us that the job of obcalnlr.g excellent education for the children In deprived urban areas la now a national problem.
Clark, Dark Chetto, Harper Books (New York: Harper and Row, 1967), p. 119.)
(Kenneth I.
13. In 1969, the Public Schools of Hartford, Connecticut developed an urban education strategy which reflected a wide range of new programs and prac-
tices. This strategy also reflected a tentative cost apportionment arong Federal, Stite, and private and/or local sources f;r the additional
financing for the comprehensive urban educational plan. The six components of Hartford '74 wtirc (1) Curriculum, (2) In-Service, (1) Facilities,
(4) Resources, (5) Community Involvement, and (6) information System. (Medill £alr, Ifartfard *7-: A Manned Program for T J-.c a t * a 1 Progress
(Hartford: Hartford Board of Education, 1969), pp. 2-3.)
16. Bair tells us that "In any urban educational plan, the relationship of the schools to problems of city education suit be considered. Perhaps
these problems have been best described as the concentrated con l f estat Ion of the scope of condition* currently facing the entire urban community.
Unemployment, segregation, poverty, and total deprivation in all of Its lores arc some of the aore observable of theaa Interrelated handicaps - -
handicaps which continually persist to confront and confound the metropolis of today. Altnougli this ayrlal o( problems obviously cannot be
•olvwd by the schools themselves, neither can any solution be mjcsnallvj effectively until schools have begun Co really an #w«r the educational
aecda of the total coamnl ly.“ ( 1 b 1 -1 . )
Figure 2 • A list of statements selected at ramify* frua the recorded stntr.ients collected during the procedures.
In the following sections are presented the elements of a
comprehensive urban education. program as identified by the Chief
Advisor through the utilization oY 'the procedures described above.
Elements of a Comprehensive
Urban Education Program
i
There appeared to be two dimensions to the elements which
constituted a comprehensive urban education program. These were
(1) educational levels and C2) major educational concerns. The five
most common of the educational levels referred to in the data were:
(1) early childhood, (2) elementary and secondary, (3) vocational-
technical education, (4) adult basic and continuing education, and
(3) higher education. The six most common educational concerns
were: (1) organization and authority, (2) educational personnel de-
velopment, (3) facilities, (4) curriculum, instruction, and suppor-
tive services, (5) patterns of community involvement, and (6)
educational alternatives.
After establishing these elements, the Chief Advisor again
checked with the twelve experts listed on Page 37 and found unani-
mous agreement among these experts about the five educational
levels and six educational concerns. ^ The Chief Advisor was thereby
reinforced in his assumption that these elements were the essential
parts of a comprehensive urban education program.
7
Ibid.
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The perceptions of the twelve experts about the major educa-
tional concerns will be discussed in greater detail. As these six
•v *
educational concerns are discussed, the relationship between them and
the elements of each will become apparent as components of a com-
*v»
prehensive urban education program.
Operational Definitions of
the Educational Concerns
The educational concerns are the aspects relating to the edu-
cational institution which will be changed by the proposed program, in
order to make the institution more responsive to local needs. Within
the six identified elements there are numerous subcategories. In the
following presentation of the six major elements, an extensive list
of the sub-elements will be presented only for the first educational
concern.
A. Curriculum, Instruction, and Supportative Service
—
pro-
cesses for effecting substantive changes in the curriculum (including
equipment, materials, content and scope and sequences); instruction
(including teaching methods, staffing patterns and organization of
grade levels)
;
and supportative services (including testing and evalua-
tion methods, guidance, social services, and research). Included in
this would be programs focusing on the following:
1. Early Childhood Education (day care centers)
2. Individualization of Instruction (class size, team
teaching, ungraded classes, joplin plan)
Relevant Curriculum (curricular designing, planning
and innovation, including black studies)
3 .
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
Special Education
Remedial Programs (reading and/or math)
Education Media
Pupil Personnel Services
a. Counseling Services
b. Social Worker
c. Psychological Services
d. Medical Services
e. Dental Services
f. Food Services
Para-Professional Aides
Specialist Teachers
Books, Equipment and Supplies
Demonstration and Laboratory Schools
Testing Programs
Vocational-Technical Training
Adult Basic and Continuing Education
Higher Education (tuition, scholarship, community and
junior college)
Library Services
Transportation (busing)
B. Organization and Authority—ways in which school systems
are legally and formally constituted to produce the policy-making and
administrative procedures that can effectively respond to the educa-
tional needs of the urban community. This issue embraces the nature
and function of State and local boards, commissioners, and various
government authorities. Examples of programs focusing on this ele-
ment include those dealing with (1) student government, (2) teacher
bargaining, (3) decentralization of the school system, (4) central
office administration and organization.
C. Education Personnel Development—processes for effecting
substantive changes in methods used in (1) staff development programs
for teachers, administrators, and para-professionals (including con-
tent and methods focusing on the cognitive and affective domains)
,
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and C2) recruitment, selection, orientation and retention of teachers,
administrators and para-professionals.
D. Facilities— the design of new educational structures,
(e.g., educational parks, school buildings) and/or the adaptation of
present school plants and other structures to meet urban education
priorities. Programs would be included in this element if they
focused on such things as: (1) land acquisition, (2) school plant
facilities and maintenance, (3) libraries and (4) educational parks.
E. Patterns of Community Involvement—ways in which parents
of students in a particular school district and the general community
of that school district participate in decisions affecting the opera-
tion of the school district, including selection of the schools 1
governing board, determination of educational services and alloca-
tion of funds.
The community school concept is based on the premise that
the school belongs to the people, and that local resources can be
harnessed to attack community problems with the public schools used
as community centers, the total needs of communities can be served.
Programs falling into this area would include those focusing
on (1) community involvement in advising capacities, (2) community
45
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education, (3) racially and socially diverse experiences through
symposia, committee meetings, etc.
F. Educational Alternati ves - -the exploration of viable alter-
natives to the present public school systems in big cities, including
nonprofit community corporations, subsidization of private schools,
voucher systems and competitive schools. These alternatives for
conveying educational experiences could be within or outside of the
public school systems. Such programs would include (1) work-study
programs, (2) drop-out prevention programs, (3) residential home
programs, and (4) storefront academies.
xhere are classes in vocational retraining; in adult educa-
tion, adult high school; children's enrichment courses in art, for-
eign language, mathematics and science; recreation activities, in-
cluding basketball, volleyball, swimming, dancing and a host of
others for men, women and children, regardless of ability. A
trained community school director coordinates this effort to combat
community problems. The philosophy repeats the concept of the little
red school house of previous generation. Then, the school house
served as the community center for all activities. The teacher some-
times lived with the families he taught, becoming familiar with their
needs and desires, their abilities and expectations.
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After a critical review of all the available literature had
been made and personal interviews conducted to ascertain the present
theories relating to comprehensive urban education programs, it was
9found that Nolan Estes had suggested a listing of current urban
education program approaches, which appears, with a few insertions
and deletions, to fit the responses of the urban education experts
in this particular study. A modified form of Estes' outline was
converted to a matrix and used as described below. The major educa-
tional elements were also individually analyzed and related to Model
Cities' Statutory Requirements.^
The Construction
of a Matrix
Once the elements which must be included in a comprehensive
urban education program had been identified, the Chief Advisor con-
structed a matrix. This matrix is presented in Figure 3. As
illustrated in this matrix, the five educational levels constitute
the horizontal axis, while the six educational concerns constitute
the vertical axis. The matrix thereby consists of thirty cells.
These cells constitute the categories for classifying various as-
i
pects of proposed model neighborhood programs.
^Nolan Estes, "Prototypes for Educational Excellence", speech
presented at the U.S. Office of Education, (Washington, D.C.ji March,
1968).
1
°U . S . Department of Housing and Urban Development, Improving
the Quality of Urban Life: A Program Guide to Model Neighborhoods in
Demonstration Cities
,
December, 1967, pp. 11-13.
tional
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For an urban education program to be comprehensive, it must
deal with all thirty aspects as represented by the thirty cells. In
turn, for a model neighborhood plan to be comprehensive it must in-
clude from its total list of projects, at least one project for each
of the thirty categories. (A single project, because of the nature
of its sub-parts, could be classified in several of the cells).
Determining the Comprehensiveness
of the Urban Plans by the Use of
the Criteria
Once the criteria had been developed, the next step was to
determine the extent to which the submitted model neighborhood plans
reflected comprehensive urban educational programs. In order to
make this determination the Chief Advisor made the following major
assumption: "In order for the conclusion to be reached that the
cities had submitted comprehensive urban education plans, each model
neighborhood had to submit at least one project in each of the thirty
cells of the matrix." The following sections describe the methods
used by the Chief Advisor to gather and analyze the data for the
purpose of determining the comprehensiveness of the plans.
Methods for Gatherin g
the Data
By July, 1970, there had been 150 model cities in the pro-
gram. All 150 cities in the program at that time had equal opportu-
nity to submit their city comprehensive plans by July 1, 1970. The
cities were located in all ten regions of the country. There were
49
44 States represented. The number of States (by region) ranged from
.3 in Regions II, III, VII and IX, to
_7 in Region IV. The number of
•v
*
model cities submitting plans ranged from 4_ in Region X to 18 in
Region IV. The total number of cities submitting comprehensive
plans was 113 and the total number of education components analyzed
was 110. This information is presented in greater detail in Table 1.
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF EDUCATIONAL COMPONENTS SUBMITTED
(By July 1, 1970)
Region No. of States
in Region
No. of Cities
in Region
No. of Cities
Submitting Plans
I 6 20 15
II 3 18 11
III 5 14 11
IV 7 23 18
V 5 27 21
VI 5 17 14
VII 3 5 5
VIII 3 7 5
IX 3 14 5
X 4
_5 _4
Totals 44 150 113
The Chief Advisor analyzed the 595 educational projects in-
cluded in the 113 model neighborhood plans for which supplemental
funds were requested. He classified each of the project according
to the thirty categories from his matrix.
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He then tallied the number of projects focusing on each of
the six educational concerns. In addition, for each concern he de-
•v *
termined the number of cities which had submitted at_ least one pro-
ject for the educational concern. «
Table 2 presents the number of projects and cities by
educational concern, utilizing supplemental funds for education.
The data in this table reveals that sixty percent of the pro-
jects were focused on curriculum, instruction, and supportive services.
Ninety three of the cities had projects dealing with this educational
concern. Only twenty cities had projects dealing with patterns of
community involvement. Only fifteen percent of the projects focused
on educational alternatives, although sixty cities had at least one
project dealing with this concern.
There were two concerns (organization and authority, and faci-
lities) in which three regions had no cities submitting projects which
focused on that concern. Except for the educational concern of
curriculum, instruction, and supportive services, no more than ten
cities from a Region submitted at least one project for any one of
the other educational concerns.
In general, these data indicated that the cities appeared not
to be submitting comprehensive urban education plans. There was a
heavy number of projects in one element of educational concern, that
of curriculum, instruction, and supportive services.
The Chief Educational Advisor used the same method to determine
the utilization of supplemental funds according to educational level.
Table 3 presents the data focusing on the educational levels.
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The data in this Table indicates that 56 percent of the pro-
jects focused on the elementary and secondary education level. Ninety
two cities submitted at least one. project concerned with this educa-
tional level. Only five percent of the projects focused on the
vocational-technical level, with twenty cities submitting at least
one project for this educational level.
While only sixteen percent of the projects focused on adult
basic and continuing education, 52 cities submitted at least one pro-
ject at this educational level.
For one level (vocational-technical), one Region had no
cities submitting a project focusing on this educational level.
Except for the one educational level, elementary and secondary, there
were no more than ten cities from any single region submitting at
least one project for any of the other levels.
Again, this data indicated that the cities appeared not to be
submitting comprehensive urban education plans. There was a heavy-
number of projects at one educational level, namely elementary and
secondary.
Since the data presented in Tables 2 and 3 focused only on
the projects requesting supplemental funds, the Chief Advisor could
not make a definite conclusion until he had further data. He had
to have some indication as to the number of categorical grants for
which money was requested in each of the cells. The CDA Directors
were instructed to request categorical grant aid for those projects
for which such aid was available. These requests were to be recorded
on the submitted model neighborhood plans. The following section
describes the procedures utilized to determine this information.
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The Chief Advisor felt that the information presented on
Tables 2 and 3 supported very stron'gly his belief that the model
neighborhoods were not submitting comprehensive urban education
plans with an effective mix of categorical grants and supplemental
funds
.
The Chief Advisor then took steps to determine it categorical
grants funds would have been available for the educational levels
and concerns as represented in the thirty cells of the matrix. To do
this, a thorough analysis was conducted as to the nature or intent
of every pertinent Federal categorical program presently being funded
by the U.S. Office of Education and other Federal agencies which
revealed Model Cities relatedness. The three major sources of in-
formation were (a) Fact Book : Office of Education (1968), (b) The
Roth Report (1969), and (c) the Catalog of Federal Domestic Programs
(1969). The analysis of more than two hundred of the Federal legis-
lations and program guidelines of categorical grant programs (of which
seventy-five were administered by USOE), provided data related to (1)
name of the authorizing legislation, (2) purpose of program, (3) eli-
gibility requirements, (4) restrictions, (5) authorization level,
(6) appropriation level, (7) average assistance, (8) assistance prere-
quisites, (9) application deadlines, (10) approval, disapproval time,
(11) postgrant requirements. This data was essential in understanding
the relationship between the categorical grant processes and the Model
Cities planning process. Keep in mind that under the mayor* s auspices,
local education agencies and CDAs working with model neighborhood
residents, representatives of the private sector and other city
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agencies were trying to prepare comprehensive urban education plans
to meet the needs and priorities of the model neighborhoods. In
•V *
order to accomplish this difficult task, particularly the design of
a first year plan of operation, the CDAs had to have a reasonable un-
derstanding of potentially relevant categorical programs and the
approximate funding levels that might be available from such programs
,
11
for project development.
When the investigator reviewed the seventy-five OE programs
more closely to determine their relevance to the unique Model Cities
planning process, it was found that under fourteen of these programs
in their normal operation, projects could be developed to serve the
residents and children of model neighborhoods. Hence, HUD/Model
Cities working through the Chief Advisor encouraged the U.S. Office
of Education to earmark funds for Model Cities. After months of
establishing cooperative relationships, the decision to earmark funds
was made in order to facilitate the development of comprehensive
urban education plans. Table 4 shows the results of the earmarking
of funds in the fourteen programs that USOE determined could be help-
ful to CDAs while at the same time retaining the objectives for which
the funds were appropriated and the specific legislation mandated.
These fourteen programs were then interfaced with the matrix to de-
i
termine their comprehensiveness. Table 5 reveals that there existed
a significant gap between the needs of a comprehensive urban program
Shedd, op cit
.
,
p. 3.
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and the USOE resources available through the earmarking process. It
was apparent that the funding levels were inadequate and the binding
nature of OE 1 s categorical programs hindered comprehensive urban edu-
cation plans. The Model Cities process required cities to assess local
needs and to design comprehensive programs to respond to those needs.
Yet, the fourteen programs which OE finally made available through
earmarking were often not in the areas where the educational needs
of individual cities were greatest. Research and vocational educa-
tion were perhaps the clearest examples of this in FY 69. For what-
ever reasons, OE programs in FY 69 and FY 70 were clearly over-sold
as being flexible and easily adaptable to respond to locally-esta-
u . . . 12blished priorities.
One of the reasons which hindered comprehensive planning was
simply the fact that many of OE 1 s programs have regional allocation
constraints. For example, if Seattle expressed a need for a Teacher
Corps project, EPDA would be unable to fund that project because the
city’s COP project had exhausted the EPDA funds for that particular
region.
Since the data presented in Tables 4 and 5 focused only on
the earmarking from the categorical grants, the Chief Advisor still
could not make a definite conclusion until he had further data with
which to interface the needs of CDAs with all OE Categorical and Supple
mental fund requests. The researcher turned to automated methods
12 Ibid
.
,
p. 6
.
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TABLE 4
v
DHEW PROJECTS FUND RESERVATIONS FOR MODEL CITY DEMONSTK ATION
(In thousands)
Office of Education
1969 (actual) 'v
1
1970 (estimate) 1971 (estimate)
Appro. /Act lvity/Program Reserved Obi igat ed Cont
.
New
/Projects /Total Cont
.
New
/Projects /Total
Elementary and Secondary
Education
I. Dropout Prevention 2,000 3,923 A, 000 - A, 000 4,500 3,500 8,000
2. Follow through 930 2
,
A59 3,100 1
,
A33 A, 533 4,533 1 ,000 5,533
Education Professions
Development
3. Career Opportunity
Program 300 500 500 11 , A00 11,900 12,000 12,000
A. Teacher Corps A, 700 A, 502 2,350 1,000 3,350 1,700 .1/ 1 ,700 •
Higher Education
3. Comprehensive
Planning 300 388 - 700 700 - 1,000 1,000
6. Talent Search 300 593 500 1,000 1,500 800 2,000 2 , 8C0
7. Special Services - - - 2,000 2,000 1,500 5,000 6,500
8 Strengthening
Developing Ins. 500 1,603 50 - 50 • 700 700
Education for the
Handicapped
*
9. Research and
Demonstration A00 300 - ,200 200 - - -
10. Resource Centers - - A00 A00 - 400 400
11. Early Childhood -
#
- 50 50 - 75 75
Adult, Vocational and
Technical Education
12. Adult Basic Special
Projects 1,200 1,303 - 1,009 1,000 - 2,300 2,300
13. Voc. Ed. Innovation - - - 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,300 4,300
Research
1A. Educational
Laboratories 1,000 585 500 1,000 1,500 500 - 5C0
Total j
—
^One-Third of new Corpsmen for Model Cities
*Qne-Thlrd Teacher Corpsmen for Model Cities
ssz^ciujTtxj.
SuTpuodssaaoo
^uas^adaa
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to gather the necessary data. -These methods also served to check
V *
the validity and reliability of the manual technique used in analyzing
and synthesizing the earlier data'. In short, the investigator made
use of the HUD/Model Cities Data Management System as well as the
HUD Facsimile System.
The Data Management System utilizes codes which identify,
describe, and classify conditions, processess, and locations of the
various cities in the program. These data had been extracted from
the cities' comprehensive plans by the staff of EDP Technology. In
addition, data from cities' monthly and quarterly reports are also
programmed for the IBM 360-65 computer.
The facsimile System permits data to be transmitted to the
investigator almost immediately from a selected number of HU^
Regional and Area Offices. Copies of original documents from CDAs
,
HUD/Regional Offices and HEW/Regional Offices are transmitted in less
than six minutes through the use of this telephone equipment.
By using these methods the researcher was now able to code
and classify some of the vague data which had not accurately re-
flected the actual situation in regard to CDA needs reported in the
original comprehensive plans submitted by the cities. The follow-
ing section describes the procedures utilized to analyze this in-
formation.
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Interfacing Categorical Grant
Requests with Supplemental Fund Requests.
In order to find what categorical grant funds were requested
-v
*
by. the model neighborhoods the Chief Advisor had to rely on the data
stored in the HUD/Model Cities computer information bank. At the time
this data was needed, he found data from only 47 of the Model Cities
were placed into the bank. On Table 6 is presented the nature of the
cities in this group of Model Cities.
TABLE 6
NUMBER AND SIZE OF MODEL CITIES IN SAMPLING
Size of Cities
(Reported in Thousands)
First
Round
Second
Round
Total
Percent o:
Number of
Citii
Very Large
750 and above 5 i 6 60
Large
250-750 9 i 10 29
Medium
50-250 15 6 21 32
Small
Under 50 9 1 10 29
— — — —
TOTAL 38 9 47 31
The data on this Table indicated that the 47 cities were a
fairly good representative of the total number of Model Cities.
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A data print-out, indicating all of the funds requested for
each of the 47 cities was obtained from the information bank. From
V *
this print-out sheet, all the categorical grants fund requests were
coded using the categories represented by the thirty cells on the
matrix. From this coded data the Chief Advisor then determined for
each cell how many cities had at_ least one request for categorical
funds focusing on that cell. This was also done for the supplemental
fund requests. Table 7 presents this composite data.
As is shown from the data in this Table, the heavy concentra-
tion of programs are focused in one cell; curriculum, instruction and
supportive services at the elementary and secondary level. There
were seven cells for which no cities had submitted projects. There
were 14 cells for which no more than four cities had submitted pro-
jects.
Table 8 presents this same data in a different form. In
order to collect the data for this Table, the Chief Advisor deter-
mined, for each cell, the number of cities requesting funds,
whether supplemental or categorical, for projects focusing on that
cell. An in-depth analysis of the print-outs from the computer
revealed that a few of the CDAs had made requests linking categorical
and supplemental funds for specific projects. This fact is reflected
in the number of combined requests shown on this Table. The most
noteworthy example is that of Nashville, Tennessee which had made
requests for categorical and supplemental funds to line twelve
educational projects. It was also interesting to not that Butte,
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Montana had requests for nine funding linkages, one of which would
be a four-agency linkage. This four-way linkage would include HUD/
Model Cities, HEW/OE, the Office of Economic Opportunity and U.S.
i
Department of Labor. The purpose of this project would be to hire
and provide for training para-professionals.
Number
of
cities
utilizing
supplemental
funds
in
the
specific
category
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Analysis of The Education
Components in the Plans Sub -
mitted by the Model Neighborhoods
T. *
This section will provide insights into the types of
educational projects for which supplemental funds have been allocated.
The analysis of the education components within the plans
submitted by the model neighborhoods was conducted by extracting per-
tinent educational data by means of a manual technique. This re-
view was conducted by individually reviewing and synthesizing data
for each of the cities from the following documents: (1) city com-
prehensive plans, (2) monthly reports, and (3) quarterly reports.
By the summer of 1970, 113 cities had had their city com-
prehensive plans approved for entering the executive stage of the
program. (Shown on Appendix A). Approximately 35 of these cities
were about to enter their second action year. The lack of detailed
budget data on the educational projects and the massive and complicated
task involved in analyzing the programmatic data precluded the comple-
tion of a comprehensive survey. As a result, conclusions drawn from
the following observations must remain rather limited.
1. Only three of 113 cities did not have identifiable
educational projects in their comprehensive plans.
2. There were a total of 595 educational projects utiliz-
ing supplemental funds.
3. The projects covered the educational spectrum from pre-
school to graduate studies, from high school vocational
training to adult basic education, and from continuing
education through store-front academies.
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4. It is estimated that nearly 24 per cent of the supple-
mental funds will be expended directly on educational
•v
*
projects.
5. One of the most unique and comprehensive education
components is that of the Chicago Model Cities program.
Sixteen (16) of the educational projects and their many
sub-projects will be operated by the Chicago Board of
Education in more than forty of the schools located in
the model neighborhoods. Of the $38,159,000 first year
supplemental funds, $10,605,406 (25%) will go toward
funding these projects which are directed toward insti-
tutional change.
6. The Dropout Prevention Project in Texarkana, Arkansas
also stands out because of the unusual nature of its
development (See: Appendices B & C).
7. Table 9 is used to illustrate the regional perspective
of the education components within each region. It re-
veals the following:
a. Each of the H) regions had cities submitting education
components
.
b. The total number of cities in the regions ranged from
i
5
_
in Region X to 2_7 in Region V.
c. The number of cities submitting education components
ranged from 4^ in Region X to 2JL_ in Region V.
d. The percentage of cities submitting education compo-
nents ranged from 61% in Region II to 100% in Region
V.
e. The number of cities' education components analyzed
ranged from 4- in Region X to 2_1 in Region V.
-> *
8. Table 10 is used to illustrate the State perspective of
the educational components within the States. It re-
veals the following:
a. States within each of the 10 regions submitted educa-
tion components.
b. The total number of States within the regions ranged
from 3_ in Regions II, III, and IX to _7 in Region IV.
c. The number of States submitting education components
ranged from in Regions II, VII, VIII, and IX to 7
in Region IV.
e
.
To date, a coordinated state response to the educa-
tional components of Model Cities ranges from minumal
to none at all; yet, the State provides an ideal legal
geographic and political setting for useful assistance
13
to model cities. The U.S. Office of Education re-
ported that approximately 907o of USOE funds go through
the state education agencies for fiscal and programma-
14
tic control purposes. The analysis revealed that
^\lemo from Oscar L. Mims to all HUD/Model Cities Staff and
State Participation Advisors; Subject: State Response to Model Cities
April 10, 1970.
14Shedd, op ci
t
.
,
p. 8.
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only
_8 of the 44 State Departments of Education have
attempted to play significant roles in assisting CDAs
•v
*
in the development of comprehensive urban education
programs. Those eight States were: Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, Florida, Michigan, Ohio, Texas,
and California. The most noteworthy contribution was
that of New Jersey. Appendices H, I and J provide
additional insights into the experience of the New
Jersey State Department of Education.
9. Table 11 is used to illustrate the level of involvement
demonstrated by the colleges and universities in support
of CDAs in developing comprehensive urban education
programs. It reveals the following: (Also see Appen-
dix K) .
a. At least 1_ university within each of the 1_0 regions
having cities submitting education components was
involved.
b. The total number of projects involving universities
ranged from 1_ in Region VII to 1_4 in Region VI.
c. The amount of money allocated to involved universi-
ties ranged from $29,300 in Region VIII to $2,119,911
in Region IX.
d. Appendix K reveals that colleges and universities
are playing an increasingly valuable role in the
Model Cities process. At the same time, the low num-
ber of universities participating (74) indicates that
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TABLE 9
NUMBER OF CITIES SUBMITTING EDUCATIONAL COMPONENTS
(By Region)
Regions Cities Submitted Percentage Components Analyzed
I 20 15 75 15
II 18 11 61 11
III 14 11 79 11
IV 23 18 78 1,7
V 27 21 78 21
VI 17 14 82 14
VII 5 5 100 4
VIII 7 5 71 5
IX 14 9 64 8
X 5 4 80 4
Total 150 113 - no
Source: The data presented here regarding the number of Model Cities
in each region were derived from HUD/Model Cities documents.
This table supplements Appendices D and E
»
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TABLE 10
v *
NUMBER OF CITIES SUBMITTING EDUCATIONAL COMPONENTS
(By State)
Regions States Submitting Percentage
I 6 6 100
II 3
a
3 100
III 5
b
5 100
IV 7 7 100
V 6 5 83
VI 5 5 100
VII 3° 3 100
VIII 5 3 60
IX 3 3 100
X 4 4 100
Total 47 44 -
Source: The data presented here regarding the number of
Model Cities by States were derived from HUD/Model
Cities documents. This table supplements Appendices
F and G.
Includes Puerto Rico
^Includes the District of Columbia
Styoming was the only State not represented by a submission.
(Mississippi, West Virginia, Nebraska, South Dakota and Nevada do not
have Model Cities within their States.)
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TABLE 11
NUMBER OF CITIES SUBMITTING EDUCATIONAL COMPONENTS
(Involving Colleges or Universities)
Region Cities Number of Projects Amount of Money
I 7 12 731,120
II 5 9 1,700,000
III 6 9 729,595
IV 5 5 1,792,196
V 6 10 1,089,866
VI 8 14 1,120,214
VII 1 1 197,447
VIII 2 6 29,300
IX 4 5 2,119,911
X 2 3 1,188,948
TOTAL 46 74 $10,698,597
Source: The data presented here regarding college and
university involvement in Model Cjjzies were
derived from HUD/Model documents. This
table supplements Appendix K.
^HUD/Model Cities, Minutes
Interagency Coordinating Committee,
of Meeting of the Washington
Meeting of February 27, 1969.
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a greater involvement by universities is needed if
all CDAs are really expected to develop comprehensive
> *
urban education programs. As suspected, predominately
black colleges and universities have played an even
less significant role in Model Cities. This point is
reflected by the fact that only 8 black colleges are
presently involved in the Model Cities process. The
amount of funds going to these colleges is less than
three-quarters of a million dollars, while more than
$10 million is being allocated to support predominately
white colleges. Table 12 illustrates a comparative
analysis of this dire situation. No wonder Sister
Ruby 2X asked "Why have world renowned institutions
1
6
of higher learning in America failed . . .?
e. Up to this time, there have been 11 major categories
of university involvement in Model Cities. Examples
are:
^
(1) Date collectlon/Surveys
(2) Problem identification
(3) Planning projects
(4) Improving citizen involvement
^Sister Ruby 2X
,
"New University of Islam Opens in Miami,
Florida," Muhammad Speaks
,
January 8, 1971.
1
^The list was supplemented by data gathered from the publi-
cations produced by George Arnstein, "Colleges Can Reach Out to
Troubled Cities With Action, Assistance, and Analysis," in College
and University Business
,
(1969) and John K. Kendrick, The Model
Cities Program : Opportunities for University Involvement, (1969).
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(5) Grantsmanship
(6) Implementation and monitoring of projects
-v
'
(7) Evaluation/Research
(8) Training
(9) Consulting services to CDAs
(10) Use of facilities
(11) Establishing urban institutes
f. One of the most unique projects involving universities
is found in the Staff Development Laboratory of Wash-
1
8
ington, D.C. This $239,000 project proposes to
raise the quality of education and produce institu-
tional change by exposing 60 teachers to the latest
educational innovations in a graduate degree program.
This will be a cooperative effort involving the D.C.
Public Schools, Federal City College, D.C. Teachers
College, and the University of Massachusetts (Amherst).
1
8
Arthur W. Eve of the University of Massachusetts is credited
with designing and implementing this project.
i
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.TABLE 12
SUPPORT TO COLLEGES BY REGIONS
Regions White Colleges Black Colleges Total
1 731,120 None 731,120
2 1,700,000 None 1,700,000
3 647,453 82,142 729,595
4 1,523,196 269,000 1,792,196
5 1,089,866 None 1,089,866
6 801,421 318,793 1,120,214
7 197,447 None 197,447
8 29,300 None 29,300
9 2,119,911 None 2,119,911
10 1,188,948 None 1,118,948
Total 10,028,662 669,935 10,698,597
Revised December 14, 1970
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Summary
A summary of the procedures that were used in judging the
comprehensiveness of the urban education plans follows:
1. Selected historical data on federal education activities,
Model Cities Programs, and urban education were gathered
and analyzed.
2. After collecting pertinent data through personal interviews
,
professional journals, reports, public and personal letters,
textbooks, research studies, and Government documents, the
philosophies and points of view held by several lending
experts in the field of urban education were analyzed in
order to determine the major educational variables which
constitute the "universe" of urban education.
3. These variables which constitute the "universe" of urban
education were then synthesized. Wherever there was 100
per cent agreement among the experts about the variable
this writer assumed the variable to be a vital part of a
comprehensive urban education program. A matrix was
developed to show the level of agreement among the experts.
4. Utilizing these variables, a classification system was
developed which was sufficiently comprehensive to cate-
gorize the pertinent federal categorical programs pre-
sently being funded by the U.S. Office of Education.
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5. After thoroughly analyzing the nature or intent of the
Federal legislation and, guidelines for each categorical
program having Model Cities relatedness, a simplified
model of the categorical grant funding processes was
des igned
.
6. The data from the education components of the Model
Cities having submitted their comprehensive plans for
review was extracted and synthesized through a manual
technique in order to answer the following:
a. The number of major educational concerns being
funded by the supplemental funds and the amount of
funds being utilized in each area of concern.
b. The per cent of supplementary funds being utilized at
the various levels of education (early childhood and
child care, elementary and secondary, adult basic
and continuing education, technical and vocational,
and higher education).
c. The per cent of supplementary funds being utilized in
the various geographical locations throughout the
nation.
7. The HEW/OE categorical grant programs were matched with
the educational programs funded by the MCA supplemental
funds to determine the kinds and amount of supplemental
funds used which could have been supplied through the
HEW/OE categorical grant funds.
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8. Through interfacing, it was determining whether the degree
of emphasis of the varipus categories of the HEW/OE grants
were different from the degree of emphasis of the various
categories of the supplemental grants, at both educational
levels and educational concerns).
9. Through interfacing, the categorical grant programs which
are earmarked for selected Model Cities were matched.
10.
After designing a simplified model of the Model Cities
funding process, this model was interfaced with the
model for categorical grants.
From the procedures and data described above, the Chief
Advisor reached the conclusion that "plans submitted by the model
neighborhood did not reflect comprehensive urban education programs
utilizing the most effective mix of categorical grants and supplemental
funds focusing on local needs". He also concluded that a substantial
amount of supplemental fund was being spent on projects for which
categorical funds were available.
CHAPTER III
v *• •
IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE MAJOR VARIABLES AFFECTING THE
EDUCATION COMPONENT OF MODEL CITIES
Introduction
The previous chapter presented a description of the procedures
and data that were used in reaching the conclusion that "the plans
submitted by the model neighborhoods did not reflect comprehensive
urban education programs utilizing the most effective mix of cate-
gorical grants and supplemental funds focusing on local needs." The
design of the present study also called for the identification and
analysis of the major variables affecting the education component
of model cities. From the major events identified, procedures were
used to determine the variables and interrelationships among the
variables which have caused the dire situtation described in the
above conclusion.
It is the purpose of this chapter to report the procedures
used to gather the data and to provide a presentation and analysis
of the findings. In short, this chapter deals with the specific
identification of the major variables--personalities and organiza-
tional structures--affecting the education component of Model Cities.
The information in this chapter has been organized into the following
three areas: (1) procedures used to gather the data, (2) variables
at the Federal level that have influenced Model Cities, and (3)
variables within Model Cities that have influenced the education
component
.
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Procedures Used v * . *
„
In order to identify the major variables affecting the educa-
tion component of Model Cities, a case study was conducted which
focused upon both historical and programmatic aspects of the program.
The data for this case study was collected through the following
*
methods
:
1. Reviews of inter and intra departmental memoranda, letters,
and reports.
2. Analysis of the education components in the plans sub-
mitted by the Model neighborhoods
.
3. Analysis of the data retrieved from the HUD/Model Cities
*
computerized information system.
4. Interviews with CDA Directors, HUD/Model Cities staff,
residents in Model neighborhoods, HEW staff, State De-
partment personnel, University personnel, Congressmen,
White House staff, NEA personnel, personnel from local
education agencies, and industrialists and businessmen.
3. Analysis of the nature or intent of the Federal legisla-
tion and guidelines for each categorical program having
Model Cities relatedness.
6. Observation of committee meetings.
7. Review of government documents, publications and reports.
The data obtained from these procedures were collected and
analyzed in order to identify major events, agencies and actors both
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within and outside of those agencies. The following section is a
presentation and an analysis of these major events, agencies, and
actors.
Federal Education Activities
A complete history of Federal activities and programs related
to education would be voluminous and far beyond the scope of this
document. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to briefly highlight the
currently increasing Federal concern for and interest in education
within its proper historical perspective.
Under the 10th Amendment of the Constitution, public educa-
tion in the United States has developed primarily as a responsibility
of the various States.'*' According to Collins, most of the state
constitutions specifically reinforce this federal placement of
I
.
responsibility for education within the states, and all of the state
legislatures have enacted statutory authority for appropriations to
administrative agencies in order to provide the education of children
2
and youth within the states.
Although much of the responsibility for education within the
states has been delegated to local school agencies, state departments
of education continue to exert varying degrees of control and in-
i
fluence over local school agencies. In addition, since state departments
^U.S. Congress, House, Federal Educational Policies, Programs ,
and Proposals
,
90th Cong., 2nd sess.
,
1968, p. 13.
2
George J. Collins, "Constitutional and Legal Basis for State
Action" Education in the States : Nationwide Development Since 1900 , ed.
Edgar Fuller (Washington, D.C.: NEA, 1969), p. 7.
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occupy a strategic position between the local school agencies and the
Federal government, they are an important factor in influencing the
educational opportunities that are available in each state. In a
face to face interview on October 4, 1970 with Floyd Christian, Florida
State Commissioner of Education, it was stated that "SEAs should pro-
vide technical assistance to urban communities which will improve
comprehensive planning at the local level--SEAs should assist LEAs
in obtaining increased financial assistance from appropriate Federal
agencies .
"
Federal education activities can be divided into two general
categories: (1) federal operation of its own educational programs, and
(2) aiding the states and territories in financing and otherwise
promoting education at all levels within the state. ^ Although federal
concern for education can be traced back to the instruction of men in
the military service as early as 1777
,
the most phenomenal growth
period of federal educational interest and involvement has occured
during the past two decades. The recent congressional concern over
education is best illustrated by the marked increase in educational
legislation enacted during this period and the current preoccupation
on the part of a broad range of citizens. Federal involvement in
education is adequately reflected in the enormous amount of literature
that has become available on the subject.
" /
o
rearson, Jim B.
,
Education in the States : His tori cal Develop-
ment and Outlook
,
(Washington, D.C.: NEA, 1969), p. iii.
H. Doc. No. 398, op. cit . , p. 14.
5
Ibid,
. P . 18.
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Before turning to a more detailed analysis of the recent
V *
growth in Federal educational interest, it is important to note that
in spite of this growth, actual Federal educational expenditures make
up only a small percentage of the total dollars expended currently
for education. ^ in addition, the various state level agencies that
have been established to process Federal funds within each of the
>
states exert a great deal of influence over the manner and location
in which approximately 90% of those Federal dollars are spent. Thus,
the degree of direct program control that can be exerted through the
expenditure of Federal educational funds independent of state and local
agency influence is still relatively small.
Presidential Concern
Statements originating within the Office of the President of
the United States can be interpreted as one indication of the Federal
interest in a particular topic. Over the past twenty years, Presidents
of the United States have increasingly expressed their concern over
the importance of education to the country and the growing Federal
responsibility within education. This growing Presidential concern
can be most effectively expressed in the following chronology of
Presidential statements concerning education:
^E.g., the highest rate of Federal expenditure for education
to date occurred during the 1967-68 school year and was only 8 per
cent of the total. See National Education Association, "Financial
Status of the Public Schools," Washington, D.C.: NEA, 1969, p. 59.
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- In 1949, at a time of expanding international tensions,
President Truman remarked that "Education is our first line of defense
. .
." "Education is the most important task before us."'7
- On April 4, 1937, President Eisenhower reminded the people
of America that "Our schools are strong points in our national defense.
Our schools are more important than our Nike batteries, more necessary
than our radar warning nets, and more powerful even than the energy
of the atom."
- During his annual message to Congress on education on January
12, 1965, President Johnson urged "that we push ahead with the No. 1
business of the American people--the education of our youth in pre-
schools, elementary and secondary schools, and in the -colleges and
universities."
- President Johnson remarked upon signing the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 on November 8, 1965, "I doubt that any future Congress
will ever erect a prouder monument for future generations."-^
- Upon signing the historic Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965--Public Law 89-10, on November 3, 1966, President Johnson
stated, "Today, thanks to our great Congress, American boys and girls
can look forward to the future with renewed hope. We have made the
greatest national commitment to education in our history through our
Federal Government."^
^
Public Papers of the Presidents . Harry S. Truman, 1949, p. 167.
8
Public Papers of the Presidents
,
Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1957,
p. 265.
9
H. Doc., No. 398, op. cit .
,
p. 42.
^
^Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents . Vol . I, No. 16,
Nov. 15, 1965, p. 478.
^Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents , Vol II, No. 44,
Nov. 7, 1966. 4
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- In his message to Congress on March 3, 1970, President
Nixon said that "American education is in urgent need of reform
... Vie must stop imagining that -the Federal government had a
cohesive education policy during a period of explosive expansion
--when our Federal education programs are largely fragmented and
disjointed and too often administered in a way that frustrates
local and private efforts
General Federal Expenditures
for Education
Another way of reflecting the increasing Federal concern
for education is to examine the growth of general Federal expenditures
during the same twenty year period. Such an examination reveals an
increase from 3.6 billion in 1950 to 12 billion in 1970. Outlays in
fiscal 1970 represent an increase of 100 percent over those of 1965,
300 percent over 1959, and nearly 600 percent over 1955 (Shown on
Table 13).
TABLE 13
FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
(Composite of Several Studies)
Fiscal Year No. of Programs Funding Obligations
(Billions
)
1948 200 $ 3.7
1950 255 3.6
1955 315 '2.1
1959 137 4.0
1965 159 6.0
1970 205 12.0
1 7
weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents , Vol. 6, No. 10,
March 9, 1970.
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The 1968 report on the Federal Educational Policies, Programs
and Proposals, revealed that only' forty-six (46) major new Federal
educational policies and programs were enacted during the entire
period from 1777 through 1960. The rapid increase in recent Federal
educational involvement is illustrated by the fact that during the
five year period from 1961 through 1966 there were one hundred and
sixty (160) pieces of legislation enacted concerning education.
Examples of legislation enacted during this five year period (1961-
1965) are Public Law 89-10, the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965,
Public Law 80-329, the Higher Education Act of 1965, Public Law 89-
784, and the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of
1966 (Model Cities) Public Law 89-754.^
During the past few years there has been a continued dramatic
increase in Federal program involvement within education. A broad
range of new education measures have been passed by the Congress; the
level of Federal funding has risen sharply; and the American people
1
4
have come to accept and expect a vastly enhanced Federal role. There
are currently operative sixty-nine (69) pieces of Federal education
legislation. Virtually all of this legislation has been passed or
renewed within the last eight years, and about fifty (50)of the resultant
J . 15programs are administered by the Office of Education.
"^Federal Educational Policies, Programs and Proposals, op . cit . ,
p. 4.
1658 Congressional Record (1969) (remarks of Congressman
Brademas on the report of President Nixon's Task Force on Education,
March 12, 1969).
15
Ibld
.
,
p. H 1661.
Table 14 illustrates the growth in the absolute amount contributed to
education by the Federal Government over the last twelve years. From 1958
to 1964, Federal funds almost doubled from $486,000,000 to $897,000,000.
In 1965-66, with the passage of ESEA, a quantum jump occurred in a single
year, with Federal funds more than doubling from $897,000,000 to $1,997,000,000.
During the last three years, however, the growth has slowed, and in the last
1
6
fiscal year it even declined slightly.
TABLE 14
REVENUES FOR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
.(In Thousands)
School year Total Federal State Local
a) (2) (3) (4) (5)
1957-58 $12,181,513 $ 486,484 $ 4,800,368 $ 6,894,661
1959-60 14,746,618 651,639 5,768,047 8,326,932
1961-62 17,527,707 760,975 6,789,190 9,977,542
1963-64 20,544,182 896,956 8,078,014 11,569,213
1965-66 25,356,858 1,996,954 9,920,219 13,439,686
1966-67* 27,256,043 2,162,892 10,661,582 14,431,569
1967-68* 31,092,400 2,472,464 12,231,954 16,387,982
1968-69* 33,743,748 2,455,547 13,729,344 17,558,857
Increase, 1957-58 to 1968-69:
Amount 21,562,235 1,969,063 8,928,976 10,664,196
Percent 177.0 404.8 186.0 154.7
Annual rate (percent) 9.7 15.8 10.0 8.9
*NEA research division estimates.
NEA research division estimates of Federal revenue may be lower than
those published later by the U.S. Office of Education because of partial
omission of money value of food distribution for the school lunch program.
Table from Committee on Education Finance, NEA, "Financial Status of
the Public School," 1960, Washington, D. C.
,
NEA, 1969, p. 59.
Sources: U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of
Education, "Statistics of State School Systems, 1965-66", Washington D. C.,
Government Printing Office, 1968, p. 11.
National Education Association research division. "Estimates of School
Statistics, 1966-67 and 1968-69." Research reports 1966-R 20 and 1968-R 16.
Washington, D. C.
,
the Association, 1966 and 1968.
16
Task Force on Urban Education of the U. S. Department of Health, Edu-
ction and Welfare. U rban School Crisis, Washington, D. C.
,
National.
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In order to place this 'growth of federal expenditure in its proper
perspective, a NEA Research Bulletin (1969) reported that, "By expressing
Federal, State, and local funds for education in proportions of total pub-
lic elementary and secondary education Expenditures, we see that the Federal
share, after growing from 4.4 percent -to 7.9 percent after the passage of
ESEA, leveled and then declined over the ensuring three years to 7.3 per-
cent of total expenditures."^ (Shown on Table 15),
TABLE 15
PERCENT OF REVENUE RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL
SOURCES FOR PUBLIC, ELEMENTARY, AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
(In percent)
School year
(i)
Federal
sources
(2)
State
sources
(3)
Local
sources
(4)
1957-58 4.0 39.4 56.6
1959-60 4.4 39.1 56.5
1961-62 4.3 38.7 56.9
1963-64 4.4 39.3 56.4
1965-667 7.9 39.1 53.0
1966-677- 7.9 39.1 53.0
1967-687 8.0 39.3 52.7
1968— 6 9
^
7.3 40.7 52.0
NEA Research Division estimates. NEA "Financial Status." op.cit.,
p.60.
Sources: U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Thus, we see that there has been a dramatic increase in the total amount
of Federal dollars expended for education during the past two decades. How-
17
National Education Association "Financial Status of the Public Schools,"
Washington, D. C. : NEA 1969, p. 59.
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ever, since local and state funding levels have also risen sharply, the
Federal percentage of total educational dollars rose only to 8 percent
during the 1968-69 school year and has even declined slightly since
that time. Although the purpose of Federal aid to education may have
been to encourage the movement of local efforts in directions consonant
with certain national objectives, a similar growth in funding rates at
the state and local levels may have somewhat weakened the actual Federal
impact on educational practices.
Urban Education
*
During the past decade, there has been a significant increase
in the number of Federal programs which have been specifically oriented
toward the restructuring of education in urban areas. The increase in
Federal concern for education in urban areas is reflected in the remarks
that former U.S. Commissioner of Education Harold Howe, II made in
October of 1968 when he urged that up to $2 billion more Federal aid
per year be concentrated on compensatory education for disadvantaged
students in urban schools. He emphasized that the causes of the urban
crisis cannot be neatly categorized into education, housing, race,
transportation, environment or class, because "they are all of these
at the same time."^ 8 On June 11, 1969, shortly after Dr. James Allen
»
took over as the new U.S. Commissioner of Education, he reinforced
the continuing Federal interest in urban education by stating that the
first priority in education was the urban crisis which had shaken
19
society at its very roots.
l8Educat ion Daily
,
(Washington, D.C.), November 1, 1968, p. 2.
^Education Daily, (Washington, D.C.), June 12, 1969, p. 3.
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Numerous writers have also expressed their concern over the
present inadequacies of urban education. Cohen has stated that too
many of our urban schools are in trouble financially, socially and
culturally. They are inadequately financed, inefficiently organized
and unable to meet the demands of an increasingly complex society in
the decade ahead. He recommends that new ways of financing education
2 0
must be found. Fantini has pointed out that most urban oriented
*
compensatory education programs are merely prescriptions that deal
only with the superficial symptoms of an educational illness which
cannot be cured by simply increasing the number of field trips or
21hours of remedial reading that a child is exposed to.
David Cohen has claimed that most of the programs designed
to alleviate problems in urban education have focused primarily upon
the deficiencies of the students while at the same time virtually
ignoring the widespread deficiencies in schools. Cohen succinctly
states that:
. . .So much has been made of the deprivations children
are supposed to have inflicted upon the schools that hardly
any serious thought has been given to the institutional
deficiencies of schools which regularly are inflicted upon
children. 22
In a recent study, Lewis concluded after an extensive review
of the literature that currently a state of confusion existed as to
2CWilbur J. Cohen, Where Do We Go From Here ?, Washington, D.C.,
Government Printing Office, 1968, p. 5.
21Mario D. Fantini, et . al . The Disadvantaged: Challenge to
Education (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 112.
22David K. Cohen, "Compensation and Integration" Harvard Educa-
tional Review, Vol. 38, No. IV.
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the future direction of compensatory education programs. He pointed
out that . . . "it was clear that ^adding personnel, increasing special
services, and obtaining more equipment will not alone constitute
23
successful compensatory education programs."
In spite of the massive array of Federal programs related to
urban education within the almost twelve billion dollar total educa-
tional expenditure during tfie last fiscal year, most authorities have
concluded that Federal aid has not appreciably assisted urban areas in
the solution of their educational problems. The Urban Education Task
Force concluded that:
a. The levels of Federal aid are low in proportion to the
total cost of education.
b. Actual dollar amounts are low with regard to increase in
per pupil expenditures.
c. Administrative procedures of many State and local educa-
tional agencies have diluted the effects of aid through
poverty formulas.
d. Uncertainty regarding levels and availability of funds
have minimized effective planning efforts.
e. Federal funds are distributed in a fashion which permits
wealthy districts to receive more than or at least as
much money per pupil as poor districts.
^Cornell T. Lewis, A Study of Various Factors in Head Start
and Title I in Twenty School Districts . (Unpublished Ed.D. Disserta-
tion) ,Univers ity of Massachusetts, December, 1970, p. 23.
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f. Funds of many Federal programs are not distributed to the
V *
cities in shares which are proportionate to cities' per-
centages of State student population.
g. The Federal Government does not have systematic ways of
measuring its own overall resource allocation priorities
24m education.
Federal Interagency Cooperation
One of the greatest problems in analyzing the impact and
potential for improvement of Federal educational aid is the immense
information gap that exists between what we should know about the
25patterns of allocation of funds and what we actually clo know. Simply
stated, there presently exists a pervasive lack of Federal awareness of
existing patterns of program allocations, and this lack of available
information makes the task of effectively allocating additional resources
virtually impossible. However, this is not really surprising, since
even the most effective educational researchers, with their current
conceptualizations and methodologies, have not generally provided clear
insights into the interrelatedness of the problems of poverty and it
has been suggested that a thorough understanding of this interrelated-
ness is a prerequisite to a more effective utilization of future pro-
26
gram allocations. Pilot and demonstration educational programs have
z TJrban Education Task Force, op. cit .
, p. 21.
25
Ibid
.
,
p. 20.
26DolanM. Muffey, "The Functional Interrelationship Between
the Problems of Poverty and Future Program Allocations". Unpubl ished—
papers of Dr. Dolan M. Muffey, Canfield Press, (San Francisco, California
T5Byy,"p.' 937’
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typically lacked the scope and. comprehensiveness necessary to provide
an adequate information base, and ve^perience has shown that simply
spending additional funds on tasks- we are already performing will not
help us to better understand how to significantly improve our impact
on urban education. 27
Senator Edmund Muskie, the Chairman of the Senate subcommittee
on intergovernmental relations stated the problem as viewed by his
subcommittee after a three year study:
We found substantial competing and overlapping of Federal
programs, sometimes as a direct result of legislation and
sometimes as a result of empire building. Similar competition
and duplication were found at the State and loval levels. We
learned that too many Federal aid officials are not interested
in, and in fact are even hostile to coordinating programs
within and between departments, and that they are reluctant to
encourage coordination and planning at State and local levels.
These conditions frequently and predictably result in confusion
and conflicting requirements which discourage State and local
participation, and adversely affect the administrative struc-
ture and fiscal organization in these jurisdictions . . .
In short, we found conflict between professional adminis-
trators at the State and local levels, between line agency
officials and elected policymakers at all levels, between
administrators of one aid program and those of another, bet-
ween specialized middle-management officials and generalists
in the top-management category, and between standpat bureau
heads and innovators seeking to strengthen the decision-
making process at all levels.
The picture, then, is one of too much tension and conflict
rather than coordination and cooperation all along the line of
administration--from top Federal policymakers and administrators
to the State and local professional administrators and elected
officials
.
2 7 Ibid
.
,
p. 97.
2 ^Congress ional Record
,
Vol . 112, 89th Cong., 2nd sess.
,
(1966)
p. 6834.
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The Federal Government has expressed with increasing frequency
its interest in achieving coordination among State agencies as well as
Federal agencies and among federally funded programs having impact at
the local level. ''Inter" and "intra" departmental reorganization and
coordination have become a major Federal concern. The First Annual
Report to the President on an Inter Agency Program (1970) reported on
the progress of the "New Federalism's" nine-point program. The report
%
stated that,
"One year ago, the President ordered the Budget Bureau and
all ten Urban Affairs Council agencies --Agriculture
,
Commerce,
HEW, HUD, Interior, Justice, Labor, 0E0, SBA, and D0T--to
mobilize a three-year interagency program to cut red tape and
streamline the delivery of Federal assistance. Our goal is to
drastically reduce the waste of an over-elaborate and paterna-
listic Federal oversight of State and local programs serving
the people of the Nation. The program is fully operational.
It is coordinat^ by a steering group with top leadership
from all agencies.
Another example of the emerging Federal emphasis on interagency
cooperation occured during a recent meeting of the Urban Education
Committee, of the U.S. Office of Education. In that meeting, Peter
Muirhead, a Deputy Commissioner of Education, stated that the desired
role of the Federal government in urban education would be to look to
the Urban Education Committee as the principle source from which program
ln 30planning priorities will emerge.
29
"U.S. Bureau of the Budget, First Annual Report to the President
on an Inter Agency Program," Simplifying Federal Aid to State and Communi-
ties, March, 1970.
^This position was expressed during the meeting of the Urban
Education Committee in October, 1970.
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A final example of this Federal attempt to promote interagency
cooperation occured in March of 1969 when President Nixon directed HUD,
-v
*
HEW, Labor, 0E0, and SBA to realign their regional geographic boundaries
according to a standard ten-region pattern. Since comprehensive urban
education programming requires resources from many types of categorical
grant programs, it is essential that the various granting agencies
effectively collaborate in their efforts. In the past, categorical
grants have been narrowly defined in purpose and scope and have been
rigidly controll ed ,s ince each had its own Federal guidelines, policies,
priorities, administrative requirements, fiscal regulations, and
voluminous documentation and reporting systems. By unifying the system
of regional boundaries for all of these agencies, the Federal government
hoped to take the first step toward more effective interagency cooperation.
Summary
This section has focused upon several variables at the Federal
level which must be taken into consideration when viewing the emergence
and development of the Model Cities Program. The growing Federal con-
cern over education during the past several decades was illustrated by
briefly reviewing a number of Presidential statements and by examining
the level of general federal expenditures for education during that
period of time. The more recent federal focus on the problems of urban
education was then emphasized. Finally, this section concluded with a
description of the emerging Federal concern for interagency program
cooperation. It will become evident in the next section, that all of
these variables influenced the final shape of the Model Cities program.
Model Cit ies Program
The Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of
1966 (Public Law 89-754) marked a turning-point in the development of
Federal legislation relating to intergovernmental coordination and com-
prehensive local planning. Public Law 89-754 calls for a comprehensive
attack on social, economic, and physical problems in selected slum and
blighted areas through concentration and coordination of Federal, State,
local and private efforts. The Act is directed towards enabling cities:
- to rebuild or revitalize large slum and blighted areas;
- to expand housing, job, and income opportunities;
- to reduce dependence on welfare payments;
- to improve educational facilities and programs;
- to combat disease and ill health;
- to reduce the incidence of crime and delinquency;
- to enhance recreational and cultural opportunities;
- to establish better access between homes and jobs;
- and generally to improve living conditions for the
people who live in such areas . .
Although the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
has final administrative responsibility for the program, it was apparent
i
that in order to be successful, effective inter-agency cooperation
would be essential. In order to assure this Federal cooperation, a
policy group was established composed of representatives from the (1)
Department of Agriculture, (2) Commerce (Economic Development Adminis-
tration), (3) Health, Education, and Welfare, (4) Justice (Community
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Relations Service) (5) Labor, (6) Transportation, (7) Office of
Economic Opportunity, (8) Interior, and (9) Small Business Administra-
tion.
This section will provide a detailed description of those
variables within the Model Cities Program that have influenced the
development and operation of the Model Cities education component.
*
Statutory Provisions
In searching the statutory and administrative rules which
govern the use of Model Cities funds, (Section 101, 103(a), 105(d)
and 106) it appears that the City Demonstration Agency, which is
established under the authority of the city government, has a clear
incentive to devise new and innovative projects which will reorient
existing resources to better uses and would mobilize additional
resources. Examples of statutes which reinforce such an incentive on
the part of the City Demonstration Agency are as follows:
- Section 101 states . . . "The purposes of this title are to
provide additional financial and technical assistance to
enable cities of all sizes (with equal regard to the pro-
blems of small as well as large cities) to plan, develop
and carry out locally prepared and scheduled comprehensive
city demonstration programs containing new and imaginative
proposals . . . and to accomplish these objectives through
the most effective and economical concentration and coordina
tion of Federal , State
,
and local public and private efforts
to improve the quality of urban life."
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- Section 103(a) states that the purpose of Model Cities
*
11
• • • to make marked progress in reducing social and
educational disadvantages."
- Section 105(d) states . . . "Grants shall be made available
to assist new and additional projects and activities not
assisted under a Federal -grant-in-aid program.
- Section 106 states . . . "The Secretary is authorized to
undertake such activities as he determines to be desirable
to provide, either directly or by contracts or other
arrangements, technical assistance to city demonstration
agencies to assist such agencies in planning developing,
31and administering comprehensive city demonstration programs."
Legislative History
The final passage of Public Law 89-754 was the result of in-
sistent and persistent maneuvering by a number of key individuals and
groups. The last minute rush and the substantial number of redrafts
may have left resentment, if not latent hostility within some members
of Congress who opposed the bill. From the questioning in the Committee
hearings, the compromises accepted, and the Floor debates it appeared
that the future of the Model Cities program was at best, uncertain.
The most appropriate approach for describing the legislative history
*^U.S. Congress, House, Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966, Public Law 89-754, 89th Cong., 2nd sess.,
1966, H.R. 12341, pp.1-4.
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of Model Cities is through a chronological description of significant
•
'V ^
events. This chronology is not meant to be all-inclusive; instead,
it is intended to summarize some of the major events surrounding the
passage of this Act and identify some of the key individuals who con-
ceived this urban strategy.
October, 1965 - Congress established the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, the 11th Cabinet - level department
and the first created since 1953.
October, 1965 - President Johnson appointed Robert C. Wood as
Chairman of a Special Task Force on Urban Problems to develop the
basic concept relating to a "demonstration cities" plan. Some of the
other members included Whitney Young and Walter P. Reuther.
January 12, 1966 - In his State of the Union Message, President
Johnson called for added public and private efforts to eliminate urban
blight. In January 1966, President Johnson stated . . . "We must
32
strengthen the coordination of Federal programs in the field."
January 26, 1966 - President Johnson submitted a message to
Congress which spelled out specific requests and offered specific
proposals for "demonstration city" planning assistance.
January 27, 1966 - Legislation to implement the proposals,
which became the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development
Act of 1966 ,was introduced as H.R. 12341 (Congressman Wright Patman)
and S. 2842 (Senator Paul Douglas and 15 co-sponsors).
^Reporter, Vol. 34, No. 6 (March 24, 1966), p. 41.
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February 28, 1966 - Making his first Congressional appearance
as Secretary of HUD, Robert Weave* presented the Administration's
position on H.R. 12341, He stated that the city demonstrations had
"focused the attention of Congress and the entire nation on the most
critical domestic problem facing the United State--the need to improve
the quality of urban life." The original concept was developed on the
basis of between 60 and 70 cities participating in the demonstration.
%
Many questions arose relating to the selection criteria. The estimated
cost of the program for a five-year period was placed at $2.3 billion.
March 1, 1966 - Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio, Newark, N.J., Mayor
James P. Cavanagh, Detroit, Michigan and Mayor John V. Lindsay, New
York City, appeared in the Congressional hearings to endorse the city
demonstration proposal.
Early March, 1966 - Senator Edmund S. Muskie of Maine, Chair-
man of the Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, presented
a detailed analysis of the coordination problem at all levels of
government and a series of proposed remedial measures, which he said
had grown out of a three-year subcommittee study.
March 10, 1966 - Alan L. Emlen, National Association of Real
Estate Boards, and James F. Steiner, Chamber of Commerce of the United
>
States opposed H.R. 12341.
April 26, 1966 - Senator Jacob K. Javits (R. , N.Y.) not only
endorsed the proposal but requested that the bill be substantially
broadened
.
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Late April, 1966 - Both Subcommittees had finished the public
•v
*
hearings and it was becoming clear that the legislation was in deep
trouble. Some Congressmen felt that the proposals from cities would
counteract the segregation of housing by race or income. Others
thought that the "demonstration" was too costly. Some were convinced
that a vote for a demonstration program was a risky vote because
cities in so few Congressional districts would be designated. Some
Mayors expressed their displeasures because of fears that a
disaproport ionate share of urban renewal funds would be allocated to
demonstration cities, thereby depriving other cities of such funds.
June 1, 1966 - Vice President Humphrey placed a call to House
Subcommittee Chairman Barrett during a meeting of a bi-partisam
coalition and told him the Administration could not support a scaled-
down bill which would reduce the program to $12 million for planning
only.
June 10, 1966 - During a White House meeting, Secretary Weaver
and Larry O'Brien argued that H.R. 12341 could prevail with an all out
effort
.
June 23, 1966 - By a 7 to 3 vote, the House Subcommittee re-
ported out a full bill with only minor changes in the demonstration
cities proposal.
June 28, 1966 - By a vote of 18-8, the full Banking and
Currency Committee approved the bill after adding four minor amendments
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Late June, 1966 - Senator Edward Muskie (D., Me) agreed to
be Floor manager for the Demons traction Cities bill after the two
usual leaders in the housing legislation, John Sparkman and Paul
Douglas announced that they would not be available.
July 13, 1966 - Because of strong objections to the cost and
the racial integration features in the bill, the Senate Subcommittee
decided to cut back the program's duration and delete the integration
clause.
Mid July, 1966 - Still with the racial integration criterion
included in the bill, the 15-man House Rules Committee was split with
a Southerner holding the swing vote.
July 27, 1966 - Senate subcommittee recommended bill to full
Committee
.
August 9, 1966 - By a vote 8-6, the bill was reported from the
full Committee with certain modifications. They were (1) reduction of
urban renewal "add-on", (2) a three-year program instead of six, (
3
)
special stress on cities of all sizes, and (4) deletion of the provision
specifying racial and economic integration.
August 19, 1966 - The Senate passed the Demonstration Cities
Bill by a 53-22 roll call cote and sent it to the House. During the
two-day Floor debate, the following Senators were among those who
supported the bill: (1) Muskie, (2) Fulbright, (3) Mansfield, (4)
Pastore, (5) Javits, (6) Clark, (7) Kennedy, and (8) Ellender. Senators
McGovern and Mondale succeeded in adding an amendment related to the
102
inclusion of county governments before the final vote was taken.
September 1, 1966 - By a vote of 23-8 the full House Banking
and Currency Committee reported out the Senate approved bill.
Early September, 1966 - Congressman Paul A. Fino (R.
,
N.Y.)
criticized the bill for giving federal housing and education officials
dictatorial powers over city living patterns. Congressman W. E. Brock
(R., Tenn) criticized the measure as a hypocritical device to gain
control of local government.
October 13, 1966 - Representative Fino led the most acrimonious
debate of the session. He shouted nLet us make no mistake about it.
If you vote for this scheme, you are voting for forced busing--I repeat
forced school busing, pairing and redistricting. There is nothing you
can do to stop it short of killing the program. M In view of the close
veto expected on passage, the Administration agreed to amend the mea-
sure specifically to prohibit the HUD Secretary from conditioning
demonstration cities or incentive planning assistance on local agree-
ment to bus children, or from conditioning incentive planning aid on
local adoption of any other program to further a racial balance in
schools
.
Mid October, 1966 - The House considered no less than 37 amend-
ments, adopting 20. All major threatening amendments were defeated.
October 17, 1966 - The Conference Committee resolved differences
between the House and Senate versions of the bill and agreed tentatively
on a compromise version. A procedural quirk threatened to delay final
passage until early in the 1967 session. It was related to aid pur-
chasers of seasonal (vacation) housing.
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October 19, 1966 - The Conference Report was filed with
•y *
Republicans refusing to sign, alleging unfair scheduling.
October 20, 1966 - The Senate approved the Conference Report
with a vote of 38-22. The House adopted the Conference Report by a
narrow 16-vote margin, 142-126.
November 3, 1966 - The bill became Public Law 89-734 with the
%
signing by President Johnson. HUD adopted the term "Model Cities"
because throughout his November 3 statement the President called the
program* 'Model Cities "rather than"Demons tration Cities'.' Thus, the new
33termVModel Cities "was created.
November 4, 1966 - A day of waning public support for President
Johnson and his Great Society as a result of the loss of three Demo-
cratic Senate seats and forty-seven Democratic seats in the House of
34
Representatives
.
Early November, 1966 - Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare John W. Gardner told the Muskie subcommittee that coordination
among Federal agencies leaves much to be desired. Communication bet-
ween the various levels of government - Federal, State and local - is
casual and ineffective. State and local government is in most areas
35
seriously inadequate.
^Richard Cherry, "History of Congressional Action Relative to
Model Cities" (unpublished HUD document), HUD/Model Cities, 1967, pp. 1-45.
^James L. Sundquist, Making Federalism Work, (Washington, D.C.:
The Brooking Institution, 1969), p. 82.
^Creative Federalism, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Inter-
governmental Relations of the Senate Government Operations Committee,
89th Cong., 2nd sess.
,
(1966), p. 267.
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January 1967 - The Presidents budget message made clear that
the new model cities program had supplanted community action in the
minds of the President and his staff advisors, as the central instru-
ment for coordinating the Great Society's attack upon the problems of
the urban slums.
^
i
Organizational Structure
It would be extremely difficult to fully ^inderstand how the
Model Cities Program actually functions without an awareness of its
present internal organizational structure.
i
The Model Cities Program is directed by an Assistant Secretary
who is responsible for coordinating the Federal effort for helping
37
solve urban problems. Within Model Cities, the Office of Program
Development is responsible for assisting the Assistant Secretary in
all aspects of interagency relations such as: (1) the mobilization of
financial and technical assistance, (2) the modification of Federal
procedures and policies affecting Model Cities planning and implementa-
tion and (3) the establishment of procedures at the Federal level
which will enable Model Cities to coordinate effectively all planning
and action projects in the model neighborhood. Sub-units of this
staff are responsible for program development and monitoring in the
following areas: (1) human resources (education, health, income
The Budget Message of the President, Jan. 24,. 1967, in The
Budget of the United States Government for the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 1968, pp. 25-26.
37See Figure 4.
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maintenance, coordinated social services, consumer programs, recrea-
tion, culture and family planning; (2) manpower and job development;
(3) economic and business development; (4) crime, delinquency and
legal service programs; (5) housing and renewal; (6) urban planning,
relocation and public administration; and (7) State participation.
The Program Development staff also provides support for the inter-
agency policy group and the working group and is responsible for the
guidance of the program specialists in the Regional Offices.
Program Chronology
Even after the legislation was passed by Congress and the
internal organizational structure of Model Cities was determined, a
g-reat deal of work remained to be done before the Model Cities Program
could actually begin to operate. This section will familiarize the
reader with the chronological series of events around which program
development activities occured.
November 1966 - Assistant Secretary Taylor's staff prepared
a Program Guide explaining the procedures and format for planning
grant applications.
December, 1966 - The Model Cities Guide entitled Improving the
Quality of Urban Life was distributed with the help of the U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors and the National League of Cities.
January, 1967 - Assistant Secretary Taylor held a series of
meetings around the country to explain the Model Cities program.
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May 1, 1967 - Despite the short filing deadline, 193 cities
from 47 states submitted pi anningv grant applications for the $10.25
million appropriation.
May 8, 1967 - Secretaries John W. Gardner (HEW) and Robert C.
Weaver, (HUD) agreed to make arrangements to assure full cooperation
regarding the operation of the Model Cities program through close
coordination between the Center for Community Planning in HEW and
HUD /Model Cities.
Summer-Fall, 1967 - The review of the applications was carried
out by HUD in conjunction with other interested Federal agencies.
Regional and Washington recommendations were based upon evaluation of
the applications according to five criteria:
- scope of the problem analysis
- innovative approaches suggested
- capacity to carry out the program
- commitment of local government and private groups to meet
urban problems and carry out theprogram
- suitability of the designated area for a comprehensive
program, in terms of geography and population.
The purpose was clear: To select those neighborhoods, all
across the country, where the concentration and coordination of
federally assisted programs could have the maximum impact in solving
urban problems.
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September, 1967 - The External Advisory Council of the NEA
V *•
Committee on Civil and Human Rights of Educators conducted a two-day
3 8
workshop on Model Cities and endorsed it.
December 7, 1967 - An interagency guideline was released that
reflected the commitment of the Departments of Labor; Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; and the Office of
Economic Opportunity to work together to assure success of the Federal
effort in the Model Cities program.
November 16, 1967 - Secretary Weaver announced that 63 cities
and counties would receive Model Cities planning grants.
December 29, 1967 - The Office of Field Services, HEW/OE was
selected as the coordinating office for the educational component of
the Model Cities program.
January 8, 1968 - The first meeting of Urban Education Committee
of the Office of Education was held. Representatives from each of the
operating Bureaus constituted the Urban Education Committee.
January, 1968 - HUD announced an April 13 deadline for second
round cities.
March 1, 1968 - Proposed planning work programs had been
developed for most of the cities.
March 12, 1968 - Twelve (12) additional cities were selected
and this raised the number of first round Model Cities to 73.
_
j
^National Education Association, Impact of Model Cities on the
School System
,
(Washington, D.C.: NEA, 1967), p. 1.
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April 15, 1968 - 163 applications were received, including 83
from unsuccessful first round applications.
April 26, 1968 - HEW Secretary Wilbur J. Cohen announced that
Model Cities was the Department's highest priority for manpower and
funds
•
April 28, 1968 - Robert C. Wood, Under Secretary of HUD re-
quested that Harold Howe, U.S. Commissioner of Education consider a
reservation of some of the anticipated appropriations under the Educa-
tion Professions Development Act for meeting training needs in Model
Cities neighborhoods.
May 3, 1968 - Charles J. Zurick, Director of the Budget gave
HUD Secretary Robert C. Weaver his commitment to the proposed steps to
assure maximum effective programming of funds for Model Cities during
fiscal year 1969.
May 13, 1968 - U.S. Commissioner of Education, Harold Howe
informed Robert C. Wood that 0E will be happy to consider reserving
some portion of funds appropriated for the Education Professions
Development Act for Model Cities Training programs.
June 26, 1968 - Walter G. Farr, Director of HUD/Model Cities
was informed that unless some reasonable earmarking request (based on
estimates if necessary) were made in June concerning EPDA funds, 0E
would find it extremely difficult to keep Commissioner Howe's com-
mitment to Model Cities.
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June 27, 1968 - HUD/Model Cities employed Oscar L. Mims as
Chief Education Advisor.
^ „
Early July, 1968 - The Chief Education Advisor informed
Neal Shedd, Coordinator for Urban Education, HEW/OE that HUD/Model
Cities was requesting an earmarking of $3.5 million from EPDA for
training needs in model neighborhoods.
September 13, 1968 - James F. Kelly, Chairman of HEW Task
%
Force on Model Cities Funding outlined the preliminary recommendations
and plan of action for Model Cities earmarking.
September 20, 1968 - HUD/Model Cities Assistant Secretary
H. Ralph Taylor called a meeting of the Washington Coordinating
Committee (WICC) to discuss the expected FY 70 demands on existing
Federal grant programs.
October 22, 1968 - Sam Kavnick, 0E official called for an
unofficial, unstructured interagency coalition to exchange urban
education information.
November 4, 1968 - National elections brought in a new
Administration.
November 20, 1968 - HEW Task Force on Model Cities Funding
announced that 0E would earmark $17.75 million for Model Cities from
the new project discretionary funds. This amount included funds from
14 programs revealing a Model Cities relatedness. The amounts ranged
from $100,000 for Education for the Handicapped to $4.7 million for
Teacher Corps. Regional allocation of funds for each program was due
by December 2, 1968 and distribution of tentative earmarking by Model
Ill
Neighborhood was scheduled for December 30, 1968.
Summer-Fall, 1968 - The review of the second round applications
took place.
November 21, 1968 - 75 second round cities were announced.
Spring, 1969 - HUD's fiscal 1970 budget requested $13 million
for third round planning grants. The Bureau of the Budget eliminated
,
39
the request.
Spring, 1969 - Having been enacted in 1966 during the Johnson
Administration, the Model Cities program faced an uncertain future after
the 1968 elections brought in a new Administration. As early as January,
1969, the program was placed under intensive scrutiny by the Nixon
Administration. Ironically, it is now being promoted as the ideal
showpiece for the New Federalism on which the President is basing his
domestic policy.
^
Early, 1969 - The 110 day void of inactivity following the
inauguration of the new President permitted program managers in OE
the liberty of repeatedly reallocating funds without the approval of
the Task Force on Interagency Funding.
Early 1969 - President Nixon made a decision to determine
whether or not the Model Cities program that he had inherited was in
fact achieving its objectives. A subcommittee of the Urban Affairs
39
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, "Transition
Briefing Paper for Model Cities", Washington, D.C., December, 1968.
%illiam Lilley III, "Model Cities", N ational Journal , July 11,
1970. p. 1467.
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Council (Executive Office of the President) was established to study
and make recommendations for the program's future administration.
April 18, 1969 - Secretary Romney stated that the Subcommittee
on Model Cities found the program's goals to be sound, but that there
have been critical deficiencies in its administration which call for
immediate correction. Among them:
1* Federal agencies have not been sufficiently responsive to
local proposals reflecting specific local conditions.
2. In developing their proposals, local authorities have been
hindered by uncertainty as to the amounts of funds that
would be available from the Federal departments.
3. Few effective attempts have been made to secure the
involvement of State governments.
4. Federal guidelines have forced cities to set model
neighborhood boundaries that often have been arbitrary,
and that have created unnecessary divisions among Model
Cities residents.
Based on the recommendations of the Urban Affairs Council,
the President revised Model Cities in the following important respects:
1. The Council for Urban Affairs assumed direct responsibility
for inter-departmental policy affecting Model Cities
2. Secretaries of the departments involved were given per-
sonal supervision of their departments* funding of Model
Cities proposals, and could reserve program funds specifi-
cally for that purpose. This ensured the availability of
113
departmental funds for Model Cities, and gave local
V *
authorities a better idea of thd amount and kind of
funds they could expect from the various departments
for their Model Cities plans.
3. Administration of the program was to be fed into the
reorganization of the regional Federal offices, currently
underway. One effect of this will be to facilitate inter-
departmental coordination at the regional level. In the
past, variations among the Federal offices in program
procedures, headquarters locations, and structures of
authority, have handicapped well-intentioned Federal
officials and confused local officials, thus seriously
compromising the Model Cities program at the city level.
4. Greater efforts will be made to involve the State govern-
ments in the Model Cities program. Lack of State involve-
ment has proven a critical deficiency because many of the
Federal funds needed for Model Cities are administered
through State agencies. The aim will not be to add
another administrative layer between the cities and the
Federal Government, but to make better use of the States
resources, experience and perspective. Model Cities is
intended to be and will remain a local government program
centered upon the Mayor* s office with a continued require-
.
41
ment for adequate citizen involvement.
^ Press Release, HUD News , April 28, 1969, pp. 1-4.
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Late Spring, 1969 - it was becoming clear that the new Ad-
ministration had decided to revamp the program into one with a
V *
/ ?
decidedly Republican orientation. Consequently, the Urban Affairs
Council assumed direct responsibility for inter-department policy
affecting Model Cities. In a sense, Model Cities became a subsystem
of a large system--the Urban Affairs Council. It is this suprasystem,
the Urban Affairs Council, from which Model Cities receives authority
to facilitate inter-departmental coordination and cooperation. Figure
5 is used to illustrate the interlocking relationships among the various
members of the Urban Affairs Council.
^Lilley, op . c i t .
,
p. 1467.
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March 3, 1969 - The Chief Education Advisor warned Tom
Israel, Deputy Director, HUD/Model 6ities that there were indications
that OE was intentionally mis -direct ing earmarkings.
May 12, 1969 - Secretary Romney reported to the Congressional
Subcommittee on Housing of the House Committee on Banking and Currency
that "I have not found anyone who quarrels with the basic objectives
of the Model Cities program. 11
June 27, 1969 - HUD/Model Cities awarded a contract to the
New Jersey State Department of Education to provide technical
'assistance to the nine CDA's within the state and provide indirect
technical assistance to as many as five other State Departments of
Education.
June 30, 1969 - The "earmarked" funds from OE were spread
thinly over 67 cities, and there was evidence of some late FY 69
"dumping" in second round cities with no plans and notification of
the CDA. The substantial changes in distribution (as compared to
earlier earmarking) would seem to indicate lack of OE commitment to
Model Cities.
July 5, 1969 - EPDA announced that the FY 70 commitment of
the Career Opportunities Program projects concentrated in Model Cities
areas had been set at 307o of the COP appropriations.
July 15, 1969 - Russ Wood, Deputy Associate Commissioner invited
the Chief Education Advisor and Model Neighborhood residents of selected
Model Cities to participate in COP National Conference in Denver.
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September 24, 1969 - President Nixon announced that Edward C.
Banfield, Professor of Government , at Harvard University would head a
special Task Force on Model Cities, The Task Force was asked to re-
view the current status of the Model Cities program, evaluate its
operations to date and make recommendations concerning its future
direction. Although the Banfield Report was submitted to the President
on December 16, 1969, it did not become a public document until the
Summer of 1970. The principal recommendations of the Task Force were
as follows:
- Most Federal aid should go to the cities by way of revenue-
sharing rather than by categorical grants-in-aid
.
- The categorical programs should be consolidated into a much
smaller number.
- The model cities program should be continued as a means of
asserting the interest the nation has in improving the quality
of life in the city slums.
- The Model Cities Administration should provide technical
assistance to the cities only at their request.
- To assure adequate support of the model cities program, the
President should make it unmistakably clear to heads of
urban agencies that he attaches importance to it. Agencies
should be directed to Mhold back" at least 25/0 of their
non-formula grant funds.
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July 17, 1969 - HUD /Mod el Cities survey on use of supplemental
funds as they relate to categorical- programs revealed a mixed reaction:
(1) CDA did not know of availability.
(2) CDA has not submitted an application.
(3) CDA did not accept some statutory requirement of the
funding agency.
(4) Funding agency had no funds.
(5) Funding agency did not deliver funds by the time the CDA
needs to begin project.
July 29, 1969 - Sidney L. Gardner, Director of the Center for
Community Planning identified five major problems in the HEW response
to Model Cities. He pointed out that the HEW structure and legislative
authorities channel most of the funds to State agencies.
Early August, 1969 - The Chief Education Advisor and Leon Jones
of the University of Massachusetts, designed an evaluation instrument
for the participants attending COP Conference.
August 22, 1969 - James E. Allen, Jr., U.S. Commissioner of
Education announced organizational changes designed to strengthen the
leadership role of the U.S. Office of Education and to allow for more
effective coordination of education activities within OE.
August 29, 1969 - Sidney L. Gardner, HEW/CCP informed Assistant
Secretary Floyd H. Hyde, HUD/Model Cities, of the progress of the FY 70
funding reservations. He identified three categories of OE support for
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Model Cities: (1) Federal-local programs, (2) Non-reserved priority
programs, and (3) State plan programs.
November 14, 1969 - Floyd H. Hyde, Assistant Secretary for
Model Cities stated that "For a third of a century some political
leaders have argued that local and State government could not cope
with out massive urban problems. This has led to an over-reliance
on the Federal Government for solutions and an over-centralization
of power in Washington. This Administration is determined to return
the flow of power and money to local governments. Revenue sharing is
a demonstration of our determination to strengthen State and local
government. Model Cities can build a management capacity within our
cities to effectively use shared revenues. But, the State must adapt
new thinking, new ideas, and meaningful urban policies as full partners
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in this concept of shared responsibilities."
November 22, 1969 - Robert H. Baida, Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Model Cities stated that this Administration would insist that
cities develop and maintain an effective mixture of city and institu-
tional involvement (Schools) together with a strong and influential
44
role for citizens.
^Press Release, HUD News
,
Nov. 14, 1969, P*
44,Press Release, HUD News Nov. 22, 1969, P- 1 .
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December 3, 1969 - During the 46th Annual Congress of Cities,
Assistant Secretary Hyde reported that the Model Cities program sought
> *
to place authority and responsibility squarely upon the shoulders of
local government .
^
December 5, 1969 - In his address at the meeting for the Model
Cities Directors, Assistant Secretary Hyde stated that a new urban
strategy was being developed which in time might indeed unshackle local
government and which would also place a tremendous responsibility on
46State government.
Budget History
Although the changes in relationships, attitudes, and institu-
tions necessary to improve the quality of life for model neighborhood
residents are non-monetary
,
much of this change necessarily depends
upon a large increase developed plans to solve the social as well as
the physical problems of urban decay. This increased flow should
comefrom State and local public and private sources; from Model Cities
supplemental funds; and from expansion or redirection of Federal
categorical aid programs.
The Model Cities program was the first significant Federal
experiment in the use of block grants. These are called supplemental
grants and they can be used with great flexibility to meet local needs.
Although Model Cities was originally conceived of as a smaller de-
monstration program, Congress substantially expanded the coverage so
that about 60% of all cities of over 100,000 population are included
in the 150 cities now in the program.
^^Press Release, HUD News , Dec. 3, 1969, p. 1.
^ Press Release, HUD News , Dec. 5, 1969, p.
1.
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The projected Federal resource requirements for this program
are naturally large. Supplemental grants alone, on the present funding
formula, will require up to $1 billion a year for five or six years.
The expanded demand for other Federal categorical aid is likely to be
at least double this figure.
The original Task Force report which led to the Model Cities
program estimated a total Federal cost of $2.3 billion to block grants
over a period of five years for a single round of 60 to 70 cities. In
addition, about $5 billion in other Federal grant-in-aid funds, and
$6.8 billion investment of local private and public funds were estimated.
The 1966 President's Budget requested authorization of the full
$2.3 billion in supplemental grants and $12 million for planning grants.
During the House Hearings, when the need for additional Federal funds
from existing programs was aired, an additional $600 million was added
to the appropriation bill as an earmarked appropriation for urban
renewal activities in model neighborhoods (commonly called "urban
renewal add-on" )
.
As passed, the authority was limited to the funds necessary
for the first two years of the program: $12 million in planning grants,
$900 million in supplemental grants for FY 1968 and FY 1969, and $250
million for urban renewal add-on. An additional $12 million for
L
planning grants for a second round on Model Cities was also included.
—
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FY 1967 Budget . The first appropriation of $10.25 million
-» *
for planning grants and $.75 million for administration costs was
made in November 1966.
FY 1968 Budget . The FY 1968 budget requested appropriation
of: $12 million for second round planning grants; the full $400
million of supplemental grant funds authorized for FY 1968; and the
full $250 million or urban renewal add-on. However, although the
second round planning funds were appropriated, only $200 million
for supplemental grants and only $100 million of urban renewal add-on
were appropriated because the Appropriations Committee felt that
because of the late announcement of first round cities (November, 1967),
the full amounts authorized could not be utilized in FY 1968.
FY 1969 Budget . In FY 1969, the Department requested and re-
ceived an additional $350 million urban renewal add-on authorization.
It sought appropriation of the $500 million authorized in supplemental
grants and the full $500 million unappropriated urban renewal add-on
funds. Congress appropriated $312.5 million for each category, or
$625 million specifically for the Model Cities program. About $5
million was awarded for evaluation and technical assistance contracts
in FY 1969. Among these contracts was a technical assistance contract
to the New Jersey State Department of Education for $200,000.
FY 1970 Budget . HUD requested $13 million in planning grants
for a third round of cities; $1.3 billion in supplemental grant funds
(FY 1970 was the first year in which both fi-rst and second round cities
-»
*
would be in the supplemental grants pipeline). In addition, HUD re-
quested an appropriation in the FY 1970 process of $1 billion for use
in FY 1971. This advance appropriation is sought to assure cities that
the Federal Government will meet its funding commitments, and to give
these cities financial targets against which to plan. Keep in mind
that these request were being made at a time when the Nixon Administra-
tion was asking for budget restraints. Early in the Administration,
' Presidential advisors Arthur F. Burns and Martin Anderson were especially
concerned about the budgetary implications in the program. Administra-
tion spokesmen say that Burns, for example, described the program as
47
"a Trojan horse" because of its spending thrust.
At that same time, a direct request had been made to the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget to consider procedures for
identifying, and in some manner earmarking up to $1 billion dollars
in the FY 1970 Budget.
This amount would be appropriated for programs of other Federal
agencies for use in Model Cities. If the request had been satisfied,
it certainly would have strengthened the ability of cities to engage
in orderly and rational comprehensive planning. About $11.5 million
was awarded for evaluation and technical assistance contracts. These
47Lilley, op. cit .
,
p. 1476.
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contracts are viewed as critical to the long-range success of the
program.
v *
Model Cities technical assistance cannot be provided by
Federal staff in all cases. Too many different areas of knowledge
are required in the course of planning and implementing a compre-
hensive physical and human development program. Specialized technical
assistance is expected to be provided through contracts with universities
and non-profit public service organizations.
About $6 million was used in FY 1970 to administer the pro-
gram as compared to $4.5 million in FY 1969. These figures include
the routine costs of salaries, travel, office space, equipment and
supplies, and cover both MCA Central Office staff and HUD Regional
48
Model Cities staff.
Table 16 provides a summary of the funding history of Model
Cities by indicating levels of funding authority, appropriations and
allocations for Model Cities for fiscal year 1968-1971.
TABLE 16
FUNDING HISTORY
Funding
Authority Appropriation Allocations
1968 $400 $200 $ 2.6
1969 500 312.5 407.3
1970 1,000 575 545
1971 600 575 707.6
SOURCE: HUD
^^Trans it ion Briefing Paper, HUD/Model Cities (Washington, D.C.:
Dec. 1968, pp. 10-12.
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The Model
-.Cities . Pror-pa-g
Floyd H. Hyde, Assistant Secretary, HUD/Model Cities during
one of his early Executive Staff meetings stated that Model Cities
should be viewed as a "process" rather than a "program". This sec-
tion will review the three major components that make up the Model
Cities Process: (1) Planning, (2) Review, and (3) Interagency Rela-
tionships
.
Planning
Within the Model Cities Program the cities are expected to
develop their city comprehensive plans through a planning process.^
The planning process specified has two distinguishing characteristics.
First, it is a process of logic applied to analyzing problems and
making decisions for action. It stresses a logical or rational
progression: from analysis of problems (what causes them and maintains
them) to action goals which, when met, will solve the problem; from
goals to program approaches (the several basic sets of ways in which
goals can be achieved); and from program approaches to objectives
(measurements of progress over time). It is only at the conclusion
of this process of logical thought and decision-making that specific
projects--ways of reaching these objectives--are expected to be
developed
.
49,
The Model Cities planning process has evolved from five key
planning documents (CDA Letter 1, "Model Cities Planning Requirement,"
CDA Letter 2, "Administrative Policies and Procedures," CDA Letter 3,
"Citizen Participation," CDA Letter 4, "Comprehensive Program Submission
Requirements," and TAB 2 "Measures of Living Quality in Model Neighbor-
hoods"). ApDendix L provides a comprehensive subject and numerical list
of all related issuances released on Model Cities as of June 30, Ly/U.
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The second characteristic of the planning process is that it
involves the residents of the model ^neighborhood in these steps to-
gether with other local and State interests whose participation is
necessary to effective action. Examples of those involved are: Mayors,
LEA's, professional private groups, business leaders, voluntary
agencies, and State agencies (including colleges and universities).
Through this process, a single local agency, created by and responsible
%
to the local government, is able to look at and analyze a number of
different functional problem areas.
Educationally, the Model Cities process operates in an
intergrated fashion. The education component represents a subsystem
that is a major part of the total system. As in each of the other
subsystems, education is designed to carry out a specific purpose,
the attainment of which is necessary in order to achieve the over-
all purpose of the system--to improve the quality of urban life. In
a sense, all of the components or subsystems have been selected on the
basis of their abilities to carry out specific processes. In the Model
Cities process, education is integrated with and influenced by the other
subsystems: health, housing, welfare, employment, and transportation.
The effectiveness of the Model Cities process depends on how well these
subsystems are integrated and how well they interfunction.
The requirement of comprehensive planning has often created
off-setting difficulties. Although many cities have developed sub-
stantial capability in the area of theoretical planning, few cities
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have had the capacity, experience, insight, and ingenuity to do an
excellent job on their first try at comprehensive planning of pro-
grams for action.
Review
After the local projects have been developed in accordance
with the planning process described above, a review process follows.
Figure 6 is used to identify essential interagency relationships in
regard to the major variables involved in the review process. Parti-
cular attention is called to the vital "decision line". A simplified
model of the review process is also shown in Figure 7.
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Interagency Relationships
Since the Model Cities Program includes grant-in-aid or categorical
programs which are the primary responsibility of a number of different
Federal agencies, it must be administered* at the Federal level as an in-
teragency effort. Although the enabling legislation placed central ad-
ministrative responsibility and final plan approval within HUD, policy
development was seen from the beginning as an interagency task.
The interagency character of the program is reflected in the fact
that each of the major participating agencies has been asked, to perform
the following functions i (1) Earmarking, (2) Technical Assistance, (3)
Local Coordination and (4) Application Handling.
Each of the cooperating agencies has been asked ,to identify or ear-
mark funds in those programs which are relevant to Model Cities needs.
These earmarked funds are then specifically reserved for the use of Model
Cities. In some 'cases, funding priorities have been applied instead of
earmarking
.
Each agency was asked to present a technical assistance plan that
identifies personnel and their availability for assisting CDAs in devel-
oping comprehensive programs and initiating specific projects and activi-
ties.
Each of the agencies having programs relevant to Model Cities was
asked to develop a local coordination plan that would provide for local
government review of programs operating in, or proposed to operate in
Nodel neighborhoods. Agreements have been negotiated with each of the
fancies concerned to assure that such review can occur.
The original aim of the application handling provision was to develop
a simplified procedure that would insure timely delivery of Federal program
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funds in response to Model Cities requirements. Each of the agencies
that is cooperating in the program was asked to review the procedures
-v
*-
for its relevant programs in order to provide for waivers of non-
statutory program requirements where possible, and to place priority
on the handling of all applications which grew out of the Model Cities
planning process. Model Cities has had only limited success in this
effort to date and most of the cities still have to file separate
applications for each separate Federal categorical grant.
The Office of Program Development is responsible for assisting
the Assistant Secretary for Model Cities in all aspects of interagency
relations, including the mobilization and coordination of Federal
financial and technical assistance. It has not been possible to assess
fully the achievement of the items on this agenda since a significant
number of comprehensive programs had not as yet been submitted and
reviewed. Nevertheless, it is apparent that dif ficulties^have appeared
in achieving a substantial U.S. Office of Education earmarking, and
significant technical assistance involvement at both the Federal and
State levels.
The next section on the Funding Process Model discusses the
relationships and actors needed in order to achieve the earmarking,
technical assistance, local coordination and application handling
provisions necessary for meaningful and comprehensive urban education
programming.
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Fundi ng Proce s s Model
This section is an attempt 'to untangle the complex web of
interrelationships and specifically identify, the major variables which
affect the funding process for education components within Model Cities.
This has been accomplished by assembling all of the external and in-
ternal variables that influence the actual operation of the education
component into a graphic representation. The different levels in
v
the
actual Funding Process Model will be developed separately and all of
the separate levels will then be assembled at the end of this section.
I
•
In Figure 8, we note that six sets of dominant variables
surface at this "high p'ol icy-making" level. They are(l) the Office of
the President and the Urban Affairs Council, (2) the Congressional
Committee for Housing and Banking, (3) the Congressional Committee for
Labor and Education, (4) the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development/Model Cities, (5) the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and (6) the National Professional Associations.
Figure 8. Six Major Variables at the "High Policy-making Level
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The following interrelationships were identified:
1. The U.S. President working through the Urban Affairs
Council sits at the center of the sphere. This structure
has direct working relationships (DWRs ) or control 'over
all Executive Branches of government. At the same time,
it has a cooperative relationship (CR) with the various
committees in Congress and the National Professional
Associations.
2. The Congressional Committee for Housing and Banking
influences the funding authorization for the U.S. De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development. Though this
relationship seems cooperative, tremendous pressures can
/
be exerted by this committee on programs administered by
HUD.
3. The same type of relationship exists between the Con-
gressional Committee for Labor and Education, and the
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
4. The National Professional Associations support lobby
groups in Washington which maintain cooperative rela-
tionships (CR s) with all five of the other major
variables affecting education. Though cooperative,
these relationships are influential.
5. Both HUD and HEW have direct working relationships (DWR$
)
with each of the programs administered by them.
9
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Still at the Washington level and immediately below the "high
policy making” level, we find the "formal-interagency group” for Model
V *
Cities. Figure 9 identifies three major variables at this level.
They are (1) HUD/Mod el Cities, (2) the Washington Interagency Coordinat-
ing (WICC), and (3) HEW/CCP-OE.
I
1
!
lii
The interrelationships are apparent, and a coordinated Federal
Response to Model Cities should be reflected in this working group.
However, experience has shown these CRs to be ineffective in its
coordination of the Federal response to Model Cities. Final decisions
relating to funding comprehensive urban education programs are often
made elsewhere, and, these "major variables” usually respond to
situations "after-the-fact.” For example, the Center for Community
Planning (CCP), the coordinating mechanism for HEW has no legal
authority over the programs administered by the U.S. Office of Education.,
Figure 10 shows more clearly the "real” major variables in control of
the Federal categorical grant programs which influence the education
Figure
10.
Office
of
Education
Participation
in
the
Model
Cities
Programs
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component of Model Cities. In figure 9, however, it is significant
to note that Washington, USOE has three DWRs leading downward, whereas
HUD/Model Cities has two and the WICC has only one
. HUD/Model Cities
also has only one cooperative relationship leading out.
Figure 11 reveals that the Federal Regional level appears to
be similar to the mechanism at the Washington level. For example,
there are also three major variables at this level: (1) HUD/Regional
,
(2) the Regional Interagency Coordinating Committee (RICC) and (3)
HEW/OE Regional.
However, a closer analysis will reveal some significant
differences. It should be noted that (1) HUD/Model Cities Regional
has only one DWR leading in and out, with two CRs leading out, one
of which joins a DWP that is by passing (BP), and (2) HEW/OE Regional
has one DWR coming in, two leading out and two HEW/OE DWR's entirely
by passing (BP) it. The RICC has one DWR leading in and out. In
summary, at this level we have a total of three DWRs coming in and
four leading out; no CRs coming in and two leading out; and three
BPs. One CR is also by passing this level.
Figure 12 reveals that there are four major variables at the State
level. They are: (1) State agencies, (2) the Governor, (3) State Educa-
a total of three by-passes (BPs). It would appear that the next
level would be the critical level or pivotal point. ' However, as we
closely examine Figure 13, we note that neither of the two HUD/Model
Cities DWRs lead into State Agencies; but, instead there are two BPs.
What happened? Where did they go? We also note that the Governor
did receive one DWR, whereas the State Education Agencies received
only one of the two DWRs from HEW/OE Regional. Not only that, but
now the two BPs are still noted. What happened to the other DWR?
A further examination of figure 12 reveals that the fourth major
variable (universities) at this level could have affected the educa-
tion component of Model Cities.
Inquiries at this level revealed that in some States the
various structures have too often been at odds. In some States there
are DWRs between the Governor's Office and SEAs and in others there
are not. As a general rule, there is a DWR between the State
colleges
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and universities, and the Office of the Governor. It is also
generally true that the SEA administers all elementary and secondary
categorical grants. The administrative gap and mutual independence
between our elementary and secondary education programs on one hand,
and higher education programs on the other, tend to inhibit meaning-
ful State coordination in response to the local educational needs
within any given Model Cities planning process.
The undesirable social, economic, and political conditions
that have produced our urban crises will not conveniently and tran-
quilly wait for State Departments to become gradually and sufficiently
strengthened and adequately sensitized in order to cope with urban
problems. Nor will local crises wait for Governors and Chief State
School Officers to agree that coordination, cooperation or even re-
organization at the State level are critical to the solution of pro-
blems related to poverty and/or comprehensive planning. For too
long, the two-headed machinery has produced irregular and even
diminishing funding distribution patterns and services to areas ex-
hibiting the greatest needs. In summary, Figure 13 revealed a total
of two CRfe leading in and one out; three DWR's leading in and four
leading out; and four DWR by-passes.
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Figure 13 reveals Chat there are seven major variables
affecting the education component of Model Cities at the local level
*
They are (1) the Mayor, (2) the City Agencies, (3) the Private Sector,
(4) the Local Education Agencies, (5) Model Neighborhood Residents,
(6) the CDA, and (7) the "Education Task Force" for the Education
Component. It should be stated that (7) may consist of a combination
of any one or all of the other six variables. To say the least, the
local level represents a complex web of inter and intra agency
relationships. These multi-dimensional relationships are nearly
indescribable.
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There are DWRs as well as CRs between and among the major
variables. The plight of the CDA is readily seen. In analyzing
•V *-
the various relationships we- notice that there are a total' of eight
DWRs leading into this level. The LEAs received four DWRs all of
which took different routes from HEW/OE at the Washington level. The
Mayor received three DWRs, of which one originated at HUD/Model Cities.
The Private Sector received the final DWR. The main point here is that
the flexible supplemental funds enter the city through the Mayor, the
CDA and an Education Task Force before having an impact on the educa-
tion component. Whereas categorical funds, with all of their con-
straints, enter the city through the Local Education Agency and then
usually through CRs with the Mayor and/or the CDA and the Education
Task Force before finally having impact on the education component.
i
In summation, trying to achieve an effective mix of categorical and
supplemental funds and, at the same time, coordinate and concentrate
activities associated with these major variables with their multitudes
of BPs, DWRs and CRs represent an almost impossible task for CDAs
.
Figure 14 shows a composite graphic presentation of the major vari
ables affecting the education component of Model Cities. Thus, we
can easily see why comprehensive urban education planning is not
being accomplished.
,
Summary
This chapter has examined in some detail those internal
variables within the Model Cities Program that significantly
have
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Figure 14. The Funding Process Model
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influenced the development and function of the Model Cities Education
Component o After a brief description of selected statutory provisions
within the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of
1966, the legislative history of the Program was reviewed.
A description of the organizational structure within the
Federal level of Model Cities was then followed by an extensive
chronology of activities and events associated with program develop-
ments within Model Cities from the fall of 1966 through the summer
of 1970. An analysis was conducted of the budget history of the
Model Cities program and this was followed by a brief description
of the three components of Model Cities Process: planning, review
and interagency relations. Finally, this section was concluded with
a graphic representation of all of the external and internal variables
that influence the actual operation of the Model Cities Education
Component
.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduct ion
The Model Cities Program was conceived as a way of dealing
with the grave problems existing in urban areas and the disappointing
results of the some 400 Federal grant-in-aid programs. It promised
the cities much greater freedom to use Federal funds in poor neighbor-
hoods in the ways that local people thought best. Unfortunately, the
execution of the Model Cities Program has fallen short of its promise.
Many reasons and excuses can be given for the failure of the
Model Cities Program to achieve its intended goals. The present study
was conducted for the purpose of discovering, in as objective a manner
as possible, the major variables affecting the education component of
Model Cities. The study was exploratory in nature, utilizing such
methods as interviews, observation of committee meetings, examination
of government documents, journals, reports, memoranda, and other
correspondence material in collecting the data.
The major objective of this study was to discover answers
to the questions concerning (1) an explanation of the processes
involved in reaching the conclusion as to the comprehensiveness of
the urban educational programs in the Model Cities programs; (2) the
identification of the major variables affecting the education com-
ponent of Model Cities from the Fall of 1966, through the Summer
of 1970; and (3) the identification of strategies that can
be employed
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at the federal level which would have the potential of mobilizing
fiscal and human resources at the University, state and federal levels
to achieve comprehensive urban education programs based on local needs
of the Model neighborhoods.
Ihe idea that became the model cities program originated in a
task force on urban problems convened by President Johnson in 1965 in
anticipation of the creation of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Members of the task force~-headed by Robert C. Wood of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (who was to be appointed the
first under secretary and later the secretary of HUD)--were concerned
with the rising criticism of the urban renewal program. While urban
renewal might remake the physical structure of a city slum, the critics
observed, it did little to improve the lives of the slum’s inhabitants.
Indeed, it worked the other way--it added to the problems of the poor
by forcing them out of their neighborhoods into other slums to make
way for the "federal bulldozer". The task force therefore sought a
means by which urban renewal and social programs could be brought to-
gether to meet both the needs of the slum residents and the objectives
of the city planners--in other words, to recreate not just the physical
1
environment but the social environment as well.
^James L. Sundquist, Making Federalism Work , (Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institution, 1 9(S~9~) , p^ TJ~.
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Summary of Findings <
The investigation utilized a case study approach that focused
on two major aspects of the problem. The origination of the problem
came from the investigators encounters with persons and publications
related to the Model Cities program. From these encounters, it was
' found that by the Summer of 1970 the conclusion was reached, and
stated, that ’’the plans submitted by the Model Neighborhoods did not
reflect comprehensive urban education programs utilizing the most
effective mix of categorical grants and supplemental funds focusing
on local needs." This conclusion generated two questions, namely:
(1) what were the procedures in reaching such a conclusion, and (2)
what were the major variables effecting the education component of
Model Cities which could have caused a state of affairs represented
in this conclusion?
The initial task of the investigator was to determine an
operational definition of a "comprehensive urban education" plan from
which elements could be identified; from these elements, criteria
would be developed against which model neighborhood plans would be
judged. The second task was to locate the existing federal categorical
grants which appear to apply to any of the elements which would be
found in such a comprehensive urban education program.
It was found that there were two dimensions to the elements
which constitute a comprehensive urban education program. These were
(1) educational levels, and (2) major educational concerns. The five
most common of the educational levels referred to in the data were:
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(1) early childhood, (2) elementary and secondary, (3) vocational-
technical education, (4) adult-basic and continuing education, and
(5) higher education. The six most common educational concerns were:
(1) organization and authority, (2) educational personnel development,
(3) facilities, (4) curriculum, instruction and supportive services,
(5) patterns of community involvement, and (6) educational alternatives.
Each of these educational concerns was operationally defined
and an extensive list of the sub-elements within each one of those
educational concerns was presented. Once the elements which must be
included in a comprehensive urban education program had been indentified,
the investigator then constructed a matrix. Within the matrix, the
five educational levels constituted the horizontal axis while the
six educational concerns constituted the vertical axis. The matrix
thereby consisted of thirty cells, and these cells constituted the
categories for classifying various aspects of proposed model neighbor-
hood programs
.
Based upon this matrix, for an urban education program to be
comprehensive, the investigator concluded that it must deal with all
thirty program aspects as represented by the thirty cells. In turn,
for a model neighborhood plan to be comprehensive it must include
from its total lists of projects, at least one project for each of
the thirty categories.
The investigator than analyzed the 595 educational projects
included in the 113 model neighborhood plans, for which supplemental
ted. He classified each of the projects accordingfunds were reques
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to the 30 categories from his matrix and the number of projects
focusing on each of the six educational concerns was then tallied
and the number of cities which submitted at least one project for
that educational concern was determined.
In general, the data analyzed indicated that the cities
appeared not to be submitting comprehensive urban education plans.
A heavy number of projects were focused in one element of educational
concern, that of curriculum, instruction, and supportive services.
The investigator then used the same method to determine the
utilization of supplemental funds according to educational level.
Again, the data indicated that the cities appeared not to be submitting
comprehensive urban education plans since a heavy number of projects
were located at one educational level (elementary and secondary).
In addition to focusing upon the projects requesting supplemental
funds, the investigator examined the number of categorical grants for
which money wTas requested within each of the cells of the matrix. Since
CDA Directors were instructed to request categorical grant aid for
those projects for which such aid was available, their requests were
recorded upon a submitted model neighborhood plan. It was determined
that Categorical grant aid had not been requested by CDA Directors
even where that aid was available; furthermore, it was discovered that
a substantial amount of supplemental funds were being spent on projects
for which categorical funds were available.
Chapter III focused upon those variables at the Federal level
that have influenced Model Cities, and those variables within the
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Model Cities Program that have influenced the education component. The
growing Federal concern over education during the past several decades
was illustrated by briefly reviewing a number of Presidential state-
ments and by examining the level of general Federal expenditures for
education during that period of time. It was found that Presidents
have increasingly expressed their concern for Federal involvement in
education and that their concern had also reflected in dramatic
increases within the total amount of Federal funds expended for educa-
tion during the past two decades. From a total of 3.6 billion dollars
in 1930, the amount of Federal dollars expended for education has
risen to 12 billion dollars in 1970. When expressed in percentage of
total educational dollars, the Federal rate rose from slightly more
than 3 pet eeuf in 1330 to slightly less than 0 pei. cent in 1370.
In addition to the growing concern for general education, there
has been a recent increase in Federal concern over the problems of
urban education. This concern is reflected in the remarks of U.S.
Commissioners of Education, in the types of programs passed by Congress,
in the writing of a wide range of authors that have focused upon urban
education and a number of recent federal urban education reports.
The Federal Government has also begun to focus specifically
on the need for greater interagency cooperation within the federal
programs focusing upon education. It was determined that there pre-
sently exists a pervasive lack of federal awareness of existing patterns
of program allocations and this lack of available information makes
the task of effectively allocating additional resources virtually
impossible
.
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All of these emerging Federal concerns have exerted a direct
or indirect influence on the emergence of the Model Cities Program.
In particular, the recent emphasis on urban education and inter-
agency program cooperation is dramatically reflected within the
guidelines of the Model Cities program.
Within the Model Cities program itself, there are a number of
internal variables that have significantly influenced the development
and function of the Model Cities Education Component. A review of
selected statutory provisions within the Model Cities bill and a
chronological survey of the legislative history was conducted. This
information highlighted some of the specific parameters within the
Model Cities legislation, reviewed some of the forces which influenced
those parameters, and pointed out the types of compromises which emerged
in order that the legislation might survive.
In order to better^-understand the operation of the Model Cities
agency, a brief description of the organizational structure within
the Federal level was conducted and then followed by an extensive
chronology of the activities and events associated with the develop-
ment of the Model Cities program elements from the Fall of 1966
through the Summer of 1970. An analysis was conducted of the budget
history of the Model Cities program and this was followed by a brief
description of the three components of the Model Cities process:
planning, review, and inter-agency relations. Finally, Chapter III
concluded with a graphic presentation of the various external and
internal variables that influenced the actual operation of the
Model
Cities education component.
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Recommendations
— *
This study was conducted for the purpose of discovering, in
as objective a manner as possible, the major variables affecting the
education component of Model Cities
„
Because of the exploratory
nature of the study, the broad range of sources utilized in order to
obtain the necessary informat ion , and the newness and complexity of
the Model Cities Program, the recommendations must be considered as
tentative additional steps which may be helpful in successfully
guiding Model Cities' future course of action in achieving its
intended goal.
Major emphasis at the Federal level should be placed upon the
establishment and strengthening of those agency linkages that will lead
to more effective implementation of the following activities: (1)
technical assistance to CDAs
, (2) earmarking of additional funds for
use within model neighborhoods, (3) development of local coordination
plans for review of programs operating in model neighborhoods , and
(4) the development of simplified application handling procedures.
Further investigation should be conducted into the validity
and reliability of the operational definition of a "comprehensive
urban education plan" utilized in this investigation. To the extent
that this investigator's assumptions are verified by additional studies,
this operational definition could become extremely useful in restructuring
urban education planning activities throughout the nation. __
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Universities and colleges "are potential Model Cities resources
that appear to be significantly under-utilized. Up' until this time,
there has been only minimal university involvement in Model Cities
and this has been spread over a limited number of predominantely
white universities and colleges. It is recommended that efforts
be made to significantly increase the utilization of university and
college resources within the Model Cities Program. Examples of
resources that might be available from universities are: (1) the
collection and dissemination of information, (2) the design, imple-
mentation and evaluation of training programs at the federal, state
and local levels, (3) assessment of local needs, (4) resource
identification, (5) credential ing of program participants, (6)
independent evaluation studies, (7) assistance in proposal development,
and (8) dissertation research into Model City related topics.
One of the major difficulties in conducting this investigation
was the difficulty in obtaining information related to the effective-
ness of the education component within Model Cities. Utilizing this
investigation as a part of a comprehensive information base, it is
recommended that the HUD/Model Cities establish a systematic approach
to the collection and dissemination of useable information designed
to provide the necessary data to evaluate the effectiveness of its
educational component.
At this point, a coordinated state response to the educational
components of Model Cities ranges from minimal to none at all, yet,
the state provides an ideal legal, geographic and political setting
The- IKS. Office offor providing useful assistance to Model Cities.
Education reported that approximately 90% of the U.S. Office of
Education funds go through the state education agencies for fiscal
and programmatic control purposes, and yet this investigation revealed
that only 8 of the 44 state departments of education have attempted
to play significant roles in assisting CDAs in the development of
comprehensive urban education programs. It is recommended that
efforts be made to effectively channel the extensive leverage that
is available within State Departments of Education into the support
of Model Cities Programs. Examples of the various types of support
that might be provided by State Departments of Education are: (1)
technical assistance in local planning and development of comprehensive
urban programs, (2) state level coordination of earmarking efforts,
and (3) the development and coordination of priority processing systems
for educational proposals from model neighborhoods.
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APPENDIX A
MEMO TO EDITORS:
Supplemental grant contracts of approximately
$520,420,000 have been made to 113 of the 150 cities
participating in the Model Cities program. Eleven of
these cities have received $36,254,000 in second year
action funding of the total amount.
A listing of all 150 cities in the program is
attached for your information 0 The date and amount of
funding for each city is also listed. These grants en-
able cities to implement the various phases of their
five-year comprehensive plans for a concentrated,
coordinated attack on the serious social, economic, and
physical problems within the designated Model Cities area.
ueorge ureei
Director of Public Affairs
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APPENDIX A CONTINUED
<
MODEL CITIES SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS
AMOUNT DATE
CITY OF CONTRACT ANNOUNCED
ALABAMA
Huntsville $ 1,969,000 5/29/69
(2nd year) 1,969,000 6/6/70
Tuskegee 1,766,000 6/29/70
ALASKA
Juneau 938 , 000 6/17/70
ARIZONA
Gila River Indian Community 916,000 6/24/70
Tucson 3,117,000 6/24/70
ARKANSAS
Texarkana 1,899,000 6/30/69
(2nd year) 1,899,000 6/30/70
Little Rock 1 , 902 5 000 5/28/70
CALIFORNIA
.Compton 1,297,000 6/9/70
Fresno 2,818,000 10/3/69
Los Angeles County 8,181,000 6/30/70
Oakland 4,944,000 6/30/70
Richmond 1,820,000 6/19/69
San Diego 6,654,000 6/29/70
COLORADO
Denver 5,766,000 6/26/69
Trinidad 1,225,000 6/26/69
CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport 1,409,000 3/6/70
Hartford 2,284,000 4/13/70
DELAWARE
Wilmington 1,706,000 6/24/70
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 9,625,000 1/14/70
FLORIDA
—
Dade County 9,616,000 9/29/69
Tampa 4,086,000 6/26/69
-more-
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CITY
GEORGIA
Alma - Bacon County
Athens
Atlanta
(2nd year)
Gainesvil le
Savannah
HAWAII
Honolulu
Increase of
Total
IDAHO
Boise
ILLINOIS
Carbondale
Chicago
East St. Louis
Rock Island
INDIANA
Gary
Indianapolis
IOWA
Des Moines
KANSAS
Kansas City
Wichita
KENTUCKY
Bowling Green
Covington
Pikevi 1 le
Increase of
Total
LOUISIANA
New Orleans
MAINE
Lewi ston
Port land
(2nd year)
APPENDIX A CONTINUED
AMOUNT
- DATE
OF CONTRACT ANNOUNCED
$ 1 , 237,000 6 / 24/70
2
,
601,000 3 / 11/70
7
,
175,000 5 / 10/69
7
,
175,000 6 / 6/70
1
,
330,000 10 / 15/69
2
,
603,000 6 / 26/70
( 2
,
263
,
000 )
( 4
,
378
,
000 )
6
,
641,000
6 / 27/69
12 / 18/69
1
,
280,000 6 / 17/70
1
.
075.000
38
,
159,000
2
.
083.000
1
,
346,000
5 / 28/70
6 / 26/69
6 / 30/69
6 / 10/70
2
.
669.000
6
.
243.000
10 / 3/69
6 / 24/70
2
,
065,000 10 / 13/69
1
.
964.000
3
.
955.000
6 /4/70
9 / 24/69
551.000
1
,
326,000
( 691
,
000 )
( 59
,
000 )
750.000
12 / 31/69
6 / 29/70
10 / 15/69
12 / 17/69
9
,
249,000 6 / 29/70
2
,
010,000
1
,
826,000
1
,
826,000
4 / 17/70
6 / 11/69
6 / 30/70
more
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CITY t
AMOUNT
OF CONTRACT
•DATE
ANNOUNCED
MARYLAND'
Baltimore $10,554,000 6/26/69
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston ' 7,718,000 6/27/69
(2nd year) 7,718,000 6/24/70
Cambridge 1,523,000 6/26/69
Holyoke 1,168,000 6/15/70
Lowe 1
1
1,750,000 12/19/69
New Bedford 2 ,109,000 11/14/69
Springfield 2,091,000 6/9/70
Worcester 2,125,000 12/31/69
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor 1,069,000 6/24/70
Benton Harbor 1,340,000 6/10/70
Detroit 20,545,000 5/28/69
Genesee County (Flint) 3,574,000 10/15/69
Grand Rapids 2,223,000 6/24/70
Highland Park 1,724,000 6/11/69
Lansing 1,873,000 6/24/70
t irirt r\ i~\ /~\ n » r /“) A
oagj-iiaw X
,
/ /- 77
,
UUU O / U/ / U
MINNESOTA
Du luth 1,680,000 10/16/69
Minneapolis 4,603,000 4/1/70
MISSOURI
Kansas City 8,706,000 9/11/69
St, Louis (5,183,000) 6/30/69
Increase of (4,302,000) 5/11/70
Total 9,485,000
MONTANA
Butte 1,656,000 6/19/69
(2nd year) 1,656,000 6/6/70
Helena 1,211,000 6/30/69
(2nd year) 1,211,000 6/6/70
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester 1,645,000 12/18/69
NEW JERSEY
Hoboken 2,030,000 2/13/70
Newark 5,654,000 1/26/70
Plainfield 1,322,000 6/29/70
Trenton 1,768,000 10/3/69
-more-
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CITY
<
AMOUNT DATE
OF CONTRACT ANNOUNCED
NEW MEXICO
A1 buquerque $ 2,826,000 8/13/69
Santa Fe 1,466,000 6/10/70
NEW YORK
Binghamton 1,280,000 6/29/70
Buffalo 5,360,000 5/28/70
Cohoes 1,845,000 2/20/70
New York City 65,000,000 6/11/69
Poughkeepsie 1,685,000 2/3/70
Rochester 2,985,000 6/24/70
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte 3,168,000 5/29/69
High Point 1,770,000 5/28/70
Winston- Sa lem 1,895,000 10/3/69
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo 1,112,000 5/28/70
OHIO .
Akron 3,407,000 5/28/by
Columbus 5,906,000 10/3/69
Dayton 2,949,000 6/11/69
Martins Ferry 1,240,000 3/30/70
Toledo 4,410,000 6/26/69
OKLAHOMA
Lawton 2,067,000 6/9/70
McAlester 1,831,000 12/17/69
Tu Isa 3,553,000 6/27/69
OREGON
Port land 1,263,000 6/30/69
PENNSYLVANIA
Allegheny County 6,725,000 6/24/70
Erie 1,606,000 6/17/70
Lancaster 1,662,000 6/16/70
Phi lade 1 phia (3,296,000) 6/30/69
Increase of (5,677,000) 3/25/70
Increase of (3,462,000) 6/20/70
Increase of (12,854,000) 6/30/70
Total 25,289,000
Pittsburgh 6,108,000 12/31/69
Reading 1 ,383,000 6/11/69
Wilkes-Barre 1,603,000 2/13/70
-more-
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AMOUNT DATE
CITY * OF CONTRACT ANNOUNCED
PUERTO R7CO
San Juan $ 7 ,114,000 9/11/69
RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket 1,632,000 4/13/70
Providence 2
,
205 , 000 6/11/69
SOUTH CAROLINA
Rock Hill 2,106,000 5/12/70
TENNESSEE ,
Co'okevi 1 le 1,266,000 6/29/70
Smithvi 1 le-DeKalb County (1,433,000) 5/29/69
Increase of (145,000)
.
12/18/69
Total 1,580,000
TEXAS
Eagle Pass 1,776,000 6/18/69
(2nd year) 1,776,000 6/30/70
Edinburg 1,796,000 3/30/70
Houston 13,383,000 .6/24/70
San Antonio r\ c c\r\ nr\n 6/lft/M
. Texarkana (1,558,000) 6/30/69
Increase Of (499,000) 8/4/69
Total 2,057,000
Waco 2,642,000 5/10/69
(2nd year) 1,285,000 6/30/70
VERMONT
Winooski 788,000 6/26/69
VIRGINIA
Norfolk 4,524,000 8/13/69
(2nd year) 4,524,000 6/6/70
WASHINGTON
Seattle 5,215,000 5/10/69
(2nd year) 5,215,000 6/6/70
12/68
12/68
12/68
2/69
3/69
5/69
6/69
6 / 69 -
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Jom McRae, CDA
,
engages Dr, Joel Hart, School of Social
Work, University of Arkansas, to conduct a course de-
signed to teach leadership skills to residents in the
Model Cities neighborhood,
'* *
Dr. Hart called his colleague, Charles Blaschke (the
innovative creator of the Texarkana project) at his
family ranch in Texas where lie was vacationing and
suggested that he visit Texarkana.
CDA arranged for Blaschke to present his dropout pre-
vention proposal to the school superintendent and school
board to the school superintendent and school board
before submission to USOE for Title. VIII funds.
U.S. Office ot Education informed Texarkana that its
project was selected as one of 10 in the country to be
funded. (Seven are in Model Cities.)
U.S. Office of Education sent Texarkana $20,000 to
fully develop the proposal. The Institute of Politics
and Planning (Washington, D.C.) got the contract for
the job.
Blaschke and his colleagues presented U.S. Office of
Education with a respectably- researched
,
inch-and~a-
half thick proposal.
Blaschke sent Request for Proposals to about 113 likely
bidders. Representatives of 42 companies attended a
bidder's conference in Texarkana to hear details con-
cerning the project and the community. Eventually, nine
companies were willing to gamble in a performance con-
tract. Dorse tt Educational Systems, Incorporated was
awarded the $270,000 contract.
9769 CDA, LEA and Dorsett, Incorporated work out final details
for implementation of program. U.S. Office of Ed cation
approves' final proposal. (Cost breakdown: Title VIII,
ESEA, 90% and Model Cities, 10%.
)
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10/15/69 Joe Watson, ninth grader, pulled up his chair before
the Dorse Lt teaching machine to work math problems
and official ly became the first student involved in,
the project.
11/69-1/70
* *
Progress testing revealed 1,50 gain in reading and a
.99 increase in math in a total of 60 hours of
instruction
.
3/70 A progress post-test on March 2nd with a sample of
55 students indicated that these students were
achieving on the average, about 2.2 grade levels in
reading and 1.4 in math in a total of 120 hours of
instructional time.
5/70 JjUD/MC completes comprehensive Experience Reports
on the innovative project.
5/70 0E0 and White House lay claim to project's success
accrodin^ to BUSINESS WEEK, May 16th issue.
t
APPENDIX C
Tom Israel*
8 1Q7A
Oscar L* Mins DP
Experience Report - Texarkana, Arkansas
It should he noted that the response offered below regarding the
Experience Report prepared by San Harris Associates f Ltd, is
viewed f ran two -perspectives. These points of view cue (a) the
quality of the critique itself and (b) the educational implications
of the project being described.
In general* the critique was presented in a clear and logical format.
The contractor revealed evidence of having a good grasp of local
conditions, both in terras of needs assessment and resources, s.g.,
major causes for dropout problems and knowledge of economic cense-
cuo,'C c
s
i
g i
•- £ «vn j o ^ v° it ;• c v r c ' * g *f o t !>
of the report and the redundancy in describing som-e of
Xu addition* the descriptions of the three ancillary' projects
appear to be after- thoughts and were non- integral parts of the
basic project structure.
'.V/’n r> r < W> ^ >**.-» {-
the data.
I, Texarkana
x
Arkan sas * “Dropout Prevention Project 11 ($270,000)
By uniquely combining a U30S grant (Title VI IX* EbhA) and
supplemental, funds from Model Cities, the local school
district in Texarkana lias contracted a private corporation
• to remove learning deficiencies of 150-400 potential drop-
outs on a guaranteed performance basis - Ike firm will be
reimbursed according to how efficiently the child learns.
Thi 3 performance basis project contracted with a private
corporation has gained national recognition because of
significant increase 3 in student achievement. More
specifically, it is reported that after 60 hours of in-
struction, a sarr.oLe cf 55 youngsters tested in reading
improved their level a an average cf 2.2 grades. u\ia
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mean:; n 14-year-old who was reading nt oiscth-grade lovol lt>
Itovembesr now reads above- eiqhtlv-grada level. Vhe cample
also reveal od char, the students* suth levels improved on *n
overage of 1.4 grades alter5 60 hours o£ instruction.
nwithout (X doubts this is fcha cost innovative .and GO:
watched educational project in Che country. Although it Is
surely too soon to predict whether this experimental project
will prove to be a success in the long run, accountability is
the coning sin qua non for education In the 19703, end this
project is riding the "high tide." The idea of guaranteed
pair c ermunee contracting is one? oj; the woat fashionable! con®
ccpts in education*
So date, the Texarkana Project which is jointly funded under
Title VIII of: the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 (90%)
and Model Cities (10%),. Th is apparently successful project
io programs tied ly sound vjith rev apparent educational short-
comings* Sirvpiy eta ted, the performance contracting conditions
are (a) the contractor will receive a base rate of $50 for SO
hours of instruction leading to a one grade level increase in
either reading or math computed separately (payment r<iu:Q3 from
$0 to $IC6.67)« (b) the contractor will accomplish the task, of
training teachers go they would be able to use the system ‘in
,
their class r corns as an integral part e£ their instructional
technics and (c) all studs. i in the program are supposed to
be two or more years behind grade norm in reading and roach.
In terns of short- comings
,
the project seems to have neglected
the role of the supportive of pupil personnel services.
lit Some of the unique features includes
The emphasis on modern educational technology and
individualised instruction;
2« The ’Turnkey* 1 provision;
S* An extremely reasonable cost to the school system
for the operation and maintenance of this inno-
vative program;
4* A private fira (Dorsctt) is held accountable for
i vudent learning;
5. The enthusiastic attitudes of students, teachers*
c residents | end administrators about the program;
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£>* The use of Model neighborhood residents as para-
professionals in the program;
7e The uso of vie 11
-conceited VucentiCea for students
each ca the green stages and tir.:a-of£; and
8e The eulti-faeet method uaod to select the students.
*>orcc of the? early results reveal Civets
1 c. Tho seven ( 7 ) Rapid Learning Centers worn fully
opera live;
Xo The students* facilities and curriculum were
effectively integrated;
3* The dropout rate among participants in the program
has been almost non-existant (ana out. of 315)
students);
The noticeable ircprovcssent in student attitude f
behavior, and grooming;
5c 3b e students wore achieving on the average 2.2
grade level increases in reading and 1.4 in tastb
after 60 hours of instruction;
6. Many of the fears mong the teachers that the machines
will eventually replace then have been dispelled; and
7® Citizens have begun to participate in other KC educational
program.
Replication and Transferability
At this time final judgment would bo prenvature* At the same
time wo should not lo3C- ^iqht of tho fact that the Toxar; ”'.tja
Program vas designed to tost out and reward innovation for the
purpose of fosterin'; o ff :- c t I ve chanre vi thin
.
thejpresent _sygt on
of
_
school i r>.
.
The problems of education are complex and
projects such as this should be viewed not as a simplistic solution
to all educational problems but ratter one e£ the many catalysts
needed for educational change. Without adequato tine fer planning
end perhaps a fuller ur; c . o i s ta n c inr» related to performance contracts
many school systems could suffer pain and disillusion. For example
cities should reflect upon the following questions before making a
commitment to this: c ou l* s e of action!
l 0 What is the relationship between the dropout rate
end tho lure of nieh-paying factory voric?
2, How does the compulsory school age law relate to
tho dropout problcn ana meaningful employment?
3# What happens to the services to tho disadvantaged
when Federal funds are depleted?
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4 , tThat affect will performance contracts have on meric
pay for teachers r>nd adm inis craters?
It is clear that other school systems can only use the experience of
Te>^r;ir:ana. to assist them in desic-nins customised programs with specific
objectives to \n: achieved and establishing; criteria lor measuring
accomplishments of the services 'designed to solve their particular
problems*
cc:
MC Files 8226
Chron 8226
Kevvjan 81 3A
Houstoun/RF 8128
Mims Cliron 8134
McMahon 6110
DP; MIMS/ scs 6/8/70
55561
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APPENDIX D
NUMBER OF MODEL CITIES IN EACH REGION
REGIONAL OFFICE
BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
FORT WORTH
NUMBER OF CITIES
20
18
14
23
27
17
IT A M C A c r T rrv
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO 14
N=150X
SEATTLE
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APPENDIX E, CONTINUED
ISC* C8TIES
participating in tha
MODEL CITIES PROQRAi
U. S. Department o» Housing and Urban Development
First Round Planning Grants
Spring 1SG0
Alabama Kansas
Huntsville Wichita
Arkansas Kentucky
Texarkana Bowling Green
Pikeville
Californio
Fresno Maine
Oakland Portland
Richmond
Maryland
Colorado
Denver
Baltimore
Trinidad Massachusetts
Boston
Connecticut Cambridge
Bridgeport Lowell
Hartford New Bedford
New Haven Springfield
Worcester
District of Columbia
Michigan
Florida Genesee Count ,f (Flint)
Dade County Highland Park
Tampa Saginaw
Detroit
Georgia
Athens Minnesota
Atlanta Duluth
Gainesville Minneapolis
Hawaii Missouri
Honolulu Kansas City
St. Louis
Illinois
Chicago Montana
East St. Louis Butte
Helena
Indiana
Gary New Hamp 1 re
Manchestei
Iowa
Ccs Moines
Now Jersey Rhode Island
Hoboken
.Newark
Providence
Trenton Tennessee
Nashville-Davidson County
New Mexico Smithviiie-DeKalb County
Albuquerque
Texas
New York Eagle Pass
Buffalo San Antonio
Cohoes Texarkana
New York City Waco
Centra! and East Harlem
South Bronx Vermont
Centra! Brooklyn
Poughkeepsie
Winooski
Rochester
North Carolina
Virginia
Norfolk
Charlotte Washington
Winston-Salem Seattle
Ohio
Columbus
Dayton
Toledo
Oklahoma
McAlester
Tulsa
Oregon
Portland
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Reading
Wilkes Barre
Puerto Rico
San Juan
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150 CITIES
participating in the
MODEL CITIES PROGRAM
Second Round Planning Grants
Fall 1958
Alabama - Indiana New Mexico Texas
Tuskcgee. Indianapolis Santa Fe Austin
South Bend Edinburg
Alaska Now York Houston
Juneau Kansas Binghamton Laredo
Kansas City Mt. Vernon
Arizona Syracuse Utah
Gila River Indian Community Kentucky Salt Lake County
Tucson Covington North Carolina
Danville Asheville Virginia
Arkansas High Point Richmond
Little Rock Louisiana
North Little Rock New Orleans North Dakota Washington
Fargo Tacoma
California Maine •
Berkeley L ewiston Ohio VAlifCrtrtf in
Compton Akron Milwaukee
Los Angeles City Maryland Cincinnati
Los Angeles County Prince Georges County Cleveland Wyoming
Pittsburg Martins Ferry Cheyenne
San Diego Massachusetts Youngstown
San Francisco Fall River
San Jose Flolyoke Oklahoma
Lynn Lawton
Connecticut
New London Michigan Pennsylvania
Waterbury Ann Arbor Allegheny County
Benton Harbor Bradford
Delaware Grand Rapids Erie
Wilmington Lansing Lancaster
Georgia Minnesota Rhode Island
Alma St. Paul Pawtucket
Savannah
New Jersey South Carolina
Idaho Atlantic City Rock Hill
Boise East Orange Spartanburg
*
Jersey City
Illinois Paterson Tennessee —
Carbcndale Perth Amboy Chattanooga
Rock Island Plainfield Cookeville
APPENDIX F
NUMBER OF MODEL CITIES IN EACH STATE
Region Cities Total
I (Boston) Conn. - 5
Maine - 2
Mass. - 9
*N. H. - 1
R. I. - 2
Vermont - 1
20
i
II (New York City) New York - 8
New Jersey -
Puerto Rico
9
- 1
18
III (Philadelphia) Dela. - 1
D. C. - 1
Md. - 2
Pa. - 8
Va . - 2
W. Va. - 0
14
IV (Atlanta) Ala. - 2
Fla. -• 2
Ga • — 5
Kentucky-
4
Miss. - 0
N. C. - 4
S. C. - 2
Tenn. - 4
23
V (Chicago) 111. - 4
Ind. - 3
Minn. - 3
Mich. - 8
Ohio - 8
Wise. -- 1
27
VI (Dallas -
Ft. Worth)
Ark . - 3
La. - 1
A t * It «'%
in • ri • — ^
Okla. - 3
Texas - 8
17
VII (Kansas City) Iowa - 1
Kansas - 2
Mo. - 2
Nebraska - 0
5
VIII (Denver) Colo. - 2
Mont. - 2
N. D. - 1
S. D. - 0
Utah - 1
Wyoming - 1
7
IX (San Francisco) Arizona - 2
Calif. -11
Hawaii - 1
Nevada - 0
14
X (Seattle) Alaska - 1
Idaho - 1
Oregon - 1
Wash . - 2
5
N=150
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NUMBER OF MODEL CITIES IN EACH STATE
Region Cities Total
I (Boston) Conn. - 5
Maine - 2
Mass. - 9
*N. H. - 1
R. I. - 2
Vermont - 1
20
II (New York City) New York - 8
New Jersey -
Puerto Rico
9
- 1
18
III (Philadelphia) Dela. - 1
D. C. - 1
Md
.
- 2
Pa. - 8
Va. - 2
W. Va. - 0
14
IV (Atlanta) Ala. - 2
Fla. - 2
Ga . — 5
Kentucky-
4
Miss. - 0
N. C. - 4
S. C. - 2
Tenn. - 4
23
V (Chicago) 111. - 4
Ind. - 3
Minn. - 3
Mich. - 8
Ohio - 8
Wise. - 1
27
VI (Dallas - Ark . - 3 Okla. - 3 17
Ft. Worth) La. - 1
N . M . - 2
Texas - 8
VII (Kansas City) Iowa - 1
Kansas - 2
Mo. - 2
Nebraska - 0
5
VIII (Denver) Colo. - 2
Mont. ~ 2
N. D. - 1
S. D. - 0
Utah - 1
Wyoming - 1
7
IX (San Francisco) Arizona - 2
Calif. -11
Hawaii - 1 .
Nevada - 0
14
X (Seattle) Alaska - 1
Idaho - 1
Oregon - 1
Wash . - 2
5
N=150
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APPENDIX II
THE MODEL CITIES PROJECT
OF THE
Nr/vv uHiKS-tiiY SrArE uxPARxMENx OF EuUCATION
:
/A CASE STUDY
by
Dr. J. Gerald Fitzgibbon
APPENDEX H Continued
Ac know ledgmen t s
I would like to thank the Model Cities
Project staff who assisted me in preparing
this case study. Brian Baxter, in his capa-
city as Field Staff Supervisor, contributed
substantially to Part II: Design and Ration-
ale ; Gene Paslov drew on his exp erienc
e
~ a
s~~
Education Planning Specialist to write the
Midtown Case Study; Mrs. tone T. Henderson,
Education Planner, wrote Part IV; Analys is
of State Planning which. is based upon her
exhaustive research in this area; Marianne
Rams tetter
,
Dissemination Specialist, edited
the Case Study.
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In .l'..'C:u the :
-f .-u-U, 'i.t of Hdi.ioal.ion became; involved
it, the Node 1 Cities Program out or u rovognJ Uon of its lone -term potent in
for cducat iona! ,.n ucprosscu urban area: or Hew Jersey.
Model Cities is. an omnibus urban program whose broad purpose is
to improve the "qua lit;/ of life" in blighted neighborhoods of federally
designated cities. It is not a brick arid artar program of physical re-
newal, but a. bold five-year experiment to concentrate private and public
resources on the severe social and environmental problems of the so-called
Model neighborhoods in the arproxi.r.a te.ly 3 ;*Q participating cities. Model
Cities see. ., no lcu>s than co;;in.uni uy re
v
j. ;; a .1 i:-; a tion . Since education lies
at the heart of durable and significant social changes, Model Cities merit
the special attention of educators at all levels.
But Department of Education participation requires a word of
explanation. Anyone familiar with the Demonstration Cities and .Metropoli-
tan Development Act of i 960
,
which authorizes the Model Cities Program,
knows that states are given only fleeting reference in the legislation,
that this direct federal-local program is administered by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), that no state agency has jur-
isdiction over Model Cities, let alone a department of education, that a
new agency called a City Demonstration' Agency. ( C.DA) established as an arm
of the Mayor's office has primary responsibility for Model Cities, that
these CDA's, not school systems, are direct recipients of HUD fluids, and
that education has no earmarked share of MUD supplemental or action funds.
V/hat then . it is fair to as/. is a Sts t^ i/jt-0”* i. of Pmir-r/.inn rim* nr in
the thick of Model Cities activities?
i
A deeper examination of the legislation and guidelines discloses
several incentives to Department of Education's participation. The nine
participating cities in New Jersey --Newark, Trenton, East Orange, Hoboken.
Atlantic City, Perth Amboy, Jersey City, Plainfield, and Paterson—have a
special claim on Department attention as urban areas of severe need. Mode
Cities lays stress on urban change, innovation, and new mechanisms of coor
dination. It is an inter-agency effort in which HEN and other federal age
cies actively participate. It operates on a strategy of concentration of
resources, rather than spreading thin limited resources. It offers lead
tine to plan. It boasts substantial citizen participation i-n an orderly
planning pro ce But granted that the Model Cities Program exhibits- sev-
eral attractive features, the role of a Department of Education remains to
be explained. A brief account of the mechanics of the program may indicat
key junctures for Department of Education intervention.
esU
To direct the local program, a City Demonstration Agency (CDA) i
shed as an arm of municipal government to develop with neighborhood
*‘esiclent:» ami local officials a comprehensive plan under a grant from KIND
Ordinarily the initial plan consists of a problem analysis, a statement of
G°als
# a ranking of priorities within an agreed upon strategy, some projoc
Mens over time, and a sheaf of proposals-cu::- budge Is for projects to be
Undertaken in l he first action year. The comprehensive plan, addressing a
APPENDIX H Continued
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In September, I'yCe the
in the Dock:i Ci.lies Program out c
ha j I-i:.' u t ot Edueat ion became involved
a rcu;ogn;I tion of its long-term potential
for educational change in depressed urban areas of how Jersey.
Model Cities is.
-an omnibus urban program whose broad purpose .1.53
to improve the
11 quality of life" in blighted neighborhoods of federally
designated cities. It is not a brick. arid tartar program of physical re-
newal, but a. bold five-year experiment to concentrate private and public
resources on the severe social and environmental problems of the so-called
Model Neighborhoods in the approximately 3 yd participating cities. Model
Cities seeks no less than community revival isat ion. Since education lies
at the heart of durable and significant social changes, Model Cities merits
the special attention of educators at all levels.
But Department of Education participation requires a word of
explanation. Anyone familiar with the Demonstration Cities and «Metropoli-
tan Development Act of 1966, which authorizes the Model Cities Program,
» knows that states are given only fleeting reference in the legislation,
that this direct federal-local program is administered -by the U.S. Depart -
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
,
that no state agency lias jur-
isdiction over Model Cities, let alone a department of education, that a
new agency called a City Demonstration Agency (CDA) established as an arm
of the Mayor’s office has primary responsibility for Model Cities, that
these CDA 1 s, not school systems, are direct recipients of HUD funds, and
that education has no earmarked share of MUD supplemental or action funds.
V’hat then, it is fair to ask. Is a State Department of Education doing in
the thick of Model Cities activities?
A deeper examination of the legislation and guidelines discloses
several incentives to Department of Education’s participation. The nine
participating cities in New Jersey- -!Iev;ark, Trenton, East Orange
,
Hoboken,
Atlantic City, Perth Amboy, Jersey City, Plainfield, and Paterson--have a
special claim on Department attention as urban areas of severe need. Model
Cities lays stress on urban change, Innovation, and new mechanisms of coor-
dination. It is an inter-agency effort in which HEW and other federal agen
cies actively participate. It operates on a strategy of concentration of
resources, rather than spreading thin limited resources. It offers lead
time to plan. It boasts substantial citizen participation in an orderly
planning process. But granted that the Model Cities Program exhibits- sev-
eral attractive features, the role of a Department of Education remains to
be explained. A brief account of the mechanics of the program may indicate
key junctures for Department of Education intervention.
To direct the local program, a City Demonstration Agency (CDA) is
established as an arm of municipal government to develop with neighborhood
residents ami local officials a comprehensive plan under a grant from
Ordinarily the initial plan consists of a problem analysis, a statement. 01
Goals, a ranking of priorities within an agreed upon strategy, some projec-
tions over time, and a sheaf of p ropes a Is-cum- budge t s for projects to be
undertaken in the first action year. The coiriprehonsive plan, addressing a
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gjiccU'Uiii of heed:* from education to housing, i s generally a full y rai .i
later lor CDA and )'Co i. dents Involved. In the planning process, V.'hen
tran :;iii It ted by the city father:*, reviewed by federal age nc.lcs and
approved by HUi.), the’ plan triggers supplemental or action fund's to the
city for the conduct of acceptable projects. The CDA, which is a planning
and monitoring agency, not an operating agency, then negotiates contracts
*
with delegate agencies to carry out the various projects, relying for
the most pm c. on -the public school system for elementary and secondary
education activities unless It is demonstrably unable or unwilling.
The Model Cities Program, which has been hailed as a forerunner
of block grants because of its relative freedom from federal dictation
and restrictive guidelines, has the. defects of its virtues, as the saying
is. ‘It tends to reserve to local decision ticklish matters of priority
allocation, program design, third-party contracting which of ten* require
hard bargaining among CDA staff, government officials, neighborhood residents
and professionals for their resolution. It may also be true that local of-
ficials have been sc inured to categorical programming that the lifting of
constraints sometimes reveals underneath a dearth of creative ideas. Educa-
tion in Model Cities is not limited to remedial or compensatory programs.
Its openendedness is its great promise, provided communities have .the imag-
ination for it. In addition, there runs through Model Cities literature
another recurrent ierm CDA are expected to identify legal, regulatory,
CDA Ms areand other impediments to change and seek means of removing them,
also constantly searching for sources of financial aid beyond the HUD supple-
mental funds to underwrite planned improvements. It is obvious that Model
Cities cannot succeed without the cooperation and support of state agencies
in these efforts, particularly since federal education funds are increasingly
shifting to state administration.
The Department of Education entered into contract with HUD in
June, 19^9 to conduct. . special pilot project to define a role for state
education agencies in the Model Cities. The two-fold purpose was ta pro-
vide technical and to the extent possible financial assistance. But more
specifically, the project sought to bring school systems more fully into
the Model Cities process, to mediate differences should they arise, to
serve as a source of program ideas and practical suggestions, to help de-
velop with residents and professionals strong educational projects and
proposals, to identify sources of financial assistance for these projects,
to build local capability, to facilitate negotiations with educational
agencies, and to improve communications between the Department of Education
and these inner-city neighborhoods.
These objectives emerged from a period of exploration and recon-
naissance in the Model Neighborhood in Trenton and reflect what Model Cities
required of the Department . But there is nothing altruistic in this Mode]
Cities Project. The Project’s mission is fully consistent with the Depart-
ment 1 s' view of itself. Public schools would more likely participate in
Model Cities with Department leadership and example . The Department would
Cain from the experience an increased sensitivity to urban problems, develop
a reality base for its own planning, and earn a reputation for service. Mod
cl Cities represented to the Department an opportunity to examine its role
lb trie urban centers. 'iTie critical literature on Lopa riments of Educat .1 on
Makes much of their insularity, their preoccupation with regulatory functions.
1
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at the expense of oervl.cc, their .lad: of effective planning, M 1C !.r non-
urban orients tion , and their l;ph«H*r.ey toward in -brood In/ 1
;
by attract In *
to l-lic Lr ranks profess i.orvil clue:". or:: monotonously similar in* beak-row. >
and experience. but another way , It ir» not obvious from an examj nu tj on
of Departments of Edwcah i.cm--Uie kinds of people they hire, the. ••'oal'o
they set, and the way in which their resources are allocatcd--thut
there is a crisis in urban education.
'i'he Model Cities Project wiki help in recruiting racially
integrated staff with urban-' education an j community de velopment experience
turning to Peace Corps, the Institute for* Community Studies in Pew York,
Ford Foundation, and others for leads ar.d recommendations
. These
off the wcll-wogn trn of st; rers 1 o ff i c e s
,
produce d a ) '•emarkab H :
diverse sun if as at home in storefronts and church basements of the Model
neighborhoods as in superintendents 1 offices. While all had been teachers
their other work experiences had been richly varied. One had been execute
director of the East Harlem Block Sen go .1 s and a national consultant to Hen
Start Follow-through. Another had been a union organizer, educational pro
gram developer in Philadelphia ghettos, and member of the Temple Universit;
staff. Still another had been a street worker in a juvenile delinquency
prevention project in Harlem and a teacher of adult education. The' staff
member whose case study appears later in this paper signed on as a virtual
full-time intern from Teachers College, Columbia University, after teachin
counseling, and administrative experiences and a two-year stint with Peace
Corps in Turkey. They represented an outreach staff for the. Department to
the inner-cities where talent, open attitudes, and indus triousne s s would
overcome residual doubts and suspicions. After all there was no reason so
expect rejoicing in the ghettos over this Department intervention. On the
contrary, one could expect residents to wonder where the Department had be
all these years, whether the Department was not merely an apologist for
school systems, what technical assistance might mean beyond a new set of
guideline If the Model Cities Project was to be welcomed in the ci
it would be because of the kinds of professionals assigned to this help-
task. Another important factor in preparing the way was Commissioner
Karburger’s reputation as a leader concerned for the cities. The Model
Cities Project was a part of a broader urban strategy that the Commissi
had already set in motion. .
The Model Cities Frojcct had assumed two major responsibilities
of which outreach technical assistance was one. The other was an attempt-
secure funding for these urban districts and bring about a Department-wide
commitment. A Coordinating Council for Model Cities was established in un
Department as a vehicle of communication and coordination of Department
planning and programming affecting the Model Cities. In addition, a major
analysis of Department plans, procedures and fund allocations was undentak
by the Project’s educational planners. This was more than a treasure hunt
it was a kind of Departmental self-study designed to ascertain how the Dep
foent as a whole could realign itself to urban districts. To the nodel Cit
it would signify the Department 1 s ‘ v/.ll lingness to change itself. The Model
Cities Project would have an impact on the Department as well as che crtic
f
ihe Model Cities Project was not to be missionary work.
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Provide direct staff assistance to the Now Jersey Model (title
.In the Model Cities planning process as related to education
Ohio involves helping the Model Cities to analyze their
education needs and overcoming the problems and to develop
strategies and approaches for reaching the goals. (Prom ilUD
contract)
Needs
•
During the first year of federally supported Model Cities planning
in New Jersey ( F
V
6 9 ) » tne State Department of Education was minimally
involved in tne model Cities Program, mainly through participation in
the State Model Cities inter-departmental group coordinated by the State
Department of Community Affairs, and through the participation o'f the
Project Coordinator, then Assistant Director of Planning, in the delib-
erations of the Trenton Model Cities education planning task force.* As a
result, an analysis of the major problems in Model Cities education
planning was prepared, and a specific set of objectives established, based
on the kind of assistance desired from the Department of Education/ These
objectives emerged:
1.
To improve the working
. relationship between Local Education
Agencies (LEA*s) and City Demonstration Agencies
P. To improve the quality of education planning, including both
the final plan and the process of planning.
C
j
2- To increase the flow of grant-in-aid funds in the area of educa-
tion from all sources, state and federal, public and private,
having an impact on Model Neighborhood residents in New Jersey.
Strateg ic s
:
To fulfill these objectives the Model Cities Project faced two major
strategic questions
:
1. What would be the most effective. method of providing direct techni
cal assistance to the Model Cities?
2. What would be the most effective method of increasing the flow
of grant-in-aid funds to the Model Cities?
To provide effective technical assistance to the Model Cities, a
field consultant model was designed in which an education planning
specialist was assigned from the State Education Agency to work full-time
1 11 each CDA.
Tlie Education Planning Specialists wore given these* major responsibili
3. Assist the CD A in the development and writing of the education
component of the Model Cities Comprehensive Plan.
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U.
Aclvluo the CPA on eurrwnl J mmvalJ.onv and inmeearTul pi'acticez
.In (:(Jwc:i t;i on that, rc .1 at.c'd to the problem ana3.y ;; J a.
Identify fund;! ny; nonreea for education projects, and assJat the
CDA in the preparation of applications for thorn.
Facilitate communication and cooperation between the local
Superintendent of Schools, the local Board of Education, and
the CPA.
5* Facilitate the involvement’ of teachers, students, administrators,
and Model Neighborhood residents in the education planning process,
6. Assist the CDA in negotiations with Federal, State, and local
educate on agencies.
At the same time, a central SEA-based. support staff was established to
provide to the field consultant information on funding sources and innova-
tive projects, and answers to specific questions on education practices and
Model Cities planning. In addition to the back-up support provided to the
field staff, two in-house educational planners would analyze state plans
with the purpose of:
1. Developing strategies for removing unnecessary state and local
impediments, both regulatory and financial, to implementing
Model Cities education plans.
2. Developing strategies for making the requirements of state
»-» T c i-. v.f ! vi/M-'f 4- 4- 1-. r\ t-\ s\ c* -f* * yr\r1 *1 C' " J~ * f* c<p X Ul lu yxiiunu v v./ l/m. w _L i iw v/ j. is -u v_ ^ .
3.
Developing strategies and a timetable to facilitate the flow of
New Jersey State Education funds into Model Cities.
A Co-ordinating Council, composed of Department Specialists in such
areas as federal funding, school lunch programs, vocational, bilingual,
and early childhood education, was formed to:
1. Review and comment on Model Cities education plans and proposals;
2. Brief Model Cities on relevant Department activities;
3. Provide special technical assistance to CDA's where required.
Rationale
'Hie Model Cities Project strategies, were designed to mec-t the three
major problems encountered in Model Cities education planning. First, tn
relationship between an essentially non-education agency, the CDA, and an
I,EA was often strained. The problems in one community reached a climax
when the Superintendent of Schools at a federal inter-agency review sessi
on the completed Model Cities Plan, charged that the public schools had
been involved in the development of First Year Action Projects and that
wanted no part of the education section of the Plan.
on
not
he
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In addition to intern 1 - agency problems, there are a number of conr) ! I i o>-,s
peculiar to the TEA- Cl 'A relation:-}] jp that tend to- undermi no the dcve'l ej.*::;ent
of an effective rein fcl onship between them. One major factor is t he
differences j n their constituencies, and therefore :ln their program prj.(.n*itje
the school system must relate to tiie entire local community, while the Model
Cities Agency Is responsible to only the Model. Neighborhood. public schools
in this country have successfully insulated themselves against "outside 1 ’ pres
while Model Cities Agencies are committed to widespread and meaningful
citizen involvement in all aspects of their program. This difference in
constituency can be especially painful when the majority community to which
the public school system tends to respond Is different racially and
culturally from the minority community located in the Model Neighborhood,
a situation present in most New Jersey Model Cities.
Yet the heart of the Model Cities Program is the negotiation between
the Model Cities Agency (together with its citizen participation group)
and existing service agencies to determine priority programs. There are,
however, a number of additional factors mitigating the development of a
v/orkable negotiating relationship between LEA 1 s and CDA's.
1. HUD* planning guidelines for the "problem analysis" section of
the Model Cities Plan yield a fairly one-sided description -of
the weaknesses and failures of the public school system, which
can lead to a defensive, negative reaction to the Model Cities
Agency by school officials.
2. Most public school systems in IT- w Jersey Model Cities did not
develop a good working relationship with the Community Action
Agencies and CDA*s were often viewed by school officials as
just another anti-poverty agency seeking to usurp the
prerogatives of the school system.
I
3. Most school systems in New Jersey, even in the larger cities,
have very small central staffs, with little or no planning
capacity. V.nat staff is available is often forced to respond
to doily crises. Many school officials viewed the Model Cities
Program as another housing program designed to rebuild the inner
city areas, and not as a comprehensive, social and physical
planning activity.
At the same time, however, education was selected as a high priori
problem area by most Model Cities Agencies, working in concert with cit
from the Model Neighborhood; and approximately ?- r/,'f, of the Model Cities
supplemental funds available was set aside for conduct of projects in t
area of education. It is possible, of course, to design an education
component that focuses on the needs of pre-school children and adults,
thereby avoiding all contact with the public school system; but most
Model Cities Agencies recognized the need to deal In some fashion with
problems faced by Model Neighborhood’ youth attending the public schools
The quality of the relationship between the Model Cities Agency and pub
school officials therefore is vital to effective implementation of Mode
Cities- financed projects operated by local Hoards of Education. This
relationship was viewed as one which the presence of an on-site field
consultant backed by the State could help to improve.
izens
r.e
the
lie
1
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Second, expo rJ.enee In DM. w Jersey during J*' YO 9 also indicated Hint
there was a //.real need fur improvement in the quality of education planning,
both in the final product or plan, and the process by which the plan was
developed. .In some casea, there was .little or no analysis of problems or
strategy to carry out stated objectives, and in others, First Year Action
Projects were sketchy, not innovative, and unrelated to the problem analysis
The education planning process, often failed to involve effectively school
officials and Other education professionals, as well as Model Neighborhood
citizens.
The small size of the HUD planning grants for initial staffing compared
to the job required by HUD planping guidelines, and. the low salary scales of
local government compared to those of State and Federal Government and
private industry, resulted in the hiring of young, relatively inexperienced
planners in most Model Cities Agencies. The job of "Model Cities planning
specialist" was a new and undefined vocation; a reservoir of competent,
experienced planners in this field did not exist. And the immensity of
the job-coordinating with agencies at the local, county, state/’ regional
and federal levels, developing a relationship with Model Neighborhood
residents and various professionals—often did not allow time for extensive
research into innovative approaches to Model Neighborhood problems. The
lack of technical expertise in the area of education programming, then,
vjas identified as an important factor in determining the quality of
education planning in New Jersey Model Cities.
A third major problem confronting the' local Model Cities efforts sc:
the State was (and is) the lack of sufficient resources to meet' adequate
the problems identified through the planning process. Federal and State
grant-in-aid funds utilized by these cities, for example, often were
focused on problems or clients outside of the Model Neighborhood, or wen
administered in such a way as to have very little positive impact upon t:
•oss
Model Neighborhood. E: sily digestible information about Federal and St
grants was not available, and the immense demands on the small CDA plan:
staff did not allow time for extensive excursions to State and Federal
offices to identify sources of fund. In addition, HUD officials seme
of
.me s
ne
urged local Model Cities Agencies to plan only for the expenditure
Cities supplemental funds, and not for categorical grants-in-aid, therefc;
weakening the concept of Model Cities funds as "seed money" designed to
bring a host of Federal and State grants into a particular neighborhood.
In order to increase the flow of funds, then, the Department identified
need for more effective prevision of information about grant-in-aid funds
to Model Cities planners, and the need for strengthening the grantsmanshio
of Model Cities planners.
In conclusion, an analysis of the major problems of Model Cities
education planning was made. It was found that the major needs of the Model
Cities were to strengthen CDA- LEA relations, improve the quality of education
planning within the CDA and increase the flow of funds from the SEA to tnc
"
Model Neighborhood education programs. SEA field consultants, or 1 Education
Planning Specialists, were deployed in the New Jersey Model Cities. Trie
Model Cities Project's in-house staff focused on providing back-up support
to the field staff arid analyzing state plans in order to facilitate the
flow of funds to Model Cities education programs. The Co-ordinating Council
members reviewed on demand those Model Cities p I.ans and proposals portin' no
to their specific fields and provided special technical assistance to CDA
1 s
when requested.
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PANT HI: HOPE OF THIS EDUCATION PI.ANH fNG SPEC] AI.IST
A CAPE STUDY
The rolo of the Education Planning Specialist is complicated by the
fact that ho is a state consultant, assigned to the local CDA to bring the
technical and financial resources of the State Education Agency to the
Model Neighborhood. In fulfilling this task he must interact, not only
with CDA staff, but with the local education agency, Model Neighborhood
residents, HUD representatives and many other federal, state, local and
private agencies. there conflicts of interest appear, as they will, among
these various groups, he must resolve them. Where gaps in communication
exist, he must fi] 1 them. It is the aim of the Educational Planning
Specialist to maximize the cooperation and coordination of these different
agencies in order "to realize the. goals of the Model Neighborhood education
programs.
Hot only is the assignment of a state man full time in the community
without precedent, but the direct contact between the Department of Educatior
and a non- school agency is itself an innovation.. As a State consultant,
however, the Education Planning Specialist has two advantages. First,
citizens view his opinions differently from those of, for example, CDA
staff because, as a "State" man, he is detached from the local agencies.
Secondly, ho is closer to the source of funds and potentially valuable
as an advocate for the city in the decision-making councils of the Departmeni
Therefore, in carrying out his duties most effectively, the Education
Planning Specialist must; preserve his neutrality in the face of local
pressures and conflicts. Furthermore, he must bring his educational exper-
tise to the Model Neighborhood but not usurp decision-making functions.
To bring the LEA, CDA, Education Task P'orce and other agencies together
to develop a meaningful program, the Education Planning Specialist must
project the image of an "advisor", but use his status and skills to
establish and maintain cooperation. Since he is without authority, he
must rely on his professional know-how.
The following case study tells a more detailed story of an Education
Planning Specialist, his role, his problems, and his accomplishments. Ihe
case study is based on the experiences of one of the Projects Education
Planning Specialists in a Model City which shall be called "Midtown"
.
The Midtown case is typical in that it 1 s problems of inter-agency
relations, program development, and first time planning cut across all the
Model Cities. It is atypical in that the CDA- LEA relations were unusually
strained, the city is much smaller than other. Model Cities and there is no
large bureaucracy with which the Education Planning Specialist had to deal.
'
Its size highlights the issues. This case study should be viewed as a
chapter in a book- -much had occurred before the arrival, of the Education
Planning Specialist, and much has happened since this case study was written
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CASE STUDY
Ml Ci town :? s an old city. and ha a some 000 inhabitant 3 ,
one-third of the population is Puerto Rican.
xoproxmaae
The Education Planning. Specialist
ject l s
The Midtown Model Cities Agency was about one year old when th
~ Education Planning Specialist arrived on the scene. A compl
comprehensive plan wa s undeftoing revisions according to federal si;
From the outset of the Project, he was called a Model Cities Educat
Planning Specialist because planning was conceived of as central to
role. The planning process is central to Model Cities~~a process t
which community and school hammer out priorities and weld them into
strategy for action. This necessitated developing tactics to ensur
effective working relationship between the local CDA staff and the
intendent of Schools, and to ensure meaningful citizen participatic
the Model Cities planning process. Other objectives included expio
technical and fiscal resources available to both the CDA and the Llr
state and federal sources, which, without special attention, might
unnoticed by the agencies. Under the guidance of the Education Fla
e Pro
eted
X X c 3 V
ion
c..
.
n
,
l : po'
77
Special:! st,
improve the qu
and evaluation processe
hen, resources were to be found and used
ality of the CDA f s education oronram nlanninrr
.
specifically
im.nl e
The Education Planning Specialist was placed in the Midtown CD
where, by a Memorandum of Agreement, he worked under the day-to-day
vision of the CDA Director. The State Department of Education Proj
Coordinator, in the Memorandum of Agreement, described the responsi
of the Planning Specialist to the CDA Director as assisting the CDA
in the writing of education components, advising the CDA staff on c
successful innovations, locating new funding sources, and facilitat.
communication between the local Superintendents office and CDA sta
To facilitate his job, the CDA agreed to provide the necessary off!
space, telephone and secretarial help as they would for regular mem
of their staff.
A effi
*
' VV -O
c i 1 i o i
c e
ber»
Before beginning work in Midtown, the Education Planning Specialist
had been introduced to the local Superintendent as an employee. of the
New Jersey Department of Education. The Superintendent was told that the
Education Planning Specialist would help coordinate education programs
between the I,EA and the CDA. The Superintendent, while not a signatory
to the Memorandum of Agreement, was expected to be supportive of both the
roan and Ms mission.
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The placement of a EH ate Pcpsvlmen t of
level 1 3 unique when compared to normal SEA
only provided consultant a upon request. T
conflicting expectations from both the LEA
: ad 1 1 cat ion emp 1 oye e a
t
operatic®s . T1 :c SEA
is pi accident produced
and the CPA.
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several
'Jiao LEA generally a a ;
v/as an "Informat ion expert
important, who control] cd
quite clear that to the I.E
"special let" from the SEA,
urn cd that the Education
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the money for specific
A
,
" e du c a t ion p E ar n :tng
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programs, or more
projects. It was
,
in the context of
v.
ras closely re ted to grant amen ship- -the
ability to write and net caucauon nro funded
The Superintendent of Schools expcc
ist, as an employee of the State Depart!.:
the role of the public schools to the No
particularly interesting because it imp]
stand public schools and because it plac
the. position of ally and interpreter; he
in some cases to defend, public school p
frequently found those practices inexpli
Education Planning Specialist, then, had
for to become too vigorous in his "interp
led the Education Planning Special
:nt of Education, to interpret
del- Cities Agency. This was
red that the CDA did not under-
el the Planning Specialist in
was called upon to explain, and
ractices to CDA staff members who
cable and indefensible . The
to maintain a delicate balance,
natation" would jeopardize his
credibility in the CDA, and to be hyperc
schools would raise questions of his ini
intendant
.
ritical of the local public
egrity in the view of the Super-
The Midtown CDA had very similar e
Planning Specialist. There was the gen
about projects and money that would be
xpectations of the Education
eral expectation of information
useful to the agency. As a CDA
staff member, the Education Planning Specialist was engaged during his
first few months in Midtown with writing education pro ect descriptions
that would be logically consistent v:ith the overall goal of the CDA and
that would also be educationally sound.
Since the Education Planning
rl,
Specialist had his office
he was
in the CDA
and v/as, in fact, considered an agency staff member, expected to
interpret and at times to defend Model Cities education decisions, espec
ially in public and to the LEA. In this sense he was a Model Cities
advocate. This was particularly difficult in the area of controversial
ms such as Street Academies. Nevertheless, the field staff memberprogra
had to try to deal with that role without
professional integrity.
crificing his personal o:
alThere were
his first week in
the Mid town
residents. The
an SEA employee
plan. (Part of
citizens, then,
write new pro jo
so the expectations of citizens to reckon* with. Durin :
the agency, the Planning Specialist v/as introduced to
Education Task Force which consists of Model Neighborhood
CDA Director announced that the Planning Specialist v/as
who would help the Task Force develop its new education
Task Forcethe old one had been rejected by HUD),
a s s i irned that U xo PI a im
i
i :g Spe c i:a 1 ;
t
wo u 1 d 1 n fa c t he 1 p
t descriptions and, more imporinn l, would be able to
negotiate the projects with the LEA and other delegate agenda
f
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The expectations tor the Educsi.Jon P.lann.i r.g Apodal :i st, both on the
'part of the LKA and the ADA, woi\e reasonabl y accurate rcf.l oc tions of need:*.
Placing a Stale Department, of Education employee at the local level and in
an extra-educational agency cry stall J;;ed the need 3 of both the LEA and the
CDA for .general in formation about teclnvi.CMl a 3 si 3tan.ee, education programs
and available dollars; it accentuated the need for logical and coherent
planning; and it surfaced the need for ini r-agency cooperation-
-the need
for the LEA and CDA to talk with each other in order to discover on what
Issues they could agree.
Amb
.1 gu i tie s an d Co ) 1 f1 i c t s
There are* several conflicts and ambiguities inherent in any relation-
ship between a CDA and an LEA. Midtown .as no exception. The bases of
these conflicts and ambiguities can be dichotomised for the sake of dis-
cussion. On the one hand 1 there was an established institution, *the LEA,
with its goals and priorities. In Midtown, the schools have serviced the
community for over ‘seventy years. On the other hand the CDA, with its over-
set of goals and priorities, was the insurgent agency. Indeed, the CDA
brings with it the promise of something new and dynamic; and with this
promise there is an implicit criticism of what has gone on in the past.
Model Cities is predicated on the idea that there are serious problems
coordinate and r
CO
f
—
l
00 and j. 1 _ j. j.Ik a 0 t-here
focus the re ;; ounces «
he LEA doe S V:oi deny
, , ,
r*1LU0 a re re srv 'i j 0 ihie,
in tvhis n p. r.r coo rdin
to help
to solve the problems.
tion the accusation thau nbns ponsibl or m some way eaueee me
problems. ) The first step ew ating process is to determine
what the problems are. In Midtown the problem analysis revealed that
over half the children *; n the Mode] •eirhborhcod were reading below grade
level and intimated (daca v:cre scarce) that there was a severe dropout
problem, e sp e c ia 1 1
y
among Puerto Rican;
:o
even before the children reached
high school. It also indicated that the school facilities were deteriorali
most of he elementary schools were over fifty years old and overcrowaea.
And less than thirty percent of the students who graduated from Midtovr. nig
said they planned to go on to college. Although the original problem
analysis did not discuss it, there was also a staff problem. Most of the
teachers were older and themselves products of the Midtowrh schools , There
was very little teacher turnover. The few positions that did become
available were filled by local people. The result of the closed- staff
policy could be professional stagnation. Ideas from the outside might
have a difficult time penetrating the LEA. The Model Cities problem
analysis, indicated that there were few things right with the Midtown
schools.
At the end of the first year of planning, and prior to the Education
Planning Specialist's arrival, Midto'vn 1 s Model Cities education plan was
reviewed by HUD. At a HUD-city meeting, live Superintendent attacked the
CDA fox* nicroprc seating the schools in the problem analysis, lie claimed
that facts and figures were inaccurate and were cited deliberately to put
the LEA in a bad light, lie also accused the CDA of attempting to establish
alternative education systems in the city without consulting or cooperating
with the Board of Education, lie charged that he had rarely been invited to
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planning nice Mngi; nor had he been involved in ar.y significant way :ln Ih.c
decision-making process concerned with education, lie concluded by savin'"
that he would have difficulty supporting the CJ>A programs.
<
The CDA counter claimed that the LKA was -unwilling to cooperate and
ignored the CDA. Regardless of the- relative merits of these charges and
counter charges it was clear that there had been mistakes on both side::.
The result was that by the end of the l!UD-city meeting and at the start
of the CDA' s second year, the two agencies were polarized.
There were pressures on the agencies to depolarize. The CDA is an
arm of the Mayor*, and as such is subject to his priorities. Midtown Model
Cities represented over two million dollars of new money for the city.
This meant new projects and new jobs for a community that was critically
short of both. HUD also requires that the local CDA cooperate .with exist-
ing agencies, especially the schools.
€
The Board of Education is appointed by the Mayor, and it is well kr.own
that the Board is generally responsive (although not absolutely) to'-the
Mayor’s requests. The LEA was also interested in tapping sore of the Model
Cities resources, if it could do so without loss of its traditional power.
Therefore, cne of the primary objectives for the Education Planning Special-
ist was to function as a third-party mediator
relationship between the two agencies.
and to establish a workir
Dynamics of Model Cities Planning
From the beginning the Midtown Model Cities Agency had a difficult
time with planning, for several reasons. When the city was first givc-n
its planning grant, the Mayor hired a Director, remarkably enough a man
who was not a resident of the city, to start the initial planning phase.
For reasons that are not altogether clear, the CDA Director did not
immediately hire a complete staff which would ordinarily have been
necessary to develop a comprehensive first-year plan. There were just
four people including the Director himself. The major portion of the
actual plan ‘was done by outside consultants, none of whom had had much
experience with education.
A consulting firm conducted a survey of the population;' they collected
data about income level, types of jobs, education level of heads of nouse-
hold, future plans, and level of satisfaction with various city agencies
that served the community. Based on the results of these data, plus so...e
information from the agencies themselves, a first-year action plan wQo
written and presented to HUD.
. Federal and State reactions to the Midtown Model Cities education plan
were generally unsatisfactory . Some twenty-six education projects were
proposed, but as many critics pointed out, there was little justification
given for the projects. Representatives from the regional U30H and from
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the State Depnvtincnl oi‘ ’Viuca tJon er:i tie 5 zecl the plan for having a 11 shopnl r;v
list 1 *, which attempted to include everything that might eound good. There
IKjre too many projects and fee had been carefully thought out* The Super-
Dlarin t e i ia ont c a 1 1 e cJ th e
the very weak support t'uo J..} ! A gave the original plan.
pi o- In- the - sky 11 planning which may account for
There were other problems too. As the list of projects grew during the
planning process, the LEA was automatically considered as the operating
agency. Yet the Superintendent charged that he was not involved in much
of the planning and was not willing to give strong endorsement to the plan.
(It should.be noted here that there is a possibility that the Superintend-
ent shied away from CPA planning, rather than being excluded, by design or
oversight. lie might have thought of the CDA as another set of complex
relationships which for any number of reasons he would not want to deal with
However, a strong argument can be made for designing a planning process that
would be impossible for the LEA to ignore. This would have, been feasible,
especially with the help from the Mayor. However, this was not done, then
the Education Planning Specialist arrived in the fall of 1969 , he found a
disjointed CDA education plan and a very suspicious Superintendent.
Game Plan
In order to facilitate his day-to-day responsibilities, the Midtovni
WiU'df i' r' ,n PI or,m‘ r.n1 C i :i 1 ! qt* o i n n> •n 1 rrr> urV> n U rjcccnf] m
- — * - - ‘O —'t' — “ >-w', o •** '-^‘ * ^ ** " d
identified the initial conditions as he found them, set forth his goals,
and outlined a strategy for fulfilling the goals.
Basically, the initial conditions fell into six categories:
1. The CDA was in flux, and the Director had just received permission
from the Mayor to increase his staff. New people were coining into
the agency every day and no provisions had been made for their orien
2
.
3.
tation
phones
Files were difficult to find
.
L . There were not enough tele-
As new ceonle came into the office, they were assigned task
of rewriting proposals based on the criticisms that had come from
the Regional Interagency Coordinating Council (RICC). There was
excitement and confusion.
The education projects were disjointed. The original list of
twenty- six projects had been reduced to six projects, but there
was little evidence of cohesiveness to the projects. The problem
analysis on which the projects were supposedly based was weak,
consisting of two pages of generalities. There was no focus to
the plan, few objectives, and no strategy.
There was a poor, almost nonexistent, relationship between the
CDA and the LEA. The Superintendent was unwilling to support
most of the projects in which the Board of Education had been
named as operating agency. Beyond the. gupcri]u.ondent and nio
staff, very few building level staff know anything about the
Model Cities education program.
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\ Another project:, a college outreach program, war, designed to jnd
the* J oca I col l (jo, which had previously remained aloof from [.he (
the community . Here, sLruenf.; from the Model Neighboxiiood would have the
opportunity to Increase their skill
s
>
in mathematics and sciencc'-ro.lated
subjects. Finally the Planning Mpoci i>\\ at helped to write a echo] arshin
program description that would provide the necessary funds for the first
year of college for selected needy Model Neighborhood students.
The next step was' to establish a -working relationship with the local
school district. Essentially, the Planning Specialist suggested that he,
the CDA Education Coordinator, and her assistant visit all the schools tt ri-
serviced Model Neighborhood children to talk with principals, teachers,
and students.
The Planning Specialist arranged a series of meetings at five schools
The Model Cities team met with the principals, visited classrooms, and
spoke with teachers at faculty meetings They siswered Question
and
o about
in the school
n t very well, and the Superintendent asked the Planning
the Education Coordinator to attend Title I
Model Cities and asked questions about the local problem
The meetings
Specialist
meetings.
advisory
The Plaining Specialist was also asked to talk with all the
principals at a principals 1 meeting about Model Cities Programs.
There was another factor that was instrumental in improving the rela-
tions between the CDA and the LEA. As mentioned before, the Midtown School
District was pressed for resources. The Planning Specialist sought to bri r.,
extra dollars to the district by identifying project funds for which- the
schools migku be eligible . Th.lS mcj.UG.eo. a L-ectCiiOi/ corps progi'am, ±oou
money, and a Title III early childhood planning grant. At this time,
these projects are In various stages of discussion; but nevertheless, they
represent possible additional resources for the schools.
The results of this type of procedure are very difficult to measure.
It does appear that there is a much better working relationship between
the two agencies. This does not mean to imply that there is no tension,
for indeed there is. However, there is now some indication of mutual
respect; how far this will' go depends on how the relations are handled in
the future.
The final strategy step was concerned with the project negotiation
process. With the exception of the schools, very few of the other dele-
gate agencies named in the plan had had any more than a perfunctory con-
tact with the CDA. The Planning Specialist immediately contacted all
the agencies and started a series of meetings to work ouu the details of
the projects. These negotiations were frequently complicated and time-
consuming. For example, after five months of discussions with the Lev/
Jersey Department of Community Affairs Street Academy staff, it became
apparent that they did not have the necessary funds to do what they said _
they could. The Planning Specialist urged the CDA Director to accept another
agency to implement this program. As of this time, several others are
being considered.
The first two project contracts to be signed in the Model Cities
Agency have been in Education. The negotiation process is on-going.
And even while theme nocotlationa an? In proeresr., the Planning Epee In 3 i si:
and the Education Coordinator are already botfinning to develop the new
problem analysis.
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There are several very clear results of the Planning Specialist's
*
tenure in niutovm. A:> previously stated there is a much hotter wo"kJ
relationship between the T,KA and the CtfA. But more important the plan-
ning Specialist has established linkages between the Model. Cities agency
and the Sls/i that were non- ex intent before his arrival, The CDA staff po
inccas periodically with tne Department of Education in-houcc
is an exchange of information. The SEA in-house staff lias a
in making Hidtown's .Model City education plan work, and to this end they
labor very hard to find now funds and to provide special technical ass
tanec for the CPA education component, in particular the entire state
plan analysis to facilitate the flow of state education fluids into the
model neighborhoods. The information from this analysis came through
the Education Planning Specialist to Midtown thereby enhancing the
strategic nature of his position and strengthening the linkage between
the CDA and the SEA.
On another dimension the Planning Specialist continually emphasized
the need for rational education planning in both the CDA and the LEA. E
provided the Superintendent and the CDA Director with examples of cohere
plans that made sense in Midtown. Moreover, he argued that the school s
tern should develop a central office planning unit that would include pro
fessional education planners and citizens, especially from the Model
Neighborhood. In attempting to fulfill this goal the Planning Specislis
brought together the CDA education staff and the Superintendent to subn.i
jointly a Title III planning proposal. Tlie proposal was designed to' dev
a plan for a "nursery through grade three school" in the Model Neighbor!-.
The important aspect of the proposal was that* it provided the money and
reason .for the school people and the Model Cities staff, including Model
Neighborhood citizens, to sit down and plan together. It is hoped that
more joint planning activities and the requisite facilities will develop
from this proposal.
the firImproving the quality of education planning, including both
plan and the process of planning, is extremely difficult. Nevertheless,
Planning ’Specialist who can attend to the many details involved in the p
at the local level is fundamental to successful local education planning
The Midtown case study illustrates in vignette the dynamics of Mode
Cities and the role of a resourceful state agent. Subsequently, in an
interview with the Model Cities Project Coordinator, the Midtown Superir.
ent stated that the Education Planning Specialist played a valuable role-
improving CDA- LEA relationships and the quality of education planning,
the Superintendent and the CDA Director wish tlie Education Planning Spec
ist’s services to be continued by the Department of Education.
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Concurrent, with providing tc*ch
the task of re- orienting the Department
fJliis could
,
It .seemed
,
be clone by ann'lyr.
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,
a n d th o * \ uy a d v o c a u i n g Mo d c- 1 Ci t i
it. rihe complex.' fcy of thii; system and I
rna d e it e v id en t thu t o ur a n a 1 y a e s v:o u 1d
federal grant- in-aid programs require .? •;
of regulatory requirements and to expin 1
an excellent place to a tart. It scored
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of funds to urban areas.
tiieal assistance in the field
to provide more funds to Model
tq the system of allocating f
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.
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reby to assure an uninterrupted
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a flew
Tiiere foie the Model Cities Project’s in-house education planners
set forth ‘to accomplish the following tasks as specified in the HUD contract
tate and local
noth regulatory and financial
,
to implementin
Develop a strategy to remove unnecessary
impediments v
Model Cities education plans ana document the process
This is to include an analysis of state education pla^o v..:. ...
a view toward developing strategies to make their requirements
pertinent to the needs of Model Cities.
o
;loyed
, x. v.
2, Develoo strategies and a .timetable related to far.-P -it.p th*
-
-
flow of Hew Jersey State Education funds into model Neighborhoods
It was reasoned that State Plans synop size the conditions under which
grants are made. Hot only do they su:nnarize federal and state requirements,
they also set forth how the Department will meet them:. Even programs that'
do not have State Plans operate around equivalent guidelines and standards.
If, then, State Plans are as important as they seem, merely to stage hold-
ups for Model Cities would be inadequate to assure a continuing flow of
funds to urban areas. Hhat was needed was to secure Model Cities designation
as a priority in State Plans.
To penetrate the ossified system which produces State Plans
,
however, it was necessary to open up the whole planning process in the
Department, to push for coordinating resources, and, by so doing , tie
Model Citio •oject integral ly into the decision-making structure. inree
coordinate strategies were being put into gear in the Department: 1 ) to
implement a central grants management system; 2) to conduct public educa-
tional needs assessment hearings; and 3) to standardize and broaden State
Plan development. Each in its own way was intended to formulate and imple-
ment a set of Departmental priorities, one of which would be through Monel
Cities Project involvement
,
the inner-cities. These activities, the respon-
sibility of other offices in the Department
,
were given impetus by the .Model
Cities Project
.
S 4"tate Plan analysis was the exclusive responsibility of the Model
Cities Project, the major objects of which were, in order of specificity--
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To identify provisions In State 1'Janr; which obstruct fsvorJr-
programs in Model Cities, and press for their chan co or r ol d
K . Jo i l wo i k a j 1 o c a t ion I'bPmUiaa t*o aici unban/ pooj* anena 1
generally.
i
To find out all relevant information about federal programs ;
'’hat aid is available for which programs, how the nrog
are administered, \/)iat their capability is, what the time-
tables and deadlines for application are, what special condit-
ions are imposed upon operation, etc.
V To discover how the State Plan is developed: who is rcroonsiil-
for .its writing, who contributes to its provisions, whether
any hearings are held, what stages of review it 'must pas?, etc.
v
5. To Identify areas of State discretion in program administration
and to push the Department into taking a more active role in
implementing the Commissioner's priorities.
6. To reinterpret federal legislation, regulations, and guidelines
in a way more compatible with a Model Cities/urban orientation,
and to incorporate this reinterpretation into State Plans.
(See flowchart on page 3 for the procedure of gathering data. )
After a few such analyses were completed, it became clear
:ing more programs in Model Cities, or urban
era
ent to f«major impecu
generally, was the lack of orderly Department planning to meet state rx
zed coordination of State Plan development, piar
f-
o : c
as
r\ C*
As ther
dr
is no central!
are awn up independentsj of one another, each in a specialized orrice
v/ith its o vm narrow constituency. Hoy: decisions are made is well conce
and lines of command are unclear. Timetables of application and submis
are out of kilter and subject frequently to change. Trying to ccordira
the development of programs for Adult Basic Education and High School
alency (for example) is like trying, to catch a Paole Local transfer from
Penn Central. This makes timely intervention in State Pina decisions ex-
tremely difficult; all too often ecu analysis was begun only to find ora
~
funds for the following year were already committed.
ta,
-•
-L V~ - .
r>
‘ J
i t 7 —
Applying for funds in such circumstances can be nightmarish.
Ineligible itself to receive grants, and isolated from direct access to the
•Department by the LEA, a CDA is hard put to find out what funds are available
and how/ to apply for them. Application deadlines are scattered all over one
calendar, and a different administrator must be sought out and cultivaoe-d
for each program.
These contingencies further strengthened our resolve to work thro or.
State Plan Development. Via the Project, CDAs were able to have the access
to, and information about, the programs it needed to influence the Lax. ;u so
there seemed no other way to discover enough about the administrative/
making .structure to change it. Tn any situation where communications are Urn
ited, "information is at a premium and can be converted Into leverage.
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APPENDIX H Continued
.S tra te.yv rind Krconmund*! \ Ion:
lormulatiiv, a hattle-p.I ai : w;a; no ca n-y mailer. .Short- run. j.atc
demands might yield quick resists, but their effect wou.ld last only a:;
loin*, as the project. Tno real. proMciin v:a a i • o t the Stale Plans intiei nelca lly
but the system in .which they were jirj>ccldect. Hence, the push on two fronts
:
negotiating w.1 11 1 the fund adminIstratovs on behalf of Model Cities
.
both in
current alioea Irons and in iuturo Stai.e Plans
,
a no worxlng with the Comwis^lO!
and the bureau of Giants Ihniagoment Services to promulgate a set of clear* and
binding priorities.
JIov: to deal with fund adrnini
Project’s bureaucratic position left a
The first attempt was, therefore, a so
suade
,
through rational dialogue, pro
g
orientation. Perhaps tills strategy st
remedies" theory of change; anyhow, it
begin. As it happened, small staff an
more appropriate to waging surprise at
attempts to conduct a series of negott
have seemed untenable to the seasoned
r, Ira tors was another problem. The
grave deficiency in quids pro quos.
ft- sell approach
, which, hoped to per-
:*.:m staff to adopt a Model Cities/urbs
evcr.ed from the "exhaust all adminictrs
seemed the least contentious v:ay to
d limited life-span were -probably
tacks than lengthy sieges. Certain
ntions v:hen clearly outnumbered must
fund administrators on the other side
of the tabl
As it soon became clear this approach could not produce needed
changes, alternatives were formulated.
1. Involve the Commissioner
,
and sympathetic Assistant Commissioners
to a much greater and more visible extent-- through memoranda,
meetings, personal calls, etc. --rather than rely merely on his
"support." Mot only would this make Model Cities’ position
clearer, but it also would place the fund administrator in a
trajectory v?ith the line of command.
2. Increase the exposure by local press and news services of depart-
mental funding practices and planning procedures. Encourage the
department to hold open hearings on programs and proposals, me
project, which was virtually unknown in the state, could make its
findings available to local groups through the CDAs , and by so
doing, exert local pressure on the Department to caange its
policies.
Press for legislative change of programs where alteration of
Plans or funding procedures could not reverse a built-in non-
urban orientation.
c *
L/
Encourage Washington and Regional offices to use their .influenc
This could be done, for example, by pointing out instances 01
misinterpreted federal requirements , especially in the formu--
^
latlon of "relative need," and by pressing for ear-marked fuses
to Model Cities.
Lobby the central’ grants monitoring office to build in more
of departmental intervention and required coordination nit::
la ted offices in State Plan development , and In the pro ject
approval process. Lake sure, iron, the
Model Cities sign-off in the review stage.
jeg.I.rtiiing, that there
point
re-
ts a
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Although the rcco:;nKxriations
Slate Plans, they ft?].I into bi'oad
single format. The grid on page 6
program
.
to i>e .implemented were
categories, which ir re
c ap ;
u
j 1 1 z c 3 whic i i on
c
specific to
consol i da ted
3 are german
certain
into :c
1 . General Communi oue ( A1 ert )
:
A letter sent from the fund administrator to local programs in
Model Cities alerting them to the existence of the CDA, and
encouraging; their mutual cooperation.
St a to Adv:l scry Coune il
:
At least one person representative of the poor, or of Model
Neighborhoods, seated on the Council, if there is one..
j . local Recipro c al Invol vernon t
:
Co-operative planning and program development at' the local level
between the CDA and the local education agency.
4. Funding Priority:
Allocation processes which favor areas where need is concentrated,
such as Model Neighborhoods
.
p . Jo x n t ve
v
e i op : : i en
t
( Sign- Off )
Agreement of CDA to proposals/applications submitted to the
•Department , r funding; or agreement of Project staff to State Plan,
or programs approved for Model Cities.
6
.
Earmarking
:
Setting aside a specific portion of program funds for Model Cities
Projects. This may be in addition to (4), or instead of.
7. Poli cy changes (Miscellaneous):
More community involvement in local programs, changes in program
emphasis or structure, greater state overseeing of local operation,
etc.
Findings
As State Plan development is integral to the processes of the Department
the testing of the a srAimption/hyno theses about State Plans provided
invaluable information about its decision-making structure.
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<ni f l .in any c:,:\ r ' dn r.o l )>'ic •.u) ,r program op< rat ions
. 'Jin y
~
arc - ,,ofc lasted a;, public documents
,
and’ do not
,
there fore
,
serve the public information function intended for them.
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ite )M an r;» do not assess state need, they merely assume it.?. Mont Mb
Co-ordinate ly
. federal fund:; arc cdfestdorod a mean;', of exp®chit
uj.‘e rai.tjcr .U ie.ii a ?eo source. In .fact, the State Pj an ;!. a not a
jrtan at all; it is, rather, a certification of compliance v;it)i
federal re cj u :ij v : : ;on 1 • a
.
Tno State Plan rets forth the criteria for el igibi'J ;i.ty
,
proper
application procedr.ro, and general consideration:, taken in the
approval process. how approvals are winnowed out and funds alloc-
ated is .seldom explained.
J l< State Plans are approved by the USOE, in a manner thSt varies
from routine to rigorous with -the administering; division, but
are not enforced
. Their administration is monitored by the
SEA office in which they were written.
5 .
6
.
After several years, state guidelines, policies, and precedents
render the State Plan relatively inflexible, at least in the eyes
of the program administrators. Only the actual approval/funding
process remains discretionary, and the power this confers is re-
luctantly relinquished.
Without carefully gathered inside inforination«-intervie\., s with
program staff, data from files, official financial reports--
analysis cannot determine either the rationale or method of
apportionment
.
assumption p r . f J~tU JuThese findings, based as they were on widely shared
doubt whether State Plans serve the purposes for which they were intended.
No state planning capability lias been developed, as a survey and projection
of need ‘has not been mandated, nor has an assessment of total resources in
relation to need been required. Consequently, cooperation with agencies
offering related programs or potentially useful services has not increased.
Puthermo re, the lack of federal overseeing and state supervision of State
Plans hinders their effectiveness to assure compliance with federal policies
and to grant the U.S. Commissioner influence on program administration.
On the other hand, diversity among programs and their 'tailoring to state
priorities have probably been encouraged. Whether this serves more effeclivc-l
local needs is open to query. In New Jersey, "state need" tended to be tr-eatc;
as the sum of local needs, and "local need" as an average of "state need".
Consequently, only average communities receive services congruent with their
problems. Areas of need are further broken down by program, so that pro jo ces
are parcelled out and conducted entirely independently of one another.
Coordinated, concentrated attacks on syndromes of probl ems are beyond the
pale in such a system.
Another impediment to writing a rational 'Slate Plan is that the relation-
ship among federal legislation, regulations, guidelines and reports, and tlx
State Plan, guidelines,- and reports, is unclear. n Among fr Is used' adv i sddly
,
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fedora J intent and stn
IDn.: 1 1 in idly \;lih Du: p, j.
Di M a la: level, and .'Dale Flans often
D-D.', Du- vo may bo great divergence hetman !.!;•
avail suj i] .a ::cd] y Implement .1.1; . 'die distance i ,•
•: a c:». .ion can be great indeed:
'die j> void. cm is compounded when the legislation is comp] ex, the req
lations confusing, find .Die guidelines, contradictory. Uiii'Jc opportunist
may acorn many for broad', state- serving j.ntor-protation in arch an insln:
of Lon fund a dm ini:; Ira tores sire: too lnusy keeping financial record". ati-.D.
to strike out on their own. Any equii Lbriimi they sti\i.ke tliey perceive
too pi’ccariour, to change. l.Lerc responsibility for administration in
broadly diffused among federal, state, and local authorities, the Silv-
ia even more difficult. The Department 1 a constituency is vocal, its pr
fessional canons rigid, raid its political position unsteady. Conseow:.
any arrangements it can arrive at that satisfy these contingencies arc
hered to .in a manner reminiscent of stare decisis.
This rigidity of the program administrators, and their habits of g
professionalism, have insulated them from the community they 'serve, and
from any impetus 'to change. Defensive and resentful over the growing p
dissatisfaction with the educational system, Department staff may besom-
apathetic, even hostile, to the urban crisis causing it. Some seem to
that trying to meet the cities' insatiable needs is pouring precious mo
down a rat hole. Suburbs are the v;ay of the future and they should be
pared for it. • .
Long-ingrained opinion that educational need is universal and eccr.
need irrel evunt reinforces these attitudes. Diverting state or federal
funds from a comparatively wealthy suburban district to improve a poor-
urban one is regarded as favoritism rather than compensation; two schao
without libraries are considered equally deprived, even if one has a pi
ground and a cafeteria and the other does not. Furthermore, standards r
constantly with acquisition, and so remain comfortably above averages.
Nearly all New Jersey schools fall well below the- national standard of
library books per student and consequently, all are considered in need.
YJhat this portends for Model Cities is not that obstructions to no
programs cannot be removed, but that priorities are not easily install.'.:
exclusion is favoritism, then priorities are unfair. The problem is to
convince Die education professionals that some needs are more important
than others, and that schools cannot be expected to do all tilings for a
people. To do this requires a cunning combination of political press-.:;
persuasion, and improvisation.
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Despite the problems encountered in ambitious attempts to produce
jJpartsnftnU v; A de change a under a one-year contract - -the problems are pr
port Iona to to the ambitions- -the Model titles Project succeeded :!n
ifleant ways:
ir-n
1. State plana (or their equivalents } have been analyzed for al.J sir;
if.leant federal aid programs administered in the Department. In simplifies
form they could bo especially useful to CDA 1 s and LEA 1 s as they clear away
mud) of the mystery surrounding the several grant-in-aid programs.
2. Negotiations with the .Commissioner 1 s active support have, led to
changes in the F.SEA Title III program, where Model Cities were designated
a priority area and funding followed in six districts; in ilSEA Title
II, a relative need formula has replaced an across-the-board scheme,
with the result that Model Cities gain a larger share of library funds;
earmarking- has been adopted as a policy in. those programs identified from
the analyses as having sufficient state discretion, /aid negotiations with
fund administrators are continuing.
3. The Office of Planning, which is conducting a state-wide needs
assessment, has cooperated with the Model Cities staff to include sub-
stantial participation by Model Neighborhood residents in the important
program of goals formulation and priority setting for New Jersey.
4. Hie entire system of state plan development is undergoing
improvement, with participation broadened to include Model Cities staff.
Plans soon are expected to incorporate the state- wide priorities.
5.
The newly created Bureau of Grants Management Services has
worked with Model Cities staff to design a system of grants management
as a means of monitoring grant awards for their compliance with state
priorities. The Model Cities staff has been given responsibilities for
reviewing proposals from Model Cities districts.
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Tlio How .'Jersey Department o f Education under this contract liar, tried
to do two things a JriuAluncously --to prov i.do on-alto techn teal assistance to
the Model Oilier, and to orient the IDqjartnout lined f to the special need To.
resources in the Model Neighborhoods * To fullill the technical assistance
‘mission, the Department designed a unique plan of action. Assigning Depart
ment of Education personnel full-time to local sojnmunilies was without
precedent. Installing these department specialists in the Cl)
A
1 s was also
a new departure. The rationale for this model (described at length in
Part II) derived from the importance and
confronting CDA 1 s
,
their shor t -hen ide dne*
s
producing educational change through ago:
struture.
magnitude of the planning job
and traditional problems of
raics outside of the school system
School systems
,
with Department leadership and guidance, could be
brought into constructive partnership in the Model Cities planning process.
Indeed, it was imperative that schools become involved since what the CDA ’
5
planned, LEA 1 s would ordinarily carry out*. The development of effective
working relationships could not be a matter of memos and phone calls alone
or occasional visits'. Moreover, the presence of SEA staff would legitimise
CDA education activities in the eyes of professionally self-conscious euucs
tors.
From the Department’s viewpoint, on-site staff would facilitate the
mobilization of SEA resources, broaden the SEA’s constituency, and serve
as trained and experienced advisors on the knotty problems of producing
change in the districts. The convent! one 1 wisdom held that LEA’s would
oppose SEA intervention on ideological grounds. That is, SEA on-site
staff would run counter to and threaten local autonomy. In point of
fact, no superintenden.' complained. On the contrary, LEA’s acknov/ledged
the effectiveness of state technical assistance. The "negative" evalu-
ation from the absence of opposition may be traceable to the low profile
of SEA field staff who served as advisors without authority, who deferred
to local decision-makers, who worked with an orderly Model Cities process
as professional consultants. But the unobtrusiveness does not explain the
widespread approval of Superintendents and CDA Directors', as determined
from personal interviews. The field staff performed useful functions that
would have been more difficult without the state affiliation, their neutral-
ity and their professional acceptability in terms of training and experience
The pilot project has demonstrated the feasibility of this unusual
model. It is of course the barest beginning, but it is a beginning. The
moral may be simply that good men do good work. But the Department of
Education has attracted good men for a challenging task and put them where
the needs are. As a vehicle for delivery of technical assistance, this
network of educational specialists has great potential.
Concurrent with field activities, the Model Cities Project provided bac
up support and engaged in planning to secure additional resources for model
Cities. The Department of Education administers some twenty distinct and
separate grant-in-aid programs. For the most part, each* program has its
own state plan, its own guidelines, its own deadlines, its own fund adminis-
trators. A CPA in search of funds and information confronts something ol a
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inrn'.o. There wn s no easy access, no "handle" on Uio Poparl:iiienk. This
really leiulciJ. structure ore oca it a p rob .1 om: ; for a school dis tr i e 1; ao v:o 1 1 ,
but the district has had more experience v/j.lh the array of categorical
grant programs, is part of the J)epartmeiit ’ s cons t J. tuency
,
arid receives
notices, bulletins and guidelines routinely
. The CPA must master not onl,
the intricacies of tills Deportment 1 s programs, but those of ovary other
state and federal agency with funds that could aid Model Neighborhoods.
Simply getting around to the program offices, getting to know fund admin-
istrators, becoming familiar with the major programs can be an arduous and
time -consuming job
.
The Model Cities Project accepted the profusion of programs as ’a
given/ The purpose was not to rail against the system or to sketch cut a
blueprint for top-to-bottom reform in the federal education aid structure.
Instead, the Model Cities Project sought to identify areas of state dis-
cretion. IIow could the Department of Education, here and now1
,
.as adminis-
trator of these federal funds, do more to help Model Cities within the ex-
isting legal constraints? The Department., of Education was not a pawn in
this game. The federal laws did not dictate every state action. Within a
given program the Department exercised some authority. The Model .Cities
Project undertook to pinpoint and then constructively influence the Depart-
ment in the exercise of this authority.
The Depart rnen t
these programs. V!ha
federal requ irernen t s
What procedures were
be improved? Even a
is less susceptible
ures could be used r
turned back could be
of Education wrote an annual "state plan" for many of
t was in the State- Plan? How much was repetition of
and how much was the state itself free to dete inline?
Could theyestablished to administer the program?
strict formula grant program like ESEA Title I, which
to changes, allows the SEA some discretion. AFDC fig-
ather than census data alone. Funds unexpended or
reprogrammed for Model Cities. A state advisory coun
cil was not mandated, nor was it proscribed. There were; still more change
within the power of the SEA to make to aid Model Cities.
So the Model Cities Project began with state plans, examined them in
the light of the federal statutes, regulations and guidelines and, its
analysis completed, made recommendations for change. The "state plan",
though scarcely worthy of the name, was a useful point of entry. It openc-
on the wonderland of grant-in-aid administration. The results of the stat
plan analysis were immediate recommendations for adding Model Cities renre
sentatives to state advisory bodies, for adjusting formulas, for promoting
LEA-CDA collaboration in the development 'of programs, and for sensitising
the Department to the special needs of Model Neighborhoods.
Recommendations were also made for the restructuring of the Depart-
ment’s grant-administration machinery. (Others in the Department, it show
be emphasized, viere already at work on several facets of this restructurin
In brief, there should be state goals, which should be incorporated in eye
state plan and enforced in the grant approval process through a system of
grants management. Model Cities, it hardly needs to be said, will be a
priority goal. Hut the significance of these changes in Department aomini
tration which the Model CitJ.es Project initiated or to which it gave im.pou
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is that they wj.il permit the •\~T-srUr.cnt to mars) ia 11 resources for the
accoirjpJ.ir»hi!ient> not only of Eodol Citj.oo assistance-, but any state ob-
jective.
/k major consequence of the auo.pti€n of the needs assessment, state
plan development, and grants management scheme will be to place the onus
of responsibility for ns sisting Model Cities, to a large extent, on. the:
lx-inartment itself. The Model Cities Project meantime would ensure the
dissemination of timely information on' grants available to CD/Ms. On-site
.SEA field staff could work with LEA and CDA in the preparation of proposals
for funding.
The changes recommended for each program and indeed the full-scale
reformation of the SEA administrative structure, even if adopted in toto,
would still take time. The Model Cities might not realize a substantial
increase in funds in the immediate future. Therefore, earmarking commends
itself as a complementary measure whose effects v.rould be immediate
.
.
^
Earmarking, such as H£;v Introduced, requires a set-aside of a fair
share of discretionary funds for eligible agencies in Model Cities.* It
does not mean that monies are allocated without regard for quality. On
the contrary, only proposals meeting criteria of approval are funded.
Moreover, funds not expended for Model Cities, in the event approvable
proposals are not submitted, can be reallocated. But earmarking recog-
nizes the severity of need in Model Cities and gives them reasonable ex-
pectations against which to plan effectively.
In conclusion, the accomplishments of the Model Cities Project are
as follows:
f
Eight trained and experienced SEA Consultants were deployed on-
site in the hew Jersey Model Cities.
A unit was created in the Department as a central point of con-
tact for CDA' s and as a clearinghouse for information on programs
and funding.
Ten training sessions, in which CDA education planners partici-
pated, were conducted in the Department and occasionally around
the state.
The level of funding in Model Cities was substantially increased
in the past year.
Relationships between CDA's and LEA' s were, in the opinion of CDA
Directors and Superintendents, markedly improved.
quality of education plans and programs was improved. Several
ivative programs v.'ere planned with the assistance of SLA lie.'-i.
The
innovati
staff--Model Schools in Lowark, Project Plan in Atlantic City
,
Early Childhood in Trenton, Guaranteed Performance in Paterson
I *
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i
n
»°)lai.(j Plans” ox* U-eir oqu I. vu'ienls Tor the major grant-in-nicl
programs were analysed and recommendations made.
Earmarking has boon adopted a a
i a s t ru t ogy for the coming year.
The Modo‘1 Cities Project has boon elevated to an Office of
MOdO -I. C -i. f iCo.
Internal Model Cities staff has participated in the major
activities of the Department-goal setting, state plan develop-
ment, and a grants management system.
Five other State Departments of Education have received the
Nov: Jersey materials, aided the Project with suggestions, and
begun, in some cases, their own efforts to adapt innovations
tried in the Project.
<?
A Coordinating Council for Model 'Cities was established. in the
Department as a- forum for the discussion of Model Cities educa-
tion needs, for reviev; of plans and provision of technical
assistance, and as a- means of orienting top staff to Model Citi
programs and processes.
The processes followed in the implementation of this Project
have been documented in eleven monthly reports.
jLir/pe diine j 1 i.s in one oEA itself have been j.acntj.f.i.cc{..
Inter-agency coordination has been stepped up- -in the HEVJ ear-
marking process, in the RICO reviews of Model Cities submissions
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APPENDIX I
MUD.96 (7.66)
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
7
Memorandum
1*0
FROM
Oscar • ) linus
;C*
Tom Israel
SUBJECT: New Jersey State Education
Technical Assistance Contract
DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
f DATE : February 6, 1970
In reply refer tc :
During my visit to Philadelphia the past two days, I had /an
opportunity to talk to three New Je] sey CDA Directors about
our State education contract, I approach Jake Getson first
and go: a very negative response c le did qualify his skepti-
cism by stating that Trenton was not receiving direct technical
assistance under the contract presumably because the State
Department feels that the Trenton CDA is strong enough without
such h'llpo Also, he reminded me that the State Department had
"stolen 11 his education advisor to staff the contract® He feels
that the staff people on the contract are considered a "spy
system" for the Commissioner of Education who he believes is
.becoming increasingly isolated from educational realities in/
New Jersey*
The CD/. Director in Jersey City was more optimistic. He has
just completed negotiations with the State Department whereby
the CD/, will cost share the position with the State Department
this year with the understanding that the CDA will pick up full
cost next year* The individual will be jointly selected with
the under standing that his expertise will be in secondary
education and will serve as the CDA*s staff second education
advisor* This person will spend four days a week with the CDA
and^ onc^day at the State Department®
&
In Newark, 1 learned that the situation is approximately the
same as in Jersey City except that the individual has been at
work fc r about four months. The CDA Director is. quite- pleased-
<wi ttvhiS ' efforts'’ tc date.-
i
While it still may be too early to make even a preliminary
.judgmert, I have an uneasy feeling about this contract. If it
only results in providing additional staff resources to CDAs
on an £07o of time basis, I am certain that we can find a more
214
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.
efficient way to deliver this kind of help. I'd like to* know
specifically v.’hatsort of institutional changes arc being brought
about within the Sta te~ Depar tmen t , This, as I recall, was one of
the primary thrusts of the program*
i t
i
We ought to discuss this question at a /ery early date.
»
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HUD-5C- (7-GG)
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
i
TO : Lawrence 0. Houstoun. Jr.
THRU : Stanley L. Newman
FROM t John K. hJessup*, Mi H
DAT] July ij. 5 1970
In reply refer to:
SUBJECT: Why More State Education Money Does Not Go to Model Cities
State Education Agencies float midway between HE\. ! s Office of Education
and the Local Education Agencies (school boards and superintendents),
sometimes serving a substantive function allocating Federal and State
resources, sometimes acting as fiscal agents or conduits between 0E and
the LEas, sometimes having only a nominal role in the Federal grant
solicitation sequence. There is no truly comprehensive Federal bill in
education, no tidy package offering uniform procedures across a range
of categorical activities. State education departments, in writing State
Flans for categorical programs or in administering grants, are often
given wide latitude in interpreting Federal legislative intent. This
in itself is apparently as members of the Congress v:ish it; Congress-
woman Edith Green is a staunch advocate of State authority, 7
The State education department frequently becomes atomized into a
collection of grant- adnini stering departments with individual pockets
' of authority, expertise and procedure. A local quest for project funding
can become a laborious grant- by-grant "title search" for the right
program 5 unless as sometimes happens (Texas, Pennsylvania, New Jersey)
the State Commissioner for Education exercises leadership enough through
his immediate staff to bring concrete direction to his agency. Commis-
sioner Mauberger in New Jersey undertook an independent State-wi.de
educational needs assessment which should lead to a State-wide ranking
of priorities and strategies. This is virtually unheard of.
In FY 1969, OF. provided $3.9 billion for program use in education, of
which $3.5 billion was distributed to States by formula and the rest
directly to Local Education Agencies or to individual, users. This $3.5
billion was matched by perhaps, another $1.2 billion in State-
generated funds. Of the Federal $3.5 billion, $2
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billion went to 1965 Elementary and Secondary School Act programs
,
$0*62 billion to higher education and $0*23 billion to vocational
education* Other important categories an applicant might consider:
the Educational Professions Development Act, Adult Education Act,
National Defense Education Act and the Library Service and Construc-
tion Act* Unless this array of opportunities has been somewhat-
rationalized at the State level, school principfD^ and district
superintendent s are likely to turn for help on the basis* of political
hunch and personal contact., rather than of properly assessed needs*
As a result, application and funding decisions may leave out the needs
of the least vocal and the most neglected
residents*
the model neighborhood
And State Education Departments develop their own clientele as well*
The process suggested above increases the leverage which a State
legislator or his committee can bring on fund administrators, since
there are relatively few procedural absolutes* Such pressures today
do not favor urban education needs, but rural or increasingly, suburban needs*
I recommend that the following measures be considered for nationwide
program implementation by the Office of Education and State Education
Agencies. I believe new OE guidelines would cover most cases, although
appropriation increases may be necessary, e*g., in ESEA 1 s Titles I, III
or V programs for broad, State-wide needs assessments* Many changes
would not come easily* (Incidentally, the New Jersey Model Cities pro-
ject staff in the Education Department is working on a 50-page write-up,
with appendices, due in late July, which will describe in greatei. b^-Laxl
the workings of basic Federal education programs and recommend
administrative and legislative changes favoring Model Cities. Oscar
Mims and OE's Neill Shedd are now working on another "cut" at the
question*)
Long-Rang e
1 State-plan, formula grant programs usually do not give special
v?eight to urban education needs in designing allocation formulas*
Some money is given in equal shares by State, some is divided
according to relative overall population, and some by relative
student population* Only the ESEA Title I entitlement, to my
knowledge, specifically mentions a condition affecting most
consumers of urban education: low income* Title I lequires an
easily mot minimum of 10 certifiably di sadvantaged school-age
children, living (not necessarily studying) in a school district.,
for that district to be eligible for funds*
nihe campaign should
get under way leading to a special preference favoring low-
income area schools needing LSE.-i Titles 1, HI and V programs
especially ( summarized below)*
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2« A b tat c- wide educational needs assessment should be made a
requirement for any ESEA or^fep^\7pro grain funding whatever, up~
dated every few years in the manner of the IIUD Workable Program
requirement. Currently, such an assessment is a prerequisite
only for funding Supplement Centers and Services (demonstration
projects) under ESLA Title III. State-wide, comprehensive needs
assessments are not evidently required by any grant category,
although Titles III and V make funds available for what is
essentially that purpose. Such an assessment would at least
confront State education departments with the need to exercise
discretionary authority in the direction of compensatory educa-
tion* Model Cities then become an opportunity instead of a threat
or nuisance.
Sho r t er - R an o e
1. The feature of ’’broadly based advisory committees,” prescribed
at the State level for Title 111 funding, are a potential vehicle
for CDA task force representation at the State level. Model
nei ghborhood residents should be guaranteed minimum membership
on State Title III advisory committees; analogous committees
should be established where possible for other ESEA programs.
2« Local Education Agencies with jurisdiction over model neighborhood
schools should be encouraged to form consortia or otherwise to
band together for lobbying purposes and to compare notes. (This
takes a lot of spadework for the necessary conversion to the Model
Cities cause, and has not been tried even in Mew Jersey. OE and
State exhortation, as a minimum, w’ill be necessary.)
3# In cases where planning requirements of the CDA and LEA approach
each other or coincide, HEW regulations should prescribe joint
planning. Specific cases: ESEA Title 1 “comprehensive plans,” sub
mitted to OE through the State by each school district; Vocational
Education Act*s “5-year plan,” similarly handled.
A. The Career Opportunities Program 1 s instrument of a pre-application
shorter even than the CDA 1 s project description but enough to tell
the State and OE which track the project is on, should become
standardized for all grant categories. Copies copld be routed to
appropriate CL) As greatly simplifying ana improving concurrence
procedures; State and OE desks admini storing grants would have tin:
for pore than the cursory review that now passes for State or
Federal review.
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A Thumbnail Sketch of Majo r G rant Cat egories, and thei r Prob l urns
ESEA Title I : Program for compensatory education, funded at over $1,0
billion in FY 1969.
,
No specific State plan requirement* State serves
as a fiscal conduit between LEAs and 0E V The State has the right to
raise or lower the application amount by 107o
,
and the responsibility to
certify for 0E that the application is in compliance with
20- item list of OE requirements*
diverse,
In New Jersey, prevailing local and State application deadlines give
the State just one month for the entire State-wide review and certifi-
cation procedure* A pre- appl ication procedure would be particularly
pertinent* 1 do not know if this time squeeze is typical, but it is
typical for the State to have a very nominal role in application review*
This is a serious mistake, for Title 1 is one of the largest, most
potentially useful grant categories-
-
and one currently under heavy fire
for misdirection of its funds by the LEAs away from poverty schools.
Large-city school superintendent s especially favor direct dealings with
OE, where they are able to trap a- disproportionate amount of funds. It
will take legislation to interpose a system of true State-level authority
in this program, although States already have Title I administration funds
under 1967 authority, totalling 1% of the State program total or $150,000-
vhichever is larger.
New Jersey requires the 26 largest school districts to work with local
advisory committees in Title 1; this includes all New Jersey model
neighborhood school districts. Such eoirani ttees , once prescribed nationall
by U.S. Education Commissioner Howe, soon because ’’recommended’ 1 in order
to take ’’local conditions" into account. The New Jersey Model Cities
project staff has used its influence to see that model neighborhood
residents are represented on such committees, and this procedure might be
formalized by State- level guideline or regulation in New Jersey and other
cooperating States,
ESEA Title III : Intended for demonstration-purpose "supplemental centers
and services." At one point administered entirely out oi 0E, the program
was transferred to State control over 2 years at the instigation of
Congresswoman Green. (The Budget Bureau reportedly retaliated by empty-
ing out the program, which was funded at $510 million in rY 196'> and now
$165 million in FY 1970. Our chief OB liaison person, Neill Shedd, does
not think the program has a future*) OB claims that ever since it lost
control over the program, project quality has diminished.
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The State Education Agency submits an annual State plan to OE, and
reviews and approves annaul LEA Title III plans* The Ncv; Jersey
project stafr has obtained modc\l neighborhood representation on the
State Advisory Council for Title III, but again this could be
formalized 0 Project evaluation offers another field for model
neighborhood resident involvement, and is something negotiable
the S t ate
ESEA Ti tle V: To strengthen Local Education Agency leadership
resources; to help LF.As identify education needs and respond to them*
No State plan; no advisory committees required, State or local* Ten
percent of State apportionments go to LEAs direct, for which an LEA
plan is required. The grant has primarily been used for extra staff
hiring in Lev; Jersey's State-level department branches, securely
locking the funds in place* These funds can be used programmatically
fox a variety of uses: teacher preparation, teacher aide hire, State-
wide measures of pupil achievement, specialized TA to individual
schools, follow-through on Headstart gains and comprehensive planning
grants to Local Education Agencies in metropolitan areas, to name a
few* Work in this grant area, together v;ith ESEA Title III, may offer
a good Model Cities tie-in to State education* State-level Title V
recruits, who are apparently shared around the divisions, night become
Model Cities coordinators or advocates with the right sort of OE guide-
line-writing.
t-* r> r-* * r J *
:
j. T - ittt . T1 .' _ 1 ^ ^ ~ ^ -Tz-xv- ' 1 rlron n nor] ^ 1 P,L.DLM J. J. U C V JL X . 1 mciuv-iaj- Cioo-i-o*- • — — - -
with limited English-speaking ability who are poor or in impoverished
school districts* Run out of 0E C Approvable programs include
bilingual teaching, cultural history, bilingual vocational education,,
$7«5 million funding level in FY 1970* Recommendation: ahAs be informed
of this program so that they can encourage appropriate LEAs to apply.
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HUD-9 >
' UNIT
TO
FROM
surj::
(7-C6)
r.D states government DETARMMENT OF
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
: Floyd H. Hyde
As s i s t an t See r e t ary /M
C
: Oscar L« Mins
,
‘
' .
Chief Education Advisor/. T)
D/ TE: 1370
la reply refer to:
CT: Report on MC ! s Support for Black Colleges
t
Attached is the belated report to be submitted to the Federal
Interagency Committee on Education concerning Model Cities 1
support to Black College So
This report is the resul: of a meticulous analysis of all the
approved projects of the 117 cities which had submitted plans
as of July i 5 1970c Mora specifically, the data presented was
acquired directly from t .ie sketchy information found cn the
breakout sheets. Since che breakout sheets were often outdated
and not always accurate, additional verifications tor ^ secured
1- inre t.7t i- h t- B r. AEH tho Human ilPSnmT.ftS-U 1 1 .L U i 1 *' V
State Coordinators and ii a few instances with CDAs . Even with
this elongated procedure the information presented in this report
is not totally accurate.
Developing this report has highlighted two outstanding, points.
l 9 Black colleges and universities have not placed
a significant role in the Model Cities proceis, and
2. * HUD/MC should immediately implement a more e :f icient
procedure t > retrieve pertinent information <,
Attachment
cc: MC FILES - 8226
Hyde - 8100
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Newman - 8134
Mims - 8134
Edwards - 8106
Sabatin - 8228
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REPORT ON MODEL CITIES SUPPORT FOR BLACK COLLEGES
INTRODUCTION
The historical prospective ot America’s colleges and universities
as related to the urban crisis has been argued and well documented
during recent years* Yet* the essential conflicts and the internal
contradictions over the purposes of universities are still unresolved
in this country o Despite the enormous competition and conflicts
among theories of higher education, it appears that the mission of
our modem colleges and universities must be a blend of (1) social
services to help the real world
,
(2) pure research
,
and (3) vestige s
of liberal culture .
To date, colleges and universities are playing an increasing
valuable role in the Model Cities process. There are several examples
of colleges and universities which are donating their rctsourc.es in the
areas of planning, evaluation, research, training, consulting and use
of facilities* As suspected, our Black colleges and universities have
not played a significant r ) 1 e in the Model Cities process. Tnis report
does not purport to explain or justify the reasons for this lack of
substantial- involvement* This report is limited to responding to the
specific concerns requested by the Federal Interagency Committee on
Education (FICE) as conveyed by Assistant Secretary Samuel C. Jackson
in his memoranda dated August 20, 1970 and September 4, 1970* (See:
Attachments A and B)
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II. BACKGROUND
A recent
-HUD/ModcI
Attachment C d
had Black colleges
colleges located in
Cities survey revealed the following:
isclosed that c?£ the 45 States in the program 18
located in them* There were a total of 98 Black
these Lb States * I he number of Black colleges
in the States ranged from L in Delaware and Oklahoma to 13 in Alabama*
These 18 States also represented 60 of the 147 cities which have been
designated Model Cities. The number of Model Cities within the States
ranged from 1 in the District of Columbia, Delaware, and Louisiana to
B in Ohio and Texas 0 Interesting enough, the 98 Black colleges were
located in 5 HUD Regions. The number of Black colleges in the 5 HUD
Regions ranged from 2 in Region VII (Kansas City Office) and Region V
(Chicago Office) to 56 in Region IV (Atlanta Office).
III. FY 1 70 SUPPORT FOR BLACK COLLEGES
Attachment D lists the Black colleges supported by Model Cities,
a brief program description and the amount of money allocated to these
colleges for FY*70 o The individual project funds for Black colleges
ranged from $20,000 (Tuskegee-R & D) to $245,793 ( Xavier- Assistance
other than R 6c D) .
IV* PLAN TO ASSIST BLACK COLLEGES DURING THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
Goal : To substantially increase the level of involvement of the
Black colleges in Model Cities.
Objective : To determine t ne desire and capabilities of the Black
colleges in the areas of planning evaluation, training,
and consul Lin a capabi 1 itics*research, use of lilies,
APPENDIX K Continued 4
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A COMI 1 AR AT 1V P, REPO RT O F HOFF.!, Cl TIES SUPP O RT FOR BLACK COLLEGES
AS CONTRAS'! Id) TO WHITE COLLEGES
Although some, of the specific data requested by FICE are
unavailable to totally complete tUe reporting forms, HUD'Model Cities
allocated a total of $8 >506,066 to 75 institutions of higher learning e
The 8 Black colleges received $669 ,935 (8%) of the total * The attached
forms provide a comparative analysis of Model Cities support for Black
colleges as contrasted to White colleens
•
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VI . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary
,
HUD/Model Cities has a deep concern for our country^
Black colleges and universities, and is very anxious to have meaningful
relationships develop on a continuing basis between Model Cities and
our urban relateed institutions of higher learning. Although our Black
colleges and universities have not played a significant role in the
Model Cities process, it should be noted that since July 1, 1970 HUD/MC's
concern for Black colleges lias been demonstrated by the approval of new
projects for Shaw University ($75,683), Norfolk State College ($10,000),
Florida A & M ($70,000), Alabama A & M ($12,000) Federal City Collcge-D.C
Teachers College ($239,000) and Texas Southern University ($300,000), It
is the hope of Model Cities to move towards substantially increasing the
level of involvement of our Black colleges during the next 12 months.
VTI * RECOMMENDATIONS
HUD/MC should immediately implement the plan as described in Section IV
of this report . Attachment E explains the plan in
greater detail.
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List of 112 Institutions of Higher Education Attended
Predominantly (or Traditionally) by Negroes, Foil 1970
\
State and Institution Control Level
Alabama
.Alabama A & M University
Alabama Lutheran Academy and College
Alabama State University
Daniel Payne College
l^omax Hannon College
Miles College
Mobile State Junior College
Oakwood College
Se Ima Univers ity
Stillman College
T. A. Lawson Junior College*
Talladega Col lege
'fuskegee Institute
Arkansas
Arkansas A, M A N College
Arkansas Baptist College
Philander Smith College
Shorter College
Delaware
Delaware State College
District of Columbia
D. C. Teachers College
. Federal City College
How a rd University
Washington Technical Institute
Florida
Bethune-Cookman College
Edward Waters College
Florida A & M University
Florida Memorial College
. Georgia
Albany St ate .Col lege
Atlanta University #
Clark College %
Fort Valley State College
^Formerly Wenonah State Junior College.
•fGraduate and professional work only.
Public
Private
Public i
Private
Private
Private
Public
Private
Private
Private
Public
Private
Private
Public
Private-
Private
Private
Public
Public
Public
Private
Public
Private
Private
Public
Private
•Public
Private
Private
Pub 1 ic
4-year
2
-
ye a r
4-year
4-year
2
-year
4
-ye ar
2
-year
4
-year
2
-year
4-year
2-year
4
-
ye a r
4~year
4-year
4
-year
4-year
2
-year
4-year
4-year
4-year
4-year
2-year
4-year
4 -year
4-year
4
-
ye a r
4-ycar
4-year*
4-year
4 -year
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State • and Institution Control Level
Interdenominational Theological Center • 1 Private 4
-year’*’
4
- yo a r
Morehouse College \
l Private
Morris S
r
own College <
1 Private 4-year
Paine College Private 4-year
Savannah State College Public 1 4-year
Spelman College Private 4- year
Kentucky .
Kentucky State College
. Public 4-year
Simmons College #
.Private 4-year
Louisiana.
_
' Dillard University Private . 4-year
Grambling College Public 4-year
Southern University (3 campuses) Public 4-year
Xavier University Private 4-year
Maryland - .
Bowie State College Public 4-year
Coppin State College .. Public 4-year
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore* Public 4-year
Morgan State College Public 4-year
Mississippi
•
Alcorn A & M College Public /i — \ 7a o v
• J
Coahoma Junior College — Public 2-year
Jackson State College Public 4-year
Mary Holmes Junior College Private _ 2 - ye a r
Mississippi Industrial College Private 4-year
Mississippi Valley State College Public 4-year
Natchez Junior College Private 2-year
Piney Woods Country Life School Private 2-year
'Prentiss Normal &. Industrial Institute Private 2-year
f Poist College Private 4-year
Saints Junior College Private 2-year
• T. J. Harris Junior College Public 2-year
Tougaloo College • * Private 4-year
Utica Junior College Public 2-year
Missouri
'Lincoln University Public 4-year
North Carolina
*•
•
3arber-Sco t ia College Private
•
4-year
Bennett College
«
Private 4-year
Q-
HGradu nto a:\ i nro i‘c:; ? ion.i 1 work only.
}• o r r.c r 1 y Mu r y 1 a iyj waic o i j. c g*- d c rmiccss Anne «
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State and Institution Control Level
Elizabeth City Stat.e University
Fayetteville State
-University
Johnson C. Snith University
Kit l:re].l College
T f\n' r,ac f nna ( ' . .1 loon• ^
' C> ° ! . V, v.
Nor th Carolina A £< T State University
North Carolina Central University" *
St. Augustine's College
Shaw University
Winston-Salem State University
Public
Public
Private
Private
Private
Public
•Public
Private
.Private
Pub lie
A** year
A-year
A- year
2
-year
A -year
4-year
4- year
A- year
A -year
4-year
Ohio
Central State University Public 4-year
Wilber force University c Private 4-year
Oklahoma
•
Langston University •
'
Public 4-year
Pennsy lvania
Cheyney State College
Lincoln University
Public
Private
4
-year
4-year
South Carolina
Allen University
benedict College
Claflin College
Clinton College
Friendship Junior College
Morris College
South Carolina State College
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Public
A*
A-
A*
2 *
2-
4’
4
Voorhees College » Private 4-year
Tennessee c
,
Fisk University Private 4-year
Knoxvi 1 le College • Private 4-year
Lane College Private 4-year
LeMoyne- Owen College Private 4-year
4-year^lfeharry Medical College • Private
.Morristown College i Private 2-year
Tennessee State University • Public 4-year
Texas
Mshop College Private 4-year
butler College Private 2-year
Hus ton-Tt llotson College Private
Private
4-year
Jarvis Christian College 4-year
Mary Allen Junior College Private 2 -year
^-Professional school with limited undergraduate degree training.
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Static; and Institution
Paul Quinn College
prairie View A <*y M College
St. Phillip's College ' C>,',
Southwestern Christian College
Texas College
Texas Southern University
Wiley College
Virginia
1.amp ton Institute
1< or.to Ik State College
St. Paul 1 s College
Virginia Seminary 6c College
Virginia State College
Virginia Union University
Wes t Virginia
V«
rest Virginia State College
Control Level
Private 4-year
Public 4 -year
Public 2 -year
Private 2 -year
Private 4 -year
Public 4- year
Private 4 -year
Private 4 -year
Public 4-year
Private 4-year
Private 4-year
Public 4-year
Private 4-year
Public 4-year
0 *
*
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FEDERAL AGENCIES AND BLACK COLLEGES INSTITUTIONAL
ASSISTANCE: FISC/L YEAR 1970 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
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FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE Washington, D, C,
Project
:
Purpose
Drop-Out Prevention
Preventive Methods tc Reduce Drop-Out Rate
MC Funds: $35,000
FLORIDA A & M - Tampa, Florida
Project: Public Consultation
Purpose: (1) Expand Residents 1 Experience to Outside World;
4
(2) Publicize Model Cities Program to MN Residents and City-Wide;
(3) Facilitate MN Resident Participation in Planning Consultation.
MC Funds: $218,292,000
N,
NORFOLK STATE - Norfolk, Virginia
Project: Health Manpower Development
Purpose: Recruit and Provide Financial Assistance for MN Residents for
Professional Health Training
MC Funds: $47,142 (Sharing Contract of $94,284 with Old Dominion College)
NORTH CAROLINA A & T UNIYEISIT f - Highpoint, North Carolina
Project: Cultural Arts Pro ram
.
. »
— —
- »
Purpose: Approximately 150 MN Residents are to be Involved ii Workshops
and Programs in the Arts.
>1C Funds: $31,000
P AUL QUINN COLLEGE - Waco, Texas
Project: Black Studies
Purpose: Studies Program Open :o 650 Undergraduates'
MC Funds: $2S,000
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FEDERAL AGENCIES AND BLACK COLLEGES INSTITUTIONAL
ASSISTANCE: FISC/L YEAR 1970 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
I
FEDERAL CITY COL TIT Washington, D. Co
i
Project: Drop-Out Prevention
Purpose: Preventive Methods tc Reduce Drop-Out Rate
MC Funds: $35,000
FLO RIDA A & M - Tampa, Florida
Project: Public Consultation
Purpose: (1) Expand Residents 1 Experience to Outside World;
4
(2) Publicize Model Cities Program to MN Residents and City-Wide;
(3) Facilitate MW Resident Participation in Planning Consultation.
MC Funds: $218,292,000
NORFOLK STATE - Norfolk, Virginia
Project: Health Manpower Development
Purpose: Recruit, and Provide Financial Assistance for MN Presidents for
Professional Health Training
MC Funds: $47,142 (Sharing Cmtract of $94,284 with Old Dominion College)
NORTH CAROLINA A & T UNIVEI SITf - Highpoint, North Carolina
Project: Cultural Arts Pro ram
Purpose: Approximately 150 MN Residents are to be Involved in
Workshops
and Programs in the Arts.
MC Funds: $31,000
P AUL QUINN COLLEGE - Waco, Texas
Project: Black Studies
Purpose: Studies Program Open :o 650 Undergraduates'
MC Funds: $28,000
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P HILANDER- SMITH - Lit tl crock, Arkansas
Project: Career Opportunities
Purpose: Offers Academic Classes for Upward Mobility and
i
MC Funds: $45,000
Self Improvement
T USKEGEt INSTITUTE - Tuskegee, Alabama
Project: Building Systems Research
Purpose
:
Research on Various
Economical Means of
3uilding Materials to Determine the Most
Constructing Low-Income Housirg
MC Funds: $20,000
XAVIER 'UNIVERSITY - New Orleans, Louisiana
Project: Home Start
Purpose: Introduce Home Start into MN
MC Funds: $151,237
Project: Workshop Way
Purpose: Introduce Workshop Way to Public Schools
1IC Funds: $94,000
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TO:
ATTENTION: Mr. Oscar Mims
FROM: Dr. Elias Blake, Jr., President
Institute for Services to Education, and
Dr. Martin D. Jenkins, Director
Of i ice of Urban Affairs, American Council on Education
Abstrc ct
Ihe Institute for Services to Education and the American Council on
Education requests a grant not to exceed $10,000 to conduct a two-day conference
in January 1971 of approximately ferty presidents of predominantly black
colleges located in Model Cities areas.
Purpose
are actively involved in various aspects of the Model Cities program at both
the local and national levels. Only seven of the predominantly black institu-
tions have received specific Model Cities grants. This is a situation which
needs, to be corrected. The predominantly black colleges, servi ig as they do, a
largely disadvantaged minority group are in a particularly strategic position
<0 contribute to the Model Cities objectives and program. Further, many of
these institutions have resources and expertise not possessed by other types of
collaoes and universities.
colleges in the Model Cities program is to be attributed to lack of knowledge
by the institutions of the available opportunities.
(1) to advise the top-level leadership of predominantly black colleges of
the
Numerous institutions of higher education throughout the nation
The low incidence of the participation of the predominantly black
It is proposed that a coni e be held for the following purposes:
Model Cities program and of the opportunities provided for participation of
- 2 -
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institutions of higher education at both the local and national levels; (2) to
encourage the institutions to take immediate steps to implement initial and
continuing participation: (3) to provide a basis for developing specific pro-
<
jects at the local and national levels in which the predominantly black
colleges can participate and assume leadership.
The Proposed Conference
The Conference will be held in Washington over a two-day period in
January 1971. Approximately forty presidents of predominantly black colleges
located in or near Model Cities centers and the presidents or directors of
four organizations serving the precominantly black colleges will be invited to
attend. The presentations will be made chiefly by Model Cities staff. The
proceedings of the Conference will be summarized and provided the participants
for use at their respective institutions. The Conference will be jointly
sponsored by the Institute for Services to Education, Dr. Elias Blake, Jr.,
Presiient; and the American Council on Education through its Office of Urban
Affairs, Dr. Martin D. Jenkins, Director. The staff of the two sponsoring
organizations will administer the Conference and related activities. Fiscal
administration will be provided by the Institute for Services to Education.
Descriptions of these organizations are appended.
Vie are convinced that she proposed Conference will be highly
beneficial both to the Model Cities Administration and to the predominantly
black institutions of higher education.
The B udget
The budget includes the following items:
1. Travel for fort’/ presidents with an average trip
of S100.
2. Tv/o days of per cnein at Skb per aay.
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3. There will be a need for orientation of Model Cities officials
on the most effective presentations for the meeting. Some of these persons
will come from outside ISE's and ACE's current staff. For prompt editing and
<
writing up of recommendations and proceedings from the Conference, special help
will te needed. Consultants will be used in both instances.
4. Indirect costs cover Dr. Jenkins and Dr. Blake's input plus
necessary conference facilities and arrangements. In addition, processing of
travel reimbursements, conference planning, and execution costs.
40 persons 0 $1 00/ tr i p (average) $4,000
40 persons 2 days per diem 0 $25 2,000
Consultants, Conference Planning,
and Conference Report 1,400
$7,400
Indirect Cost 0 35% of T.D.C. 2,590
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